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REPORT OF THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE 
PROVINCIAL INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE, BOMBAY. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

l. Appcnntrnent and Ttmns of Reference of the Sub-Ommnittee.-The Government of 
Bombay, by the General Department, Government Resolution No. 5393/33, appointed 
~the Bombay Provincial Industries Committee. The basis of appointment of this 
Committee was the same as that of the Policy Committee for Industries appointed 
by the Government of India. The Provincial lnd1 stries Committee of Bombay 
at their first meeting held on the 19th July 1945 resolved to set up a Chemical 
Industries Sub-Committee and other Sub-Committees under the following term• 
of reference :-

•/ (i) To recommend existing industries in the Province which should be further 
expanded and new industries which should be started during the post-war 
period. 
·/ (ii) To recommend such industries as can best be organised as (1) large scale 
industries (2) small scale or cottage industries. 
,, (iii) To suggest the most suitable sites for the location of various industrie• 
after taking into consideration the availability of labour, electric power, raw 
materials, markets and the desirability of preventing congestion in thickly 
populated areas. 
v (iv) To advise whether the industries recommended should be promoted by 
Government or private agencies; and in the latter case whether Government 
should participate and if so the nature of the help which should be required. 

The Sub-Committee was set up to carry out the survey of chemical industries in 
the Province as per the a· ove terms of reference, and based on such a survey it wa• 
expected of the Sub-Committee to make recommendations regarding the promotion 
of new industries. 

As the Provincial Industries Committee was expected to co-operate with the 
Government of India Panels supplying as much factual information as possible and 
thus facilitat~ the work of the panels in making the final recommendations to the 
Government <it India, the main function of the Chemical Industries Sub-Committen 
has been to collect such information and in some cases to make their recommenda
tions to the Provincial Industries Committee. 

2. Mernbers.-The composition of the Chemical Industries Sub-Committee a• 
fixed at the first meeting of the Provincial Industries Committee was as 
follows:-
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Later on Mr. C. S. Patel, !Uana~ing Director of Swastik Oil Mills, Mr. C. P. Shah, 
Potteries and Ceramics expert and Dr. Mataprasad were co-opted by the Chairman 
of the Chemical Industries Sub-Committee. As i\Ir. Master had to go out of India, 
the late Mr. K. H. Vakil was request-ed to officiate as Chairman of the Chemical 
Industries Sub-Committee. Of the original members of the Committee, Lt.-Col. 
,Sokhey suggested in his letter D.O. No. 30/4 of 1945, dated 6th Septel)lber 1945, 
that the appointment of Dr. K. Ganapathi in his place may be more advantageous 
to the Committee o.ncl as such Dr. K. Ganapathi was appointed in place of 
Col. S. S. Sokhcy. 

Mr. K. H. Vakil died on the 28t.h January and thereafter the Chairmanship of the 
Sub-Committee \\'aS accepted by Dr. Venkatamman from lGth of Fe!>ruary to 7th 
May 19·16 when Jre had to le>tve for America. Mr. C. S. Patel acted as Chairman in 
the absence of Dr. K. Venkataraman. 

Dr. L. A. Bhatt was co-opted as member by the Chairman, Chemical Industries 
Sub-Committee, on the 13th of March 1946. 

Dr. R. K. Triverli was appointed as full time Secretary of the Sub-Committee on the 
24th of November 19•!5 by Government Resolution No. 5:193/33 and was in charge 
of the office of the Chemical Industries Sub-Committee. 

The following table gives the summary of the composition of the Chemical 
Industries Suh~Commiitee :-

List of Members, Chemical bulustr-ies Sub-Committee. 

Name of the Member. 

1. Mr. K. H. Vakil 

Da.te of 
appointment. 

:lOth August 1945 

Remarks. 

Co-opted member by the P1·ovind 11 ~ 
Industries Committee, ofliciatcd as 
Chairman from lHth November 194!) to 
~Hth .ranuary Hi40. 

2. lk K. Vcnknt.arumun ... 30t.h August- Hl45 Co-opted member by the Provincial 
Industries Committee, Cb.ainnan from 
Hith February 1!1411. Left for V. R .A. 
and U. K. on j th 1\fay 1946. 

3. Dr. Mahlpr;tsad 

4. Dr. K. Ganapnthi 

5. ltlt. C. S. PutDI 

U. ~Ir. C. P. Shah 

7. Dr. N. R. Damlc 

S. D1·. M. R. l\Ia.ndlcknr 

n. Or. L.A. Bhatt 

2nd November 1945 .. . Co-opted by the Chairman, Sub-Commitkl'. 

2nd November HJ45 ... Co-opted by the Provincial Industri6s 
Committee, vice Lt.-Col. Sokhey, 
Left for U. K. on 5th June 1946. · 

... 2nd Novemb·cr 19-!i) ... Co-opted by the Chemical IndustrieM ·sub. 
Oommittce. Was a-ppointed Chairman 
vice Dr. Venkataraman from 7th l\Iay 
1946. 

... 2nd Nove1uber 1945 ... Co-opted hy the ·Chairman, Sub-Caul
mit-tee. 

21st June 194ti 

13th l\£arch 1946 

ltt>presenting Dopartruent of Industrie;;. 
Ceased to he member from 21st ,Juno 
l!H6. 

H .. ~_presented the Dapartment of Indu.st-rif 
trom 21st June 1946. 

Co-opted by the Chnirman Che1nical 
Industries Sub-Committee, ' 

10. Dt·. R. K. Trivedi (Secre
tary). 

24th No\Tcinber 1940... Appointed. Government 
No. 5393/33. 

Reeolution 
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3. Oomrnenaement of. Wol'k.-A special meeting of the Sub-Committee was held 
on 13th November to meet Mr. Morton Cressey of the American Cynamide Corpo
ration and Chemical Construction Co., U.S.A. Mr. Cressey had been invited by the 
Government of India to advise the Department of Planning and Development with 
regard to the development of the chemical industries in India ; and the object of the 
meeting was to discuss with Mr. Cressey the post-war development of chemical 
industries in the Province of Bombay . 

. Mr. Cressey was of opinion that Bombay having many industries such as textiles, 
pharmaceuticals, oil, soaps, paints, rubber, etc., was an ideal location for chemical 
plants. In his opinion, sites near about Kalyan would prove very suitable for 
chemical factories and chemical industries might concentrate near about this place. 
In Mr. Cressey's opinion the following types of plants were best suited for the 
Province:-

(1) Fertilizer (he was aware of the plant built at Sindri in Bihar and considered 
Mithapur as a suitable place for the fertilizer industry). 

(2) Food preservatives. 
(3) Disinfectants such as D.D.T. 
(4) Heavy Chemicals as for example caustic soda, soda ash, textile chemicals. 
(5) Dye-Stuff. 
(6) Starches. 
(7) Medicinal products. 

The above meeting naturally formed a starting point for the stuvey of chemical 
-industries of the Province. The Committee's work actually commenced on the 

24th November 1945 and in the first meeting held under the Chairmanship of the • 
late Mr. K. H. Vakil it was decided to divide the programme of work of the Sub
Committee into the following three stages :-

Stage 1.-Collection of information by sending out a proper and adequate 
questionnaire. Survey of the resources and the present condition of the various 
ltems of industries coming under the purview of the Sub-Committee. 

Stage 2.-A first hand information to be obtained by undertaking tours of inspec
tion, sending out investigator, and getting in touch with the manufacturers, 
wishing to a vail of the opportunities offered by the activities of this Sub-Committee. 

Stage 3.'--A comprehensive report to be made on the basis of this survey and 
information obtained during the first two stages of the Committee's work. The 
Report shall incorporate the final recommendations of the Sub-Committee to the 
Government of Bombay regarding expansion, location and various other f.~ctors 

· concerned with the chemical industries in the Province. 

4. Collection of bifonnation.-(1) From factories in British Territ{,ry in the 
.....::'rovince. 

As decided in the first meeting, the collection of information was started by sending 
out questionnaire forms to the various factories coming under the purview of the 
Chemical Industries Sub-Committee registered under the Factories Act (Sections 2 
j and 5) as also to varions factories actually located by the investigator attached to 
this Sub-Committee. The list of factories classified- according to the gr011ping of 
indnstries fa1ling within the scope of Sub-Committee was prepared. 

MO·m Bk Qc IC-~a · 
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Two types of questionnaire forins were generally used. One was the general 
questionnaire formed by the Provincial Industries Committee and later on the investi
gator was sent out with supplementary forms addressed to each factory as per the 
model (Appendix A). He made personal contacts with the management of the 
factory to e>.l'lain to them the aims of the present survey and help them filling up 
the forms. 

The main objective as kept in view in collecting the information was to get as 
accurately as possible figures regarding the folllowing :-

(!:) Figures of production of chemical and allied products in the Province. 
(ii) Figures of consumption of chemical commodities in the Province. 
(iii) Estimated consumption of chemical products in the Province. 
(iv) Likely possible expansion in the present production. 

The ultimate idea in seeking this information was to recommend a definite line of 
chemical industries in the Province in the years to come. 

With the above view in mind, communications were issued to several Provincia.! 
Associations interested in the chemical industries, various Provineial authorities 
and some of the Central Govermnent Departments concerned. The following is the 
list of officers addressed to, and the general idea of the information sought froni 
them:-

Designation of the Officer. 

Secretary, Bombay Millowners' Associa
tion. 

Secretary, Ahmedabad 1\iillowners' 
Association. 

Secretary, Indian Chemical Manufac
turers, Association. 

Chairman, Bombay Presidency Chemical 
Manufacturers' Association. 

Messrs. Kantswalla Nanavati & Co. 

I. C. 1., India Ltd. 

General Manager, Bhadravati Iron and 
Steel Works. 

The Director of Industries, Mysore 
The Director of Chemicals, Chemical 

Directorate, New Delhi. 
The Director of Statistics, Government 

of India. 
Collector of CustolUS, Born bay 
Officer on Special Duty : Department of 

Food. 

Information sought. 

( i) Consumption of 
cals, · 

( ii) Requirements 
materials. 

Do. 

textile chemil, 

of bleaching 

(i) Analysis of consumption for 
Heavy Chemicals. 

(ii) Production and consumption 
of chemicals. 

Do. 

Imports . and consumption of 
chemicals. 

Do. 

Results of analysis of Hardwood 
Distillation. 

Do. 
Production and consumption 

chemicals in the P.rovince. 

Imports of chemicals in British 
India. 

Imports of chemicals at Bombay. 
In!ormation regarding Vanaspati 

mdustry and oil refineries. 
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Designation of the Officer. Information sought. 

The Registrar, Geological Survey of Mineral wealth of the Province. 
India. 

Textile Commissioner, Bombay ( 1:} Consumption 
chemicals. 

of · textile 

(ii) Requireme~ts of bleaching 
materials. 

Director of Forest Research Institute, Results of analysis of hardwood 
Dehra Dun. distillation. 

Honorary Geologist to the Department Nlinerai wealth of the Province. 
of Industries, Bombay. 

The Conservator of Forests, Bombay Availability of hardwood. 
Province. 

Various Officers of the Department of 
Industries. _ 

Collection of Infarmation.-(2) From factories situat.ed in Indian States adjacent 
to the Province of Bombay. 

In any survey regarding the production, consumption and future expansion of 
chemical industries in the Province of Bombay, the existence of the chemical factories 
in the neighbouring States could not be ignored for obvious reasons. Products of 

', State factories are not necessarily consumed in the State markets; in fact, a very 
large portion of the chemical production in the States would find its way to the 
markets of the Province of Bombay. As such, any scheme of future expansion of 
chemical industry, should be based on the considerations of joint production of the 
Province and the Indian States. With a view, therefore, to obtain data regarding 
the production of chemicals in Indian States, supplementary forms were sent to the 
various factories in the States. 

After having collected the information the next step was to record in 
a comprehensive manner. 

5. Recording of lnformation.-The technical information and other statistical 
data regarding production and consumption, collected by the Sub-Committee have 
been recorded with a view to form a correct judgment regarding the existing position 
and future possibilities of expansion of chemical industries in the Province of BombaY: 
Each important substance was allotted a complete information card on which all 
the important data about it was duly recorded (Appendix B). Wherever possible, 
the more involved factors regarding the industry such as cost of production, industries 
utilising the product, etc. were also included in the record. 

6. Discussion of Records by Cornmittee Meetings.-With a view to arrive at 
~ final decision regarding each group of chemicals, as to the factors touching the 
production and consumption of products included in that group, technical notes were 
prepared by the office of the Sub-Committee and these were discussed in the full 
Committee meetings. The deliberations and <>onclusions arrived at at the meetings 
were conveyed from time to time to the Provincial Industries Committee. Over 
and above the discussions in the Committees, it WM arranged to invite leading 
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industrialists of the Province for an informal exchange of views with the Committee 
regarding factors of production, markets, likely expansion of industries, present 
diflicult.ies encom1tered by the industries and the possible help that could be rendered 
hy the Provincial authorities. Representatives of the following industries were 
invited:-

(1) Caustic Soda aud Chlorine. 
(2) Sulphm·ic Acid. 
(3) Bricks, etc. 
( 4) Paints, Varnishes. 

Discussion with these representatives together with the deliberations in the 
Committee meeting helped to form a fairly clear picture regarding the requirements 
of the Province in the matter of chemical industries. · 

7. ClltsS1fication of Chemical Industries under sw'Vey.-For the purposes of the 
present survey the various chemicals coming under the scope of this Sub-Committee 
were considered and classified as follows at the second meeting held on 14th Decem
her 1945 under t-he C!1ainnanship of late Mr. K. H. Vakil:-

I. HEAVY CHEMICALS. 

(") Sulphuric Acid and Allied Products. 
(b) Alkali and Chlorine Products. 
(c) Other Heavy Chemicals. 
(d) Industrial Gases. 

(") Inorganic Chemicals. 
(b) Organic Chemicals. 

II. FINE CHEMJCAJ,S. 

(c) Fermentation Products. 
(d) Drugs and Pharmaceuticals. 
(c) Photographic Chemicals. 
(f) Textile Chemicals. 

III. COAL CARBONISAT!ON AND COAL PRODUCTS. 

(a.) Coal Gas and Coal Tar Products. 
(b) Destructive Distillation of Wood. 
(c) Dye-stuff Industry. 

IV. GLASS-CERAMICS-REFRACTOI<IES. 

(a) Glass. 
(b) Potteries and Ceramics. 

v. CEMENT AND LIME. 

Cement and Cement Products. 
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VI. SoAPS, OrLs {INEDIBLE), PAINTS, CoLOURS AND VARNISHES. 

(a) Oils (Inedible). 
(b) Soap Industry. 

INDUSTRIAL SOLVENTS. 

(c) Paints and Varnishes. 

VII. ELECTRO-CHEMICALS. 

(a) Aluminium. 
(b) Minor Electro-Chemicals. 

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS. 

Plastics. 

8. Limitations of the Report.-During the war, industry was a subject transferred 
to the Government of India as it was thought proper for the efficient prosecution 
of the war to control the industries from a central administration. Now that the 
war is at an end, industry has once more become a Provincial subject and as such 
the burden of efficiently implementing the recommendations approved by the 
Government of India would fall on the shoulders of the Provincial administration. 
At a time like this, when the post-war schemes have to be cautiously considered 
and effectually put into execution for the benefit of the Province and the country 
as a whole, the report of a Committee like the Provincial Industries Committee 
assumes special significance, especially because it is to refer to the post-war 
period. · 

To fulfil the responsibilities of making sound recommendations for the develop
ment of existing chemical industries and suggestions for putting up new industries, 
the Sub-Committee ought to have full knowledge of the schemes already thought. 
of by the Central Government. This is more so in view of the fact that the Central 
Government Departments during the war years, when controlled economy was Juore 
or less the rule of the day, were inn position to collate fairly accurate data about the 
existing position and the possibilities of development of the chemical industries in 
India with particular reference to the Province of Bombay. It was also easy for them 
to gauge the requirements of particular industries in respect of heavy and fine 
chemicals. Such being the case, any Committee undertaking economic and indus
trial suryey of the industries of the Province would naturally look forward to get 
the data and the proposed schemes of the Central Government and would be serious
ly handicapped if they were not furnished with the same. This dependence of securing 
statistical material mainly from the Central Government would be a limiting factor 
to any survey Committee ; and we are afraid it has proved to be a limitation of this 
Committee also. 

The Chemical Industries Sub-Committee have tried their best to compute the 
requirements of important chemicals and allied products in the Province of Bombay 

!>and in the light of these computations, they have set certain targets of production 
with regard to each industry they have surveyed. They have also taken care to 
bring up-to-date information available from previous records. 

9. Absence of reliable Statistical Data.-It is needless to emphasise that the work 
of any planning department is seriously handicapped by the absence of primary 
data to go by. This Sub-Committee have also experienced the same difficulty in 
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getting reliable factual information. Every attempt has been, however, made to 
. collate the necessary data from authoritative quarters and to apply various checks 
on the authenticity of the same whenever it was practicable to do so. It is obvious 
that recommendations based on doubtful data would be very misleading and as such 
the Committee has taken care to fix up the targets of production only in cases where 
they have found reliable to do so. 

10. Limited Co-opemtion by bulustries.-The absence of statistical data from 
official quarters should have been made up, had the individuals and associations 
connected with chemical industry offered their whole-hearted co-operation to the 
Sub-Committee. We regret to note that this co-operation was not forthcoming 
from the industrialists, except for some leading m~nufacturers in each group of 
chemical industries who willingly supplied all the information they had with them. 
Many industrialists felt from their past experience that such surveys could not be 
ol much use to the industry as the Government do not readily implement the recom
mendations made by such Committees, while there were others who were reluctant 
to co-operate as they had apprehensions that the information sup lied by them might 
be used for official purposes, other than those meant for the survey. As already 
stated, personal contacts th.rough the investigator were also undertaken by the 
Sub-Committee but these efforts dirl not meet with much success: Consequently, 
only 90 out of a total of 375 questionnaires issued to factories were returned duly 
filled in. The Sub-Committee have, however, every satisfaction that they have done 
their best in trying to secure the co-operation of the industry in collecting the factual 
information, and in case of recommendations the Sub-Committee have taken care 
to verify the authenticity of the data on hand. 

ll. · AcJ.-nowledgments.-The Chemical Industries Sub-Committee wish to record 
their grateful appreciation of the very valuable help rendered by Dr. J. G. Kane, 
M.Sc., Ph.D., A.I.I.Sc., Reader in Oil Technology, Bombay University Department 
of Technology, for his suggestions and help regarding the ,.ection on inedible oils. 
Mr. B. G. Pendharkar, Chief Chemist, Swastik Oil Mills, has also contributed his 
eXJ.>erience in the preparation of the Chapter on " Inedible Oils, Soap Industry and 
Pamts and Varnishes". The Committee express their gratitude to Mr. R. D. 
Chandorkar of the Vijay Glass Works, Bombay, who supplied useful and authentic 
information in writing the section on glass industry. 
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CHAPTER II. 

HEAVY CHEMICALS. 

12. General.-The important part played by heavy chemicals in the economy 
.of this country in general and in the economy of the Province in particular has been 

, amply demonstrated during the years of World Wars I and II. As such, it would be 
superfluous to make out a case for the establishment of heavy chemicals industry 
in the Province, which is necessary in the interests of the general industrialisation 
{)f the Province during the coming five years. 

, The word heavy chemical used in this Chapter refers to chemicals such as sulphuric 
acid, caustic soda, soda ash, superphosphates and such other materials that are 
produced in large quantities at a low cost, and serve as raw materials for various other 
eonsuming industries. The importance of heavy chemicals would be at once realised 
from their extensive use in industries such as textiles, soaps, oils, rayons, paper, 
leather, dyestuffs, glass explosives etc. As these industries develop in the Province, 
heavy chemicals would be consumed in greater quantities. This industry, thus, 
forms the corner stone of a sound industrial structure in the Province. 

For the purpose of this report, heavy chemicals have been ciassified in the 
following sections :-

(1) Sulphuric acid and its derivatives. 
(2) Alkali and Chlorine products. 
(3) Other industrial chemicals. 
( 4) Industrial gases. 

~he individual sections have been treated separately m the following 
pages. 
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SECTION I. 

Sulphuric Acid and Allied Products. 

13. General Otm~~iderations.-The names of the chemicals included under this 
heading are given in column 2 of Table 1. 

14. Figures of P,.esent Production in the Province.-The figures of their. actu~l 
annual production in 1944 and estimated annual production in 1946 are g~ven m 
.columns 3 and 4 of Table 1. 

Production of Sulphuric Acid.-At present 40 tons a day are being produced in 
Bombay and Gujarat at the following factories. Four of these employ chamber 
process, while one of them in Bombay employs a 10 ton-a-day contact process:-

(1) Eastern Chemical Works Ltd., Bombay. 
(2) Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Works Ltd., Ambernath. 
(3) Sonawala Industries Ltd., Kalyan. 
(4) Ramco Chemical Works Ltd., Ahmedabad. 
(5) Star Chemical Works Ltd., Baroda. 

15. Factors Relative to Production.-Sulphuric acid is manufactured from sulphur 
imported from foreign countries in the absence of native sulphur in India. The 
Government of India are, however, considering the proposal of utilisation of gypsum 
for the production of sulphuric acid. Larger quantities of this acid will have to be 
produced in the Province when industries which consume the acid in large quantities 
come into existence. 

16. Market Conditions and Factors reWtive of Off-take of Indigenous products.- ·~ 
It is visualised that factories producing su perphosphates, ammonium sulphate and 
dyestuffs will develop to a considerable extent in the Province tluring the coming 
five years. As these industries consume a large amount of sulphuric acid, the instal
lation of new plants in addition to the existing units may be found necessary. 

17. ·Figures of Present Consumption.-The figures, of the present consumption as 
also the figures of estimated consumption during the next five years are given in 
columns 6 and 7. It will be seen from the table that in the case of some of these
chemicals, there is a large difference between the amounts consumed and produced. 
This is partly met by imports from foreign countries, the figures for which are 
shown in column 5 of Table 1. 

18. Swpe and Possibilities of Expansion in the Prod•M'lion.-Taking into consi
deration the estimated production in the Province in 1946--47 and the .estimated 
consumption during the next five years, there appears to be a large deficiency of the 
production of some chemicals. The figures for this deficiency for all the chemicals 
are given in the last column of Table I. 

~9. LtxJ:Uion of future units of Productir>n-P!opo~ed production of sulphuric 
acid.-It 18 proposed that 35 tons of sulphunc amd per day should be further "'" 
produced in the Province as follows :- -Bombay 25 tons a day. 

Ahmedabad 10 tons a day. 
It will be seen that if all the present and proposed units work to capacity there is 

still a deficiency of 30,000 tons (i.e. 100 tons/day) from the target ~ggested 
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(cf: column 8 of Table 1). This, however relates to the requirements of tht> 
proposed dyestuffs and rayon industries. It is hence suggested that this amount 
of the acid could be produced at places where the dyestuffs and rayon industries 
will be established. ' 

20. Recommendati<mS far the Production of Sulphu1'ic Acid.-It is recommended 
• that preference should be given to the existing manufacturers to install new units. in. n 

addition to the plants already in operation, or replace the existing plants, • 
thoroughly examining their plans and the location of their factories with reaper 
the other industries. Preference must be given to the installation of plants emfw<J/'1 
ing C( contact process ". 

It is also recommended that there should be a greater concentration of the industry 
in Bombay and its suburbs (up to Ambernath) because the industries consuming the 

' acid and the products derived from it are and will be located in and around Bombay 
to a large extent. In the allocation of new sulphuric acid plants it is assumed that 
the fertilizers industry will be put up near about Bombay. Similar concentration 
of industries is also taking place near Ahmedabad and a large portion of the alloca
tion of this industry for the Provice outside Bombay and its suburbs may, therefore, 
be made for Ahmedabad and places near about. Both these cities have further 
advantages in being railway centres and have available power and industrial 
labour. 

21. Recommendations fo1' the P1'oduction of othe:r allie:d Products.-

Nitric Acid.-The target suggested for the production of this acid has taken 
into consideration the development of ammunition and plastics industry in the 
Province. · 

Hydrochlaric Acid.-The deficiency of this acid shown in the last column could 
partly be met with by the acid produced in the manufacture of D. D. T. which is 
envisaged for production in this Province for the utilisation of the excess of 
chlorine produced from electrolytic caustic soda plant. 

Fe:rric Alum.-It could be conveniently produced in Gujarat. Large deposits 
of bauxite containing ferric iron are available. 

Epsom Salt.-It need not be produced from magnesite as very large quantities of 
it can be obtained from bitterns available at Mithapur and Kharagoda. 

Copper Sulphate:-No deposits of copper ores are found in the Province. If 
copper sulphide ores are imported at cheap rates from foreign countries, then the 
sulphur could be converted into sulphuric acid and the copper oxide into the 
copper sulphate. 

Sodium Sulphate.-It should be obtained in the required purity from the bi-chro
mates industry which is fairly well established in this Province. No other steps 
should be taken for its manufacture as ultimately they might prove uneconomical. 

Superphosphates.-An attempt should be made to manufacture it from the bone 
meaL This raw material will be available to the extent of about 25,000 tons 
a year in the Province. There already exist mill for the treatment of bone 
which do not-flourish on account of very keen competition by factories established 
e'sewhere in the country by foreigners. If, however, superphosphates are manu
factured in the Province, both the agricultural activity and the bone meal industry 
will benefit. It is, therefore, recommended that 25,000 tons of superphos'phates 
be produced in this Province. It is recommended that the Government may arrange 
to give adequate faci!.ties to the superphospnates industry in the Province. 
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SECTION II. 

Alkali and Chlorine Products. 

22. General Considerations.-The names of the chemical.< included under this 
!Jeailing are given in column 2 of Table 2. 

23. Figures of Present Production. in tltc Province.-:-The figures of estimated 
annual production in 1946 and remarks are given in colun'ms 3 ani! 4 of Table 2. 

24. Factors reh1tivc to Prodtwtion.-The main requirements of these chemicals 
are sufficient.ly pure salt ani! electric energy at cheap rates. It is envisaged that 
hoth these requirements will be plentifully available in coastal towns of the 
Province. 

25. Market Conditions aJUl Factors relative to Off-take of J,tdigcnous pr<Jdu.ds.
There is a good market for these chemicals in Bombay and Alunedabad. · It is con
templated that the requirement~ for these chemicals will go up with the establish
ment of dyestuffs and rayon industries and the expansion of soap and vegetable 
oil industries. 

26. Figw·es of Presenl ConsumpN<>n.-The figures of the consumption of these 
chemicals in 1944 as also the figures of estimated consumption during the next five 
years are given in columns 5 and 6 of Table II. It will be seen from the table that 
in case of some of these chemicals i·here is a large differem~e between the amounts 
co11,mmcd nnd produ(•.rd. 

:!.7. Scope aml Possihilities of Expansion, in tl!e Production .-'raJ<ing into 
consideration the estimated production in the Province in 1946-47 and the 
estimated consumption during the next five years, there appears to be a large 
deficiency of production of some chemicals. The figures for this i!eficiency for all 
the chemicals are gi,·en in the last column of Table 2. · 



No. Chemical. 

2 

2 Sodium Bicarbonate 

3 Caustic Soda 

'l'ABLE 2. 

Alknli and Chlorine Products. 

Estimated Production (in tons). 

In 
1946-47 

(in tons). 
3 

30,000 
1~,000 

48,000 

J,!SOU 

:!,OUU 
4,500 

6,500 

Remark~. 

4 

Electrolysis Caul!tici
sation. 



TABLE 2-cond. 

• Estimated Productio~ (in tons) . Corummption in various industries. Target 
for 

No. Chemical. In In Estimated during next future Defitlienoy. 
194<>--47 Remarb. production 

(in tons). 1944. five years (in tons). (in tons). 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

4 Chlorine (liquid compressed) 700 50 Textiles 2,000 17,500 10,800 
Municipal and Sanitation 1,200 
Chlorinated 

like D. D. T. 
produc~ 1,000 

Paper 1,000 
Bleaching materials 1,000 

(like IS odium Chlorite 
!Ugh test Chlorate 
etc.) 

Production of raw 1,000 
m11.terials for Plal>tic 
moulding powders. ..... 

Dyestw1s ... 800 "" D.D.T. 8,500 
Mh>:e Janeous Chemical 1,000 
~ ndustries. 

Total ... 17,500 

5 Bleaching Powder 1,600 1,800 Textiles and Sanitation 6,000 6,000 4,600 
6 Calcium and Sodium Hypoch- 3,000 Manufactured by 3,000 Textiles 5,000 5,000 (to be pro. 

lorite9. textile mills lD (in terms of vided by 
Bombay Province 30 per cont. individual 
for their own COD• Chlorine). mills.) 

Sodium Chlorate 
sumption. 

Agricultu'ral 7 weed-killer 1,500 1,500 1,500 
8 Potassium Chlorate 1,800 Manufact.ured in 1,800 Amm11nition and 2,000 2,000 200 

Bombay. Matches. 
9 Caust.ic Pota~h 2,000 Soap 1,500 1,500 1,500 

10 Potassium Carbon~ie 250 Textiles 4,500 6,500 6,250 
(2,000 for 
Caustic 
Potash). 
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28. Locatitm of futu•·e units of Production-Proposed production of caustic 
soda.-The location of the caustic soda-chlorine industry may profitably be 
distributed as foil ows :-

At or near about Ahmedabad 10 tons a day. 
·At or near about Bombay 25 tons a day. 

29. Recommendations.-(!) The production of these chemicals in the Province 
is very important as they are largely required in various industrial processes. The 
Province must be made self-sufficient as regards these chemicals. 
. (2) Most of the new industries should be installed near Bombay because-various 
consu111ing industries of these chemicals are located 'll,ear about Bombay .. There 
are other advantages in installing these plants near about Bombay, such as, caustic 
soda oan be utilised in the solution form and chlorine in the form of liquid 
hypochlorite solution. Further, electrical power, technical labour and other 
amenities for industrial organisation will be easily available in Bombay. 

(3) In order to make the production of these chemicals a success, the following 
facilities are required and should be provided:-

(a) Electrical power at cheap rate not ~xceeding. 3 pies per kw. 

(b) Tariff protection, wherever necessary, to enable the products of this 
industry to compete with imported foreign products. 

(c) Minimised inland freight charges, transportation charges and coastal 
shipping freight to enable the manufacturers to transport the raw materials or 
finished products at profitable rates. 

(d) Facilities to import the most modern equipment and capital goods and 
raw materials from abroad. 

(e) Common salt at a duty free rate as it forms the main raw material from 
which these chemicals are manufactured. ·' 
30. Other recommendations for the useful productitm and utilisatitm of some 

of these chemicals.-
Oaustic Soda.-The quantity produced by electrolytic process should be 

determined by the amount of chlorine demanded by the chlorine utilising factories. 
The rest of it should be produced by causticisatiou. 

Olzlorine.-Factories for the manufacture of chlorinated products should be 
encouraged. They can best be located at places where electrolytic caustic 
soda-plants are working. 

Potassium Chlorate.-There is only'one factory in the Province which produces 
this chemical on a large scale. It is necessary that another plant should be put 
up in conjunction with one of the caustic soda-chlorine plant. 

Caustic Potash.-The demand for this chemical is not great ; the required amount 
should be produced at one of the factories producing electrolytic caustic soda. 

SECTION Ill. 

Other Heavy Chemicals. 

31. General Cansiderations.-The names of the chemicals included under this 
heading are given in column 2 of Table 3. 

32. Figures of Present Prorluctitm in tlze Pravince."--Tbe figures of the actual 
annual production in 1946 and estimated annual production in 1946 are given in 
columns 3 and 4 of Table 3. 

HO•U Bk Qo 10-2 



No. 

1 

1 

2 
3 
4 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 

'Chemioal 

2 

Sodium Bichrom-ate 

Potassium Bichromate 
Sodium Silie&te 
Sodium Sulphide 

PotuBium Chloride 

Magnesium Chloride 

Calcium Chloride 
Ammonia (Liquor) 
Ammonia Anhydrous 

Sodium Hydrosulphite 
Sodium Sulpb.ite 

Sodinm Bisulphite 
Sodium Thiosulphate 

18 

Production (in tons) 

in 1944 

3 

1;042 

!28 
7,224 

119 

600 

6,200 

1,000 

90 

60 
238 

Estimated in 
1946. 

•• 
1,600 

60 
7,700 
1,900 

(instaUed 
capa.oity,). 

700 

8,000 

2,000 
36 

160 
(installed 
capacity). 

150 
400 

TABLE 

Othet heavy 

Imports into 
'Bombay Harbour 

during 1944. 

5 

1;100 

Small quantities 
Negligi tile. 

800 

600 

Nil. 

Negligible. 

1,277 

100 

219 
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3. 

clltmicals. 

Estimated Consumption during Target for 
future Defioieooy. the next five years. production. 

6 7 8 

Textiles 400 2,000 500 
Leather 400 
Pigments and Ch.romi~ Acid 200 
Dyestuffs 1;000 

Total 2,000 

.Matches aud Chemicals 60 60 
8,000 8,000 300 

Textiles 700 4,000 2,100 
Leather 300 
'llodaAsh 600 
Dyestuffs 2,500 

Total 4,000 

Fertiliser 1,800 3,000 2,300 
Chlorate manufacture 1,200 

Total 3,000 

8,000 8,000 Extra. capacity 
(For all India) is available 

with the exist-
ing manufao-
turem. 

3,000 3,000 1,000 
100 65 

In terms of NH,Cland (NH,)1 CO, 300 4,350 
NitricAoid •. 2,000 
Urea (Fertiliser and Plastics) 1,000 
Soda Ash 1,000 
Refrigeration 60 

Total 4,350 

Textiles and Sugo..r 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Photography and Food preservation 150 160 

Textiles 600 600 450 
~ 
.Photography 600 600 ~00 
Leather 100 

Total 600 

HO•fi llk Qc 10-2a 
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" 33. Factors Relalive to Productirm-(i) Sodium and Potassium Bichromate._:.::. 
Introduction of this industry in India has taken place during the war. Bichromates 
are required mainly for textile, leather, safety matches and pigments industries. 
Their use in textile industry for khaki dyeing may be reduced in the coming years 
but their other uses and their requirements in the manufacture of dyestuffs will 
provide an easy market for the indigenous products. 

The industry has submitted a memorandum to the Tariff Board for protection 
under the present circumstances. The industry suffers from- ·certain- basic 
disadvantages such as high price of raw materials us~d in the •nanufacture, namely 
sulphuric acid and soda ash, and high transport charges. When these raw materials 
are available locally at cheaper rates, the industry w~~ld be able to compete with 
the imported chemicals. · 

Chromates and chromic acid are at present being manufactured in small quantities 
by manufacturers ~f bichromates. 

(ii) Sodium Silicate.-The industry has developed' considerably during rec~~t 
years. ' A number of small concerns have come up which manufacture products 
which are not up to the required standard.' This industry requires better 
organisation in order ·to produce better quality product-which can stand comparison 
with the imported stuff. The availability 6f cheapet'indigenous soda ash will go 
a long way in stabilising this industry in post. war years. . , · . _ 

(iii) Sodium Sulphide--It -is used in leather, paper, textiles, and soda ash 
industries. The demand for this material in the industry is very large and the total 
present capacity will have to be supplemented with further installations to supply 
the total demands. The sulphide shonld be manufactured from sodium sulphat( 
which is a by-product of the bichromate industry . ..... 

(iv) Potassium Chloride.-This industry forms a part of the important marine 
chemicals industry. With the large manufacture of common salt by solar evapora
tion large amounts' of bittern are available for this industry. However, only a small 
portion of the available bittern is yet being processed for the recovery of potassium 
chloride.• Two grades of potassium chlorides are generally available. The crude 
product is used as fertiliser and the pure product in chemical inrlustries including 
the manufacture of potassium chlorate. The latter grade is not yet manufactured 
in the Province but would be required to meet the demands of potassium chlorate 
industry, when est.ablished in the Province; ·: 

(v) Magnesium Chloride.-This forms another pt·oduct of the marine chemicals 
industry. The present production supplies the requirements of local consuming 
industries and in addition the product is exported. 

(vi) Calcium Chloride.-This is produced as a bye-product in the soda ash and 
'?a?nesium oxide indus~ries. Its use in refri~eration and road-building is at present 
lim1ted and all the reqmrements can be supphed by the present production. 

(~i) A'."monia.-!t is not yet produced in the Province. It is nsed as such f0 
refnger~twn and m the manufacture of. salts such as ammonium sulphate, 
ammoruum carbonate and ammoruum chlonde and the dyestuffs nitric acid and 
urea. Due to the proposed establishment of the factory for the' manufacture of 
_ammonium sulphate in large quantities by the Government of India in Bihar, the 
product ot a small factory may not find a market. However, it could be utilised in 
the manuf""!ture of soda ash, urea, dyestuffS and nitric acid. 
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-
(viii-x) Sodium Hydrosulphite, Sodium bi-sulphite, Sodium sulpltite and Sodium 

Tl!iosulplwte.--Sodium hydrosulphite is not manufactured in the Province; the 
other chemicals are now produced in sufficient quantities in the Province. The 
raw materials required for their production are caustic soda, soda ash and sulphur 
dioxide. These are available locally; hence it would be convenient to manufacture 
these chemicals in Bombay. The zinc required for the manufacture of hydrosulphite 
will have to be imported from abroad. 

34. 11larket Conditions and Factors relative to off-take of Indigenous Prodticts.
Except for magnesium chloride, calcimn chloride and sodium silicate the manu
facture of other chemicals in the country has developed only during recent years 
due to restricted imports. The total requirements were met with until recently 
and even now a part of the requirements are supplied by imports. The uses of these 
chemicals in post-war period are sufficiently important to justify the continuation 
and expansion of tbe locally installed industries. 

35. Figures of Present Oonsumption.-The figures of estimated consmnptioa 
during the next five yeru:s are given in columns 6 and 7 of Table 3. It will be seen 
from the Table that the requirements of some of these chemicals are met with by 
imports from foreign countries. The figures in this connection are given in column 
5 of Table 3. The actual figures of consumption are not given because they are not 
correctly available, 

36. Scope and Possibilities of Exprtnsion in tlw Production.-Taking into consi
deration the estimated production in the Province in 1946-47 and the estimated 
consumption during the next five years, there ~ppears to be a large deficiency of 
the production of these chemicals. The figures for this deficiency are given in the 
last column of Table 3. 

37. Location of Future Un£ts of Productio-n.-The extension of the product-ion of 
the chemicals under this section is proposed as follows :-

1. Bicltromates, sodium sulphicle and sodium silicate in Bombay. 
2. Potassiwu chloride at Kharagoda and Mithapnr. 
3. Sodium Hydrosulphite, Sodium sulphite, sodium bin-sulphite and Sodium 

Thiosulphate inBombay and its s~burbs. 

:38. Recormnel!(lations.-It is recounnended that the following measures should 
>e taken to develop the existing industries ancl to install the new ones:-

(a) Prohibition or control of imports of bichromates, chromates, chrome
products and sodium silicate after controlling the standard of quality of local 
products and their prices, through a board consisting of representatives of the 
industry and the Government. 

(b) Encouragement of the manufacture of Sodium sulphide from Sodium 
sulphate obtained at the bichromates industry. · 

(c) Control of the prices of imported Sodium sulphide, Sodium sulphite, Sodium 
hi-sulphite, Sodium Thiosulphate and potassium chloride by Tariff duties, until the 
production capacity for these chemicals comes up to the requirements. 

(d) Rendering all· necessary assistance to the parties proposing to undertake 
the manufacture of ammonia and Sodimn hydrosulphite. 

(e) Facilities for manufacturers to import the latest type of machinery to improve 
the efficiency of production. 
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(f) Minimising of the railway freight, specially in case of important raw 
materials, to lower the cost of production of the certain chemicals. 

SECTION IV. 

Industrial Gases. 

39. General Consirleration.-The names of the gases included under this heading 
are given in column 2 of Table 4. These are industrial gases which are consumed 
at the place where they are made or are transported in compressed form for utilisation 
in various industrial processes. 

40. Figures of Present Prorlut:tion in the Province.-The figures of .their actual 
annual production are given in colu!llll 4 of the Table 4. It can be very generally 
stated that at present there is a very limited production of these gases in the Province. 

No. 

1 

TADLE 4. 

Industrial Gases. 

Gas. Ccnt.re of Production. 

• 8 

Non-oondcnsWle Wood Dlstjl)ation 
Grisea:. Fa'ctory (noD·OXIS· 

tent at pre-sent). 

Production 
figures. 

• 
Consuming Jndustrlrs. 

6 

2 Hydrogen Oil · hydrogenat-Ing AU tho quantity Vrg('tablc ghcc 

8 Oxygen 

• Acetylene 

factorles. pf(lduced Is imnte· 
diat<!ly utilised in 
the hydrogenation 
or oils~ 

, • (I) Tl1o Ind!an Oxygen 17,600,000 o.ft. 
and Acetylellc Co., 
Ltd.,Bo'lnbay. 

(2) At present all tJte 
vegetablo ghco 
factories producing 
hydrogen by the 
hydroi:VSls of water 
abo produce oxygen 
fortho recovery ol. 
which no arrange. 
menta bnvo been 
tnnde yet. 

(1) The Indian oXygen 6,500,000 c.ft. 
and Acetylene Co., 
Ltd., Bombny. 

Army 
Rs!lways 
Shipping etc. 
Special drtml welding 
General Enginecdng 
Medical 

Anny 
Ratlways 
Ship repairs 

Totnl 

Special dhlm welding 
General Engineering 
Marine 

Quantity 
consumed. 

6 

More thian 
200,000,000 o.ft. 

2,28S,050o.ft. 
1,000,500 .. 
0,64-5,700 •• 
2,360,500 o; 
4,000,000 ... 

360,000 •• 

17,250,350 

·~ 

1,267,000 c.tO 
400,000 •• 

1,805,000 .. 
1,610,000 .. 
1,300,000 ;; 

60,000 .. 

Total 6,442,000 o.rt. 
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41. Factors relative to -Prorluction.-The availability of cheap electrical power 
and easy absorpt.ion of the industrial gases in the new pattern of industry should 
render the production of these gases a profitable industry in the Province. 

42. Market Conditions anrl Factors •·elative to Off-take of l!Uligenous Prorlucts.
Even with the present market conditions, factors relative to the off-take of inrlustrial 
gases in the Province are very favourable. 

43. F(qures of Present Consumption.-The figures of the present consmnption 
as well as the names of the consuming industries are given"in coltimns 5 and 6 of tl;e 
Table 4. 

44. Scope anrl Possibilities of expansion in tlte Production.-It will be possible 
to produce large quantities of ell these gases in this Province in view of the f"ot that 
the following indust.ries are due to expand in the coming five years:-

1. Wood dist.illatiou Industry. 
2. Hydrogenation of Oils Industry. 
3. Calcium Carbide (in Bihar). 

45. Locati<>n of Future units of Prorluction.-N o recommendations can be made 
at this stage for targets of production, as well as for the location of the production 
centres. 

Almost unlimited quantities of oxygen gas will be available by the installation 
of compression plants on the site of factories to come into existence in the coming 
five years in the Province; 
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CHAPTER III. 

FINE CHEMICAJ .. S. 

46. Genera!.-The fine chemicals industry in the Province will generally depend 
upon the development of the heavy chemical industry. The basic chemicals '· 
produced by the heavy chemical industry will be either processed or converted or 
purified into what are known as fine chemicals to be consumed by various industries. 
T"ne fine chemical industry, therefore, should fall within the classification of what 

·is commonly known as the " Chemical Converting Industry". This group would 
include medicinal and phannaceutical preparations, pure chemicals, analytical 
reagents, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, germicides, antiseptics, disinfectants, 
etc. The industry will be based on small units of production installed in factories 
at suitable places. The scope of fine chemicals is very wide and includes varied 
chemical products such as, ingradients for perfumes and flavours, textile and 
tannings, electroplating, fruit preHervation and most of other industries. 

This " Chemical Converting " group is heterogenous with ma.ny sub-divisions, 
composed of big and small units, distinguished by the fact that they are preparing 
chemical compounds for the direct use of the ultimate consumer. 

In view of the above it must be pointed out that it will be difficult to indicate 
definite limits of production of fine chemicals of various descriptions as required 
in the Province. As to the present production of fine chemicals in the Province, 
it can be stated definitely that up to the beginning of the recent war, there was no 
fine chemicals industry in the Province worth the name. During the war years, 
conditions suitable to the growth of this industry were created in this Province by 
the stoppage of imports of fine chemicals from abroad. It was during this period 
that small nuclei producing fine chemicals were established in the Province, e.g., 
stearic acid for waterproofing, cosmatics and ointments was made in Bombay. 
Production of Hydrofluoric acid for frosting and etching of glass has been started. 
Oxalic acid required by textile and laundries is being manufactured in the Province 
and so on. They can be described as having flourished to a certain extent. In the 
years to come there will be condition• flefimtely suit.able for the growth of the fine 
chemicals industry in the Province. 

The following factors in the Province are co11•idered favourable to the growth of 
the fine chemicals industry :-

(i) Establishment of heavy chemicals industry which would supply important 
starting materials for the fine chemicals--espeeially the inorganic fine chemicals. 
The heavy chemicals industry will also supply chemicals useful in the processing 
of organic fine chemicals. For example, product.ion of acetic acid in the Province 
would lead to production of lead acetates required in yellow and orange shade 
pigments in the paint industry as well as in waterproofing of textiles. 

(ii) The installation of dyestuff industry in the Ptovince will produce some 
fine chemicals as important by-products. Instance could be given of Benzene 
and Aniline required as primary intermediates in the dyestuff industl-y. These 
very materials would help establishing production of D. D. T.-an 
insecticide and Hydroquinonea Photography developer. 

(iii) The tendency towards the establishment of synthetic processes for various 
fine chemicals is estimated to favour the cheap production of high-grade fine 
chemicals. This tendency could be illustrated in the case of phenol derivatives, 
for il1'ltance, acetyl salicylic acid was produced in 1921 at $. 0. 73 per ·lb. 
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In 1939, the cost of production was brought down to $ O· ,17 per lb. Similarly 
Sulphanilamide was produced at $ 4·95 per lb. in 1937, whereas t.he cost of 
production in 1939 was reduced to ·s 1· 28 a lb. Again, the pror!uction of 
Vitamin C cost $ 43 ·15 a lb. in 1939 while there is a CO!ll1tant tendency towards 
reducing this cost of production. 

(iv) The consciousness of u•ing the fine chemicals produced indigenously is 
now growing in the Province and it appears that the pharmaceutical and other 
consuming industries would be ready to use fine chemicals produced in the 
Province provided they coul<l compete in quality if not immediately in price, 
with the imported stuff. · 
From the above, it would appem: that the fine chemicals industry in the Province 

has reasonably bright prospects of thriving. The following Sections have been 
co!l.'1idered in the present report:-

Section i.-Inorganic Fine Chemicals. 
Section .2.-0rganic Fine Chemicals. 
Section 3.-Drugs and Pharmaceutica!R. 
Section 4.-Photographic Chemicals. 

Section 5.-Textile Chemicals. 

SECTION I. 

lnorg anic Chemicals. 

117. General Cans-i<lerat-ions.-The inorganic fine chemicals fmm au important 
~section of the '.'Chemical Converting" inrlustry. A large variety of these chemicals 

can be easily manufactured after processing of some of the important basic chemicals. 
The equipn1ent necessary for manufacturing inorganic fine chemica1s is comparatively 
simple and could be easily installed in any factory producing pharmaceutical and 
allied materials. For example, most of the important. inorganic sorlium, potassium, 
copper and nickel compounds such as the sulphates, chlorides, nitrates and cyanirles 
could be obtained in pure state with comparative ease. Such chemicals are iuclmled · 
in the following illustmtive list:- · 

1. Potassium cyanirle. 
2. Sodium cyanide. 
3. Potassium fcrrocyanide. 
4. Iron citrate. 
5. Ammonium citrate. 
6. Hydrochloric acid. 
7. Stearates of aluminium. calcium, 

barium, magnesium, zinc. 
8. Ferric chloride. 

9. 
10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
H. 
].5. 
16. 

:Manganese nitrate. 
Drying agents such as Manganese 

Linolcate, ete. · 
Silica gel. 
Chemicals in pigment indu•try. 
·chemicals for glass and ceramics. 
Aluminium chloride. 
Antimony trichloride. 
Potas.-.:;ium bromide. 

The equipment involved in the production of such fine chemicals would include 
simple reacting vessels, settlers, crystallizers, purifiers, hydro-extractors and vacnum 
,<.ir:iers. All these could be designed and fabricated in the Province t.o meet the 
general needs of the industry producing inorganic fine chemicals. 

48. Imparts of Fine Chemicals.-As generally pointed out regarding th~chemical 
industry, it can be stated in this case also that up to 19,19, the requirements of the 
Province in the matter of inorganic fine chemicals were met by importing these from 
overseas. The table No. 5 would speak for itself. 
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The Committee are definitely of the opinion that such ehemicals as have been shown 
in the table could have been prepared in this Province by the purification of the raw 
product or by the conversion of some of the basic heavy chemicals. To illustrate 
this point it can be stated that copper sulphate, of the requisite purity required for 
electroplating purposes could have been prepared by the purification of the crude 
product. But this was never attempted here before the recent World War and the 
consumers imported the material from overseas. It has to be noted that thi'l, 
situation was the outcome of prejudice on the part of the consumers generally in 
favour of imported stuff and against the indigenous product. Fortunately for the 
indigf'nou:;; fine ehemieals industry, seven years of cessation of foreign imports have 
served to create a favourable impression for the chemicals manufactured here, as 
also a sense of growing confidence in the manufacturers as to their ability to cope 
with the demands of the consumers. 

The conditions mentioned above would favour the establishments of inorganic fine 
chemicals industry in this Province. 

TABLE 5. 

Imports of icnorganic fine chemicals into Bombay Harbour. 

Nnm(' of Ch{'mknl Quantlty(in Cwts.) Vnlue(in Rupees) 

19-U--42 19.J2-48 1043-44 lOH-45 lllU-42 Ul2-43 1943-44 lOH-45 

Alu• 2,013 315 2,450 3,385 40,376 3,880 45,700 46,615-

Alu,.lnous Sulphate 1,939 3,476 8,516 35,646 11,766 32,40-1- 00,600 257,94-l"' 

C'.arbonnte aud mcnr1Jo1mt~· 2,180 1,863 2,079 10,058 73,008 62,003 1,12,946 3,97,510 
. of A'umonla. 

J[uriatl!of Ammouio. 4,838 3,SS5 6,350 13,544 1,10,982 1,:!1,761 1,7.5,024 3,43,'112 

Arsonic and Its oxides 822 18 240 22,9{14- " 3,055 6,592 

C'opperllS (Ferrous Sulphate) so 28 31 20 2,505 2,0{10 2,444 2,234, 

Copper Sulphate 1,293 31,193 10,303 11,612 37,221 15,00,400 5,32,330 4,80,8U 

Lend Aretnt<' 2,010 942 "' 2,243 1,14,276 40,787 5,336 02,018 

Litharge 105 60 55 5,170 2,006 2,002 7 

Other Lead COD1IlOUnds 100 os 13 223 13,362 5,581 1,621 12,087 

Magncslunt Chloride 1 2 2 131 162 18< 

Magnesium SulphAte 370 208 203 247 13,2(}4 11,577 13,518 10,508 

ot.her l!:ilgncslum compoJmdB 4,4.8S 1,0!13 2,748 4,6H 1,06,488 45,990 83,101 1,77,442 

Potal&sium Blrhromah· 8 70 30,087 3,050 

Pot~Wolllm Chlorutr 10,535 2,H8 81 200 11,52,880 3,08, 765 11,070 18,8U 

~anldo 180 126 336 327 28,555 19,052 37,219 33,750 

Othrr Potas.,'Pum rompouudl! 5,609 2,777 4,819 3,707 6,00,133 4,4-1,072 11,30, 718 8,37,539 

Borax 0,412 23,198 19,930 23,25-l 2,33,938 5, 73,150 5,51,535 7,28,94.4 
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•r ABLE 5-C(}nfd. 

Quunt.U.y (In Cwts.) Value(ln Rupl'Cs) 
Nnroe of Chenllcnl 

lOU-42 1942-43 1943-H 1U44-45 liHl-42 1042-43 1943-14 19-1.1.-45 

Sodium Cyanide • , l:li so 472 560 ;,ma 5,413 20,901 32,1l5& 

Sodium Sulphllto .'1, iOl) :>,275 1GO r, 38,17-l 24,569 3,908 •• 
Sodh1m Sl:llphidc 45.06tl 10,272 2:1,737 ltl,O\JH i,or,suo 3,30, 702 (1,117.::.0:1 -~,04,811 

Sodiuhl Biehromnt<' 29,020 21 ,09{) J0,788 22,734 10,53,0UU 8,7:!,7.J.l• 19,Ml,22U ll,Oi,191 

?.inc Chloride 34,1)53 'i, ill 10,084 11,200 7,H,370 1, 77,{)33 4,Ml,2l!l 3,5€>,676 

Other Rort.s of chemicals 72,(13,610 46,1!'1,65G 48,28,80(\ 00,70,07& 

49. Consumpt£on.-The inbrganic fine chemicals would be generally consumed 
by tbe following industries :-

(i) Textile indust.ry. 
(1:i) Photographic and film production. 

(i?:i) Foundries and workshops (case hardening compounds, tempering 
chemicals and fluxes, etc.). 

(1:V) Leather industry. 

(v) Electroplating industry. 
(vi) Laboratory chemicals and analytical reagents. 

The inorganic fine chemica.ls used in textile and photographic industries have 
been dealt with in separate Sections. The most important inorganic chemicals 
used in the leather industry, electroplating industry and as laboratory chemicals 
and analytical reagents have been indicated herein. 

50. Chemicals in Leather Irul!UStry.-In this Province, the leather industry is 
firmly established and there are big tanneries of the magnitude of the Western 
Indi11 Tanneries, Ltd., Dharavi. A study of the processes carried out in these 
tanneries shows clearly that there is a tendency to use the chemical tanning 
processes on a daily increasing scale. Chemicals such as sodium sulphate, sulfamic 
acid, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid are increasingly used for processes such as 
" Pickling ". 

The most important tendency now developing is the recognition of the role oi 
" Chrome" tanning in the preparation of chrome leather. Thus, sodium 
bichromate and basic chromium sulphate and hypo are finding increasing use in 
the tanneries of Bombay. 

In the bleaching of leather, crystal magnesium sulphate will find increasing use 
clay by day. Similarly, chemical astringents like almns are also used in 
large quantities. Sodium thiosulphate, sodium sulphate, sodium sulfhydrate, 
arsenic sulphide, sodium cyanide and potassium cyanide would be used as de-hairing 
agents in conjunction with lime when the most recent researches in thia field are 
adopted by the tanneries of the Province. In this connection, it would be useful to 
cite the research work of the Tanners' Council Research Laboratory at the 
University of Cincinnati (U.S. A.). It has been suggested that any material acting 



~s a reducing agent in an alkaline solution would expedite the unhairing reaction.· 
Study of the unhairiug activity of substances named above showed that they a!"l 
ideal unhairing agents. As such, they are likely to be adopted by the tanners ~n 
this Province. In view of this, the manufactm·ing of the following inorgaruc 
<:hemicals should be encouraged in the interest of the tanning industry:-

(i) Sodium sulphate. 
(ii) Magnesium sulphate (crystals). 
(iii) Alum. 
(iv) Sodium bichromate. 
(v) Basic chromealum liquors. 
(vi) Sodium cyanide. 
(vii) Sodium sulphide. 
(viii) Sodium sulphite. 

(ix) Sodium thiosulphate. 
(x) Sodium sulfhydrate. 

The target of produdion,-This could not be indicated herein but it will always be 
possible to regulate the production of these chemicals to cope with the demands of 
leather industry in view of the fact that the basic materials and starting materials 
will be always available in the Province. · 

51. Electroplating lndu.stry.-The electroplating industry in the Province has 
attained enormous commercial importance in view of the fact that centres for 
electroplating of automobile parts, cycle parts, E. P. N. S. materials, 
household cutlery and other industrial requirements have been established fair1T1 
well in the Province generally and in the city of Bombay in particular. 

Electroplating consists of coating the surface of one metal-generally a cheap 
metal-with a thin skin of another metal either for decorative or rust preservative 
purposes. Thus, the base metal is coated with gold for decorat.ive purpose whereas 
iron is coated with nickel or chromium for protective reasons. Practically, all this 
metal coating-electroplating-is now done by suspending the object to be plated as 
~cathode in a suitable bath formed by the solution of the salts of higher metals and 
the desired metal is deposited as .a coating electrolytically. 

The chemicals entering into the electroplating industry are generally used in the 
preparation of baths so constituted that the metal is not deposited by 
s1m pie chemical replacements. For this purpose a complex bath is prepared. The 
<Chemicals used for such bath~ are as follows :- ' · 

I. Copper sulphate. 
2. Silver nitrate-to be converted into a double cyanide of Silver and 

Potassium. • 
3. Gold chloride-double cyanide of gold and potassium. 
4. Zinc sulphate. 
5. Nickel-ammonium sulphate. 
6. Chromium sulphate and chromic acid. 
7. ~admium nitrate-double salt cadmium-sodium cyanide. 

The production of these che_micals in required purity must be encouraged .to be 
undertaken by factones planmng the manufacture of fine chemicals. The targets 
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of production of these fine chemicals cannot be fixed at this stage. The requisite 
materials will be available in quantities necessar.v to facilitate the production of 
these chemicals. 

52. Foundry and Workshop C/U<micals.-Fluxes such as for soldering and welding 
consist mostly injudicious admixture of carbonates and bicarbonates of soda, borax, 

j.. boric acid and flourides. Productions of these could be easily undertaken. 

Again case-hardening compounds and tempering compounds for steel and iron, 
Phospheric acid and phosphates for making steel corosion proof, are imported in 
large quantities. These are mostly proprietary brands but could easily be 
manufactured once cyanid.es and ferrocyanides start getting produced in the 
Province. 

53. B"king Pmvders.-These are usually· mixtures of soda-bicarbonate or 
ammoniull_l carbonate with acidic materials like sodium· triphosphate, alum and 
tartaric acid together with 50 per cent. starch. Production of these is a very simple 
affair. 

54. Laboratory Chemicals and Analytical Re-agents.-The pure inorganic chemicals 
neerled for the increasing req nirements of the Province in view of the establishment 
of Colleges and Research Institutes teaching Science will have to be met by the 
preparation of these at the factories producing fine chemicals. Similarly, analytical 
re-agents of approved degree of purit:)"conld also be undertaken to meet the limited 
demands of Research Institutes of the Province. The list of such minor chemicals 
is too long to be given herein. As such, it is proposed that an _institution like the 
Department of Technology, University of Bombay, may be requested to undertake 
the preparation of t.hese re-agents on the basis of controlled processes. "The 
installat.ion of a special section by the Department of Technology besides providing 
training to the students of the fine chemicals section will cope with the needs of the 
whole Province. Such an attempt to manufacture organic fine chemicals has been 
successfully made at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 

SECTION IL 

Organic Chemicals_ 

55. Grouping of Or.ganw Chemicals.-The organic chemicals which are of prime 
importance in the industrial structure of the Province, have been considered here. 
They have been grouped as follows. The list of Chemicals indicated under each 
group is, by no means, exhaustive. It is only illu;trative. 

(1) Chemicals of general imp<>rtance.-Acetaldehyde, Acetamide, Acetic Acid, 
Acetic Anhydride, Acetylchloride, Acetate of Lime, Carbamide (Urea), Chloral 
Hydrate, Citric Acid, Formaldehyde, Oxalic Acid, Rochelle Salt, Tartaric Acid, 
Ethyl Chloride a'll.d Methyl Chloride. 

· Benzene, Phenol, Aniline, ~oluene, Saccharine, Nitrophenols and Nitranilines, 
Acetated Phenols and Acetated Nitrunilines, Amino Phenols, and Aniline Salts. 

(2) Orgnnw Products of Fermentati<>n._:_Ethyl Alcohol, Amyl Alcohol, Butanol and 
Acetone. 

(3) Industrial Solvents.-Ethyl Acetate, Amyl Acetate, Amyl Butyrate, Butyl 
Acetate, Carbon-disulphide, Chloroform, Carbon Tetrachloride, Methyl Alcohol, 
Glycol and Diethyl Ether. 
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56. Produdion.-Up to now, most of these important organic chemicals have 
not been produced in India. Even in the Province, no attempt has been made to 
produce these organic chemicals. The only organic chemicals produced and 
"bsorbed in the market of the Province have been given here-below in the tabular 
form;-

Name ofChemicnJ.. 

I, Ethyl Alcohol 

Factory Ma.nufaoturing. 
( 

Daily Production. Industries utilising. 

(i) Government Distillery, 1,000 Gals. (a) Solvents. 
Na.sik. 

(ii) Alembic Chemical Works. 500 

(iii) Marsland & Price, 2,500 
Walchand Nagar. 

, (b) For the prepa
ration of Dena.t.u~ 

_ red Alcohol 

:2. Chloroform . . Alembic Chemical 'Works , . (a) Solvents. 
(b) Medical . 

:3, Diethyl Ether Do. 

. (e) Laboratories. 

(a) Solvents. 
(b) ~a.boratories. 
(e) Anesthetic. 

57. Scope for Organic Chemicals.-The Province, as it is, presents a good matket 
for the organic chemicals mentioned above. In view of the standardization of the , : 
various processes employed in the manufacture of organic chemicals, and in ' 
view of the facts that the applications of such processes will be easily achieved 
in this Province, it is reasonable to hope that the manufacture of these organic 
.:hemicals would both prove useful and profitable to this Province. The organic 
processes are generally known as the organic unit processes, such as nitration, 
sulphonation, chlorination, etc. The raw materials required for all these processes 
will be easily available in the Province. With the establishment of the heavy 

·chemical industry, important products like fuming nitric acid, 30 per cent. oleum, 
liquid chlorine, chlorosulphonic acid, etc., will be available cheaply for the 
development of the fine organic chemicals industry in the Province. 

Another important factor to be considered in the development of organic 
-chemicals is the encouragement to chemical engineering (designing, fabrication 
and ~rection of plants), adequately suit~ble for this branch of chemi~al industry. 
It will be reasonable to assll!Ue that w1th the advent of heavy chemical industry 
in the Province, the problem of the raw materials will be easily solved. 

The most outstanding characteristic associated with the manufacture of organic 
·chemicals is the fact that a variety of products may be obtained from a very few 
starting materials. For example, ethyl alcohol or acetylene or benzene could each 
be the starting point for a number of fine . organic chemicals, useful in important 
industries such as the dyestuffs industry, the textile industry or the pharmaceutical j 

industry. 
5B. 'Recommendations.-I. As to the targets of prorluction of oraanic chemicals 

generally it would be difficult to indicate figures at this sta:e. This must 
be attributed to the fact that organic chemicals considered are nll!Uerous and the 
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factors relative to their consumption are complex. Only in the case of industrial 
solvents, a very approximate indication could be made ·as follows:-

Name of Chemical 

(i) Acetic Acid 

(ii) Ethyl Alcohol 

(iii) Methyl Alcohol 

(iv) Ether· 

Target of annual production during 
the comillg 6 years. 

500 tons. 

1,000,000 gallons. 

200,000 gallons. 

300 gallons. 

(v) Carbon Tetrachloride 1,000 tons. 

The other solvents will be the estm·s derived from the acet.ic acid and :various 
alcohols to 'be obtained as ·the products of fermentation, to be used in paints, 
varnishes and similar manufactures. 

II. The Jikely ·centres of production of organic chemicals will be governed by the 
availability of raw materials, research and technical help and nearness of market of 
consumption. As such, the factories may be suitably located at or near: 

(a) Bombay. 

(b) Baroda. 

(c) Ahmedabad. 

(d) Alcohol manufacture to be near the centres of molasses production in the 
Province-Places such as Ra wulgaon. 

III. The industry may be encouraged to be started by private capital, but the 
necessary protection and transport facilities may be afforded so as to 
enable economic production. 

SECTION Ill. 

Drugs and PharmaceuticaJ.s. 

59. General Consideratio·ns.-The importance of Drugs and Pharmaceuticals 
industries in a disease-ridden country like India cannot be over-emphasised. 
Medical facilities for the public are being continuously improved in all civilised . 
countries, and as such, the essential drugs should be manufactured in India, in as 
large quantities and as cheaply as possible to be within the easy reach of even the 

.oorest of the community. 

60. Trend of Pmsent Production.-The development taking place in the Province 
(as also in the country) is mainly on the pharmacy side of the industry. The 
production of galenicals, purifying of products, packing, ampouling, tabletting of 
materials obtained from abroad are activities that are welcome but cannot be 
classed as industrial manufacture. In the production of many of the items, the 
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processes adopted are only large-scale laboratory operations and not commercial 
processes. The following fa.ctories are established on a fairly sound basis :-

1. Chemical, Industrial and Pharmaceuticals Laboratories, Ltd., Bombay.· 
2. Oriental Pharmaceutical and Industrial Laboratories, Ltd., Bombay. 
3. Syntetic (India) Ltd., Bombay. 
4. Teddington Chemical Factory, Bombay. 
5. Chemo-pharma Laboratories, Ltd., Bombay. 
6. Alembic Chemical Works, Baroda. 
7. Sa.rabai Chemicals Ltd., Baroda. 
8. Zandu Pharmaceutical .Works Ltd., Bombay._ 
9. Unza Pharmaceutical Works, Unza. 

10. Dhutpapesbwar Ltd., Panvel. 

61. Facfffrs Rcln.tive w Prduction.-The main reason for this state of affairs 
is the absence of well-developed feeder chemical industries. We are further handi
capped in respect of special types of equipment for the fabrication of which we 
have yet no facilities. · · 

It should not be concluded from the foregoing that we must produce all the basic 
materials in the country before the manufacture of drugs is undertaken ; the two 
activities must go side by side in a well planned programme. The manufacture 
of drugs utilising the available raw materials can be started immediately; others 
may be imported till our resources are developed. 

Hundreds of items co~e in the category of drugs and pharmaceut~cals ; but w{ 
might confine our attentiOn to two classes of products-those which are very 
essential for guarding the health of the public i.e. preventive, and the rest for 
which the raw materials are easily available in the Province. The first class 
comprises sulpha drugs, synthetic vitamins etc., while vaccines, antitoxins, 
antisera drugs of vegetable origin etc., fall in the second class. 

No stronger argument is needed in favour of manufacture of the first category 
of drugs than the simple fact that sulpha drugs and antimalarials together, can 
prevent or treat more than three-fourths of all the illnesses afflicting the 
country. 

It might also be noted here that the Committee have recommended the dye-stn£1 
industry to he located in thi~ Province ; as such, the manufacture of these drugs 
should admnably fit m the p1cture because a number of raw materials are common 
to both the industries. 

Reg~~ding dru~s, obtaina?le from vegetable sources, such as quinine, ephedrine, 
strycbmne, emetme, santonm, morphme etc., Bombay Province may not be able 
to undertake the manufacture of many of them. However, a survey of the Province 
should ~rofitably be made to explore possibilities in this direction. 

62. Market Ctmditicms and Factors Relative to Off-take of I mligenous Products.
The. factories lllostly situated in the city of Born bay specialising in the preparation 
of hver products have been mentiOned above. The production of these factories 
~bowed an increase du~ng the war years because of the fall in imports and an 
mcreased demand by 1mlitary pers?nnel. . The !l'ture of this industry is doubtful 
at present because of the fact that 1n the Immediate post-war period there is likely 
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to be keen competition from imported products. It is, therefore, necessary to give 
adequate protection to this industry in view of the fact that its products can be 

· utilised as substitutes for food in days of food shortage. 

63. Figures and Approximate Analysis of Conwmption.-The following table 
gives the imports of principal drugs and medicines in British India during the 
period 1936-40. 

TABLE 6. 

N amo of the Drug or medicine. Uult. 1985-86 1988-37 1987-38 1938-89 1989-40 

Codllver 011 .. Lb8. 106,43~ 106,361 164,924 280,516 210,847 

Proprietary and Patent R.8. M-,20,660 67176,845 73,72,972 60,74,672 88,95,081 
mediclnes. 

Quinine Sulphate or Blsulphatc. Lbs. 64,0:14 67,570 61,600 52.409 68,582 

Quinine Hydrooh1orldo o• ' " 
18,468 lO,SN 16,732 18,080 10,642 . 

dihydrochJorfde. 

Other Sorts 20,103 21,096 26,097 22,6:i6 13,550 

Total of qulnlno sal~ 103,610 99,0-19 . 105,829 98,135 82,783 

Tool value of drugs and Rs. 2,11,10,538 2,06,83,469 2,36,16,740 2,20,53,230 2,61,20,837 
medlclneB. 

About a fourth of the a hove quantity imported in British India may be estilliated 
to have been utilised in the Province of Bombay. Thus, the normal requirements 
of the Province may be estimated as follows:-

Codliver Oil 50,000 lbs. 
Patent medicines, of the approximate pre-war value of R~. 25,00,000 
Quinine salts 15,000 lbs. 
Other drugs of the pre-war value of ... Rs. 20,00,000 

64. _ Scope and Possibilities of Expansion.-
(a) Liver and Glandular Products.-'-Bomba.y being a large city where a large 

number of- animals are slaughtered every da.y .for food, is Very favourably 
placed as regards the manufacture of glandular products and other biologicalS. 
But before the manufacture of these products is tLken in right earnest, attention 
must be given to modernisation of slaughter houses whereby the valuable glands 
can be preserved in cold storage for distribution. · 

(b) Vaccines and Se.-a.-Vaccines are at prese~t being manufactured at the 
Haffkine Institute. The production at this institute not only meets the demands 
of the Province but also a partial requirement of other Provinces. But with 
the extension of medical facilities, new centres and institutes will have. to be 
opened up to cope with the increased demand. Antitoxins and antisem, 
produeed at the Haffkine Institute have limited demand at present but would 
be needed more 'in the coming years. 

(c) Shark Liver Oil.-Bombay has a coast whiCh abounds in sharks, ·which 
is the source of an oil rich in vitamin A. The average sample ofshark oil produced 
in Bombay islO to 15 times as potent as· one from oil imported from abroad. 
The requirements of the country in respect of this product are. enormops 
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and Bombay being one of the few maritime Provinces has to supply not only 
the needs of the Province but also a part of requirements of the country. We 
may safely assume that Bombay w1ll be called upon to produce one fourth 
of the total needs of the country. 

I 

65. Location of Future Producing Units.-As all the facilities required c • the 
large scale manufacture of drugs and pharmaceuticals are available in Bombay 
it would be au ideal location for plants manufacturing drugs. The suitability·' 
of places besides Bombay is limited although a big factory is being placed at Baroda 
over and above the existing Alembic Chemical Works, Ltd. 

66. Recommendations and Targets of Future Production.-As already mentioned, 
the manufacture of drugs and phanrutceuticals requires a number of raw materials 
which are common to other industries viz. dyestuffs, plastics, rayon and synthetic 
rubber. The production of these materials must be taken up according to a well 
stipulated plan so that most of them would be produced in a period of about 5 to 
10 years. 

Materials required are as follows:-
(1) Inm·ganic heavy chemicals.-Hydrochloric Acid, Sulphuric Acid, Nitri" 

Acid, Chlorosulphonic Acid, Sodium Hydroxide, Potassium Hydroxide, Zinc, 
Arsenic, Phosphorous Oxycholoride, Thionyl Chloride. 

(2) Solvents.-Ethyl Alcohol, Methyl Alcohol, Ethyl, Ether, Acetic Aci<l, 
Chloroform, Ethylene Dichloride, Isopropyl Alcohol, Emyl Alcohol. 

(3) Coal distillation product...-Benzene, Toulene, Aniline, Chloro-Benzene, 
Phenol, Pthalic-Anhydride, Benzaldehyde, Cresols, Xylenols, and Pyridine . 
. (4) Fine chemica!s.-Ethyl Formate, Ethyl-Aceto-Acetate, Ethyl-Oxide,, 

Diethylamine, Acetic-Anhydride, Ethyl-Acetate. 

(5) Miscellaneous chemicals.-Urea, Thiourea, Dicyanidiamide, Oxalic Acid, 
Lactose, Starch, Glucose, Activated Carbon. 

The manufacture of synthetic drugs (viz. sulpha and synthetic vitamins) is not 
possible in all the Provinces of the country due to lack of proper facilities and raw 
materials. These, therefore, should be concentrated at most in two or three 
Provinces, one of which is Bombay. The targets of production for the Province 

. will be on~-third <If the target of production for the country. In view of these, 
the followmg figures are suggested as targets for production for various items 
in the Province and should be attained in 5 or 10 years:-

Sulpha Drugs 200,000 lbs. per armum. 
Synthetic antinralarials ... 75,000 do. 
Penicilin 250,000 million units per armum. 
Stretomycine 100,000 do. 
Arsenicals 25,000 lbs. per armum. 
D. D. T. 5,000 tons per annum (to be 

Thiamene Chloride 
Nicotine Acid 
Ascorbic Acid 

2,000 
15,000 
50,000 

doubled later)-
lbs. per annum. 

do. 
do. 

. Regarding the biologicals, production would depend upon the availability of 
· raw materials. These also should be produced to the fullest Cllpacity so that 

Bombay fulfills not only its own requirements but also of other parts of India. 
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SECTION IV. 

Photographic Chemicals. 
67. General Considerations.-The photographic chemicals used in the Province 

form important items, in view of the fact that majority of the film process nl( 
laboratories are situated in Bombay forming 60 per cent. of the total India 
<lapacit.y. In this section, the photographic chemicals have been classified as 
follows:-

.A. a.~ 

!. Aceton~. IS. Cupric chloride. 

2. Acids.-Acotic (Giacinl~. 19. Dist.illed Water. 

3. Citric, 20. Formalin. 

4. Hydrobromic. 21. Gelatine (HArd, medium and ~;oft}. 

5. Hydrochloric. 22. Glycerine. 

·6. Nitric. 23. Methyl nlcohol. 

7. Phosphorio. 24. Phenol. 

8 Sulphuric. 25. Potassium bromide. 

9. Alcohol, ethyl (pure). •26. Potassium chloride. 

10. Alcohol, ethyl {denatured). 27. Potassium citrate. 

u. Alum, chrome. 28. Potassium dichromate. 

12. Ammonia (liquid}. 29. Potassium iodide. 

'13. Ammonium bromide. 30. PotMsinm thiocyanate. 

14. Ammonium chloride, 31. Rochelle salt. 

15. Ammonium iodide. 32. Silver nitrate. 

16. Bnrium chloride. 33. Sodium chloride. 

17. Barium sulphate. 34. Sodium citrate. 

•B. Optical Sen8itisu1- 35. Sodium oleate. 

Ortho-chromo.tio-1. Erythroein. 
2. Eosin. 

Panchromatic- 3. Erythrooiu. 
4. Pinacyanol. 

Red- ;;, Cyanine dyes like 
Dicyanin~ Pino.cyanol 
eta. 

Infra-Red- ~- ·Cyanine dyes like 
Krypto-Cyanine, Neo· 
oya.nine & Rubra.-: 
oyanine. 

•c. Dtsensitisers-
1. Chrysodin. 3. Pina.luyptol, green. 

2. Pheno-eafrinin. 4. Piun.kryptol, yellow. 
Note.-•These chemicaJs will be in demand when industry manufacturing photographic ohemioo.ls.. 

c::omea into existence. , 
• 1110.1 B.k Qc 10-3a ·· 
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A. »--opmrt-

Reducing-!. Amidol. 6. Pbenylenediamino (o- & : ··~-2. Amidopheuol (para.). 7. Pyrocatechol. 
3. Glycerine. 8. Pyrogallol. 
4. Bydroquinone. t. Sodium sulphite. 
6. Metol. 

Acoeleraton-1. Borax. •• Sodium bil,>orato. 
2. Potaaslum carbonate. 6. Sodium carbonat(', 
3. Potasoiwn hydroxide. e. Sodium hydroxide. 

Rcatrainor-1. Potassium bromide. 

Preeo"ative-1. Acetic acid (Glacial). 
2. Potassium metabisulphite. 
3. Sodium bisulphite. 

11. Fiz '"rt-
Dinolvaot for unexposed parts of ailver halidea-1. Hypo (sodium thloaulphate). 

2. Poteaoi~m cyanide (rarely). 
Ilanlener- I, Alum, chrome. 2, Alum, potaab:. 

c. lltdudiGlS-
1. Ammonium pol'8ulphate. 
2. Perrio oblorido. 
3. Iodine. 
4. Potauium cyanide. · 
Ji, Potueium ferricya.nide. 

8. Potasoinm oxalate. 
7. Sodium .t Pota.aoium diobromatee. 
8. Motassium permaoganate, 
0. Water. 

(N.B.-After reduotiou, the matorlal ill developod uaing the cbemioale and prooesoaa mentioned above,.. 

D. ltt~aftfication-

I. Ammonium sulpbooyanido. 
2. Citrio acid. 
3. Copper sulphate. 

'· Lead nitrato, 

E. 7'oniaa-
l. Ammoniwn sulphooyonido + gold ohloriile. 
2. Barium oulpbido. 
3. Dimethyl glyoxino + nickel tartarote "' 

nitnote. 
4. Fenicammoniumcitrate 
6. Gallio acid 

6. 
8. 
7. 

8. 

6. Pottaoium ebloroplatinste + Phospborlo · aoid. " 
7, Platinum percl•loride +Sodium fwmate 

or formio ..,;d. 
8. Sodium. or pot&&aium oitnte. 
9. Sodium oulphido and Liver of Sulphur. 

10. Vanodium chlorido. 

F. JI<HAolifi(Jo-

1. Arrow,root. 
2. De•trlae. 

' ... G.!lati...: 

'· lll&roh, 

Mercurio obJoridf. 
Mercurio iodide. 
Potaaaium dichromate. 
'O'raDium Ditno~ 



t( Pre&erva.tives)-

1. Cblornl hy~rnte. 
2. Chrome alum. 
3. Oil of Cloves. 
4. Oil of Wintergreen. 
6. Phenol. 
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Up to now, all these chemicals have been imported from overseas, manufacturers 
each as the E. Merck, Kahlbaum (in Germany) or the Biitish Dmg House in 
England, or the Lumiere Cie in France. With the establishment of the fine 
chemicals industry as envisaged in the foregoing section, it will be possible to 
meet these reqairements by the indigenous production. 

68. Present Production.-Factories have been started in this Province for the 
ma.nafacture of important photographic chemicals on a large scale and the present 
position could be shown by the following table:-

.Nam.e of Chetnic&J. 

1. Sodium ThiMulph&te 
2. Sodium Sulphite 
·a. Sodium Bisulpbite 
4, Sodium Meta-BisulphitB 

Production (in tons). 

600 
300 
330 
60 

In view of the above, it can be seen that there is a nucleus of production for photo
graphic chemicals in this Province. It would, thus, appear that the production 
of the other fine chemicals reqaired by various consuming units can be undertaken 
in Bombay. 

69. Oonsu»ipti011.-The main consuming centres of photographic chemicals 
a.1:e enumerated below :-

The Famous Cine Laboratory, Tardeo, Bombay. 
The Bombay Talkies, Malad, Bombay. 
Fihnistan Ltd., Goregaon, Bombay. 
Rajkarnal Film Studios, Pare!, Bombay. 
Lakhsmi Produotion Ltd., Andheri, Bombay. 
Kodak Processing Laboratory, Cadell Road, Bombay. 
'fhe Prabhat Studios, Poona. 

From the figures available up to now, the position regarding the consumption 
of important photographic chemicals can be summed as follows :-

Name of Cheutical. 

Sodium Sulphite (photograpbio) 

Sodium Tbiosulpbate 

Sodium Bicnrbouate (photogr&pbio) ••• 

Cbrome Alum (photograj>bio) 

Quantity consumed e.nnu!Ult 
(in to,..). 

150 

200 

100 

6 

The rest of the chemicals as outlined in the previous paragraph are very widely 
variable and depend upon the processing activities of different cine 
f&boratories. 



SECTION V. 

Text:le Chemicals. 

70. Gcn.eml Gonsideralion.<.-The chemicals ronsidere<l in tlus ('hapt.er fall in 
the following categories:-

(1) Heavy chemicals used in tmdiles. 
(2) Fine chemicals used in textiles. . . 
(3) Starch and st-nrch derivatives procesoed for textiles. , 

The heavy chemicals used in textile industry have been indicated in the adjoining 
table. The present production of these chemicals in tbe~ovince and the futu~e 
production as envis:Lged in the Chapter II, would cope WI h ~be de~ands by this 
industry. Regarding the fine chemicals, both organic and morganw, a mentwn 
has been made in the previous section of this chapter and it. will appear tba~ the 
requirements of textile indust.ry with regard to the. followmg rhemica.ls Will be 
dealt with by Jlrodllction in this Province. 

Acetate of iron. 
" of sodium. 

Acid Rorie. 
Chromic. 
CreRylic. 
Hydrochloric. 
Ox&lic. 
Sttlioylir. 

,, SulphuriC'. 
Copper Sulphate. 
Glauber's Salt. 
Glue. 
Glycerillf'. 

Hydrog"'n Peroxide. 
Hydrosulphite of soda.. 
Mngnl"Si um chloride. 
Pot8.8ahnn dicbromata. 
Potassium ferrocyanide. 
Potaaaium pf'rmangA.nrlte-. 
Soap, soft. 
Soda. ash. 
~odium nluminatu. 

hicnrbonatt:. 
hi sulphite. 
chlorate. 
chlorido. 

" 

Sodium fen·ocyanide. 
nitrite. 
per borate. 
peroxide. 
!iilicate (water 

glass). 
sulphidE:'!. 

,, thiosulpha.te. 
1'urkey Red Oil. 
Ve~etnhle Tnllow, 

As regards st.arch, the present position for production in the Province is a• 
follows:-

:Nnme of Fn<'tory. 

A nil Star('h Products Ltd . ... 

DeaC'riptiou of 
product, 

... {Maize Stnrch 

CbcmiC'nJs , 

Hindu~:~tan Colour und Chemicals Ltd . ... 

Estimated Production 
(in tons). 

10~3 

2667 

2768 

Not known 

1945 

3727 

2374 

4500 

71. Crms'lllnption.-As regards consumption of chemicals in the Textile Industry, 
the adjoining tables will give an idea of the off-take of these chemicals both 
at present and in future. It. will be possible to supply the industry with most. 
of its requirements as regards the heavy chemicals, fine chemicals and starch. 

72. Future Prnrluction.-Thc survey of starch production in the Province has 
shown that the factories are not run on the most economical and scientific lines. 
Under the stress of the conditions created by the World-War II, the indigenous 
starch and derivatives of starch may have been able to find a market but under 
normal conditions, the present method of production and' the technical handling 
of the raw materials would be hardly considered ideal. It is, therefore, recommend
ed that the present factories shonl<l be plnrerl on the most efficient working: 
conditions while protection is granted to t-hem. 
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1'he starch industry should be fed by indigenously grown maize of the highest 
variety in view of the fact that the Indian maize has only about 53 per cent. to 
55 per cent. starch whereas the American maize has as high a percentage of 
starch as 63 per cent. to 64 per cent. This difference in the yield of starch might 
form the basi• of a very keen competition.· If the industry has to survive foreign 
competition, the Department of Agriculture should offer the best varieties of 
maize to the starch industry. 

Extensive researches should be undertaken in a Central Research Institut" 
to de• elop other sources as starting rna terials for the production of starch. 

No recommendations regarding targets or locations for this industry need bo 
made at this stage. 

2 

3 

• 
• 

' 
• 

10 

11 

1~ 

1" 
H 

16 

'" 
17 

'" 
JU 

1'ABLE 7. 

Consumption of Chemicals in Textile Millsjr01n the Figures Supplied by 
Ahmedabad and Bo·mbay Mil/owners' Associations. 

Kame of IJhemkal. 

Sulphur (black) 

t;otilum a.cotato .. 
Hydrochloric Acid, 

Sulphuric Acill 

Alum 

Aluminium Bulpha.te 

Ammonium lll\lphu· 
cyauldo 

Antimony ao.lt 

lllcacbln{l: rowdt•r . . 

Durnx 

Camtlo ~odu 

Chromo Alum 

Cuppcraulphnto .. 
hun IIUipbntc 

~';odium sulphato .. 

~odium hydro· 
sulphite 

l'utaaelunl carbunnt('. 

Sodium d.lchromnto 

Potueslum chlorott> 

Heauy Ohemica[B. 

Consumption In lOU (Cwt.). 

Bombay 
Millownere' 

Association. 

~30 

8,570 

42,243 

4tl7 

2';7 

a 

l:i[J 

7,3{!~:> 

1:!0 

9:!,:11.13 

"'" 
02 

li,71r. 

7,719 

5,350 

626 

1,~01 

• 

Ahmedabad 
:MUlownere' 
Aaeoclatlon. 

'l'ot.nl. 

4,224. 

~3(1 

u,2aa 11,81~ 

3,2G2 46,60& 

70 657 

:.Jtl 313 

3 

"' 
7,HW H,Utll 

12ll 

12,7lli 10{i,l0t:i 

"'" 

000 U,3lli 

00 7,77U 

:.!,011 7,361" 

t120 

1,201 

,, 

E!lthnntcd Normal Consumption (Cwt,). 

Bombay 
lllllowners' 
..\ggoclatlon. 

6,4.06 

••• 
0,277 

~0,820 

:.153 

323 

73 

1~,:!!!7 

11~ 

1:i·I,003 

70 

1[>0 

2,16~ 

7,aou 

tl,(}\){ 

1:145 

lOG 

Ahmednli:HI 
Hlllownl'r.;' 
.-\~oclntlon. 

4,076 

7,0"5 

... 
U:!3 

.Jl,.l3ll 

30,26U 

J:.! 

IS'! 

H.> 

0,2113 

G,-106 

4.60 

10,363 

2t~,60;) 

U:! 

1,2-HI 

7J 

::i3,72U 

H2 

11·1,\J:.l~ 

70 

102 

~.234 

7,76<&. 

12,0S7 

!H.i 

105 

a 
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TABLE 7 --crmtd. 

Commmptlon in lOU (Cwt,). Estimated Normal Coneumptlon (Cwt,)--
Name of Cbllmlcs.l. 

Bombay Ahmedabad BombaY AhmcdBOO.d 
lllilowners' MUiownors' Total. MUlowners' MUlowuers' Tota.l. 

Aasoclu.tlon. Assoclutlon. Assocl.o.tlon. A.ssocl.o.tlon. 

•• Potaeslum torro· 
cyu.nldo 26 26 25 25 

&l Sodium carbona to .. 62,3tiO 36,1111) ~9,260 56,283 32,70[> 89,048 

•• Sodium alu.mlnato •. , 117 117 ••• ••• 
•• Sodium bicarbonate, 2,279 2,279 2,081 2,081 

•• Sodium blsulphlte, • 136 122 ••• 274 14:) "' 
&6 Sodium chloro.te .. 13 lOS 10$ 

•• Sodium cblorldo iD,S05 69,895 55,444 ii5,444 

., Sodium nitrlto 178 liS ••• • •• 
•• Sodium porbornte •• ,. " ., ., 
•• Sodium peroddo 2 • -12 '" 
80 Sodium sUica.to ·l,SOS 4,398 a,622 8,622 

81 Sodlumsulphlto 1,764 Hii 1,890 2,036 227 2,262 

ea Bodlum bypO!Uipblte. 1 16 17 ,. ••• .,. 
88 Trl..aodlum Phosphat~ 80 30 tfi:.l 168 

•• Bodlum &ulpbldo .. 2,161 ~.151 t,9Hi 1,916 

•• Hydrogen peroxldo, •• l,S4S 1!870 "' 2,406 2,900 

88 PotusiUIIl dlcbfo. ..... . .. w 133 '" 
87 Liquid chlorine 77,26S 7i,25S 1,200 1,290 

88 Liquid bleach 
(bypo·Cbl o r It e 
aolutlou) 58,313 61\Sla US,007 58,007 

80 Sodium chlorit-e 17,890 17,830 18,160 . 13,160 

•• Nltrlce.cld • •. 10 10 

" Llmo l;J,U2I 1~,921 ll,SU 11,841 

•• Llqnor attlmonia. ···.· 12 12 16 16 .. CaU.tlc Potash 5,629 5,613 11,296 m 12,882 19,369 .. Ferrie aulpbate • • 2 

•• Sodhllll •ulpbe.te 
(aoby4ro u a 
~-.so•) " 17 .. •• 

•• Zinc chloride "' "' ~.021 2,021 
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Fine Chemicals and Te.1:tile AuziliariM. 

From 
From figures supplied by Bombay figures 

.M..illowners' A&~ocia.tion. supplied by 
Ahmedabad 

Name of chemical. Millowoers' 
AIJsociation. 

Consumption in Estimn-ted Average annual· 
1944 (Gwt.). normal consump- eonsump-

tion ( Cwt. ). tion during 
193!1-44. 

I. Cango red 400 272 14 

2. Indigo 110 138 27 

3. ,Vat dyes 1,972 2,314 2,436 

•• Acetic acid 1,094 1,105 239 

0 5. Formic acid 49 fi ll 

6. Oxalic acid 25 36 9 

7. Salicylic acid 283 331 3 

. 8. Tannic acid 172 117 6 

'9. Amicrol 69 35 

10. Anilim~ oil 7 636 7 

u. Chlorenol 6 ~0 

12. Dispersal ISO 218 16 

13. Glucos{l 421 248 743 

14. Glue 281 296 243 

16. Glycerine 906 1,760 390 

16. Starch 35,109 34,667 4,224 

17. Glycine 100 6 16 

18. Gum 1,739 2,439 !Wl 

19. Mutton tallow 32,675 30,351 14,634 

20. Novofermosol 122 73 54 

21. Paraffi.n wax 669 677 354 

22. Pine oil 137 334 12 

?23. Soap ROft 3,497 26,038 872 

24. Soap ftok .. . 1,411 1,609 866 

25. Turkey red oil 5,713 0,870 922 

26. Vegetable tnllow 5,870 s,s:n 95 



CHAPTER IV. 

Woon·DISTILLATION, CoAL CARBONISATION AND PETROLEUM REFINING 

INDUSTRIES. 

73 .. General.-Coal c:"rbo_nisation and coal products form im extreme!~ irr·portan~ 
groupmg of the ch~nucal mdustry. . This Provmce. has not th? mmera~ coal 
resources for supplymg coke to the non and steel mdustry which may JUStify 
the installation of large scale coal carbonisation industry. It is, hvwever, ftSSJble 
to install certain industries which would make use of certain pcdud• vi the 
coal carbonisation industry. The following Sections have been iLcvqowted in 
this Chapter:-

1. Destructive Distillation of Wood. 

2. Coal Gas and Coal Tar Products. 

:}. Dyestuffs. 

4. Petroleum Rt•tining. 

SECTION I. 

Destructive Distillation of Wood. 

74. General Ou,.sidemtio,.s.-The distillation of hard wood for charcoal with 
the recovery of the volatile by-products, pyroligneous acid and wocd tar should 
replace in this Province the old process of making charcoal by the slow buming
of a pile of wood covered with eart.h. ~ 

In the early days of wood distillation, charcoal was the only product and no 
attempt was made to recover other volatile materials. But while ch<mical 
industry was still a mere struggling infant, the recovery and refining of 
pyroligneous acid and tar became an important item. The by-product liquid of hard· 
wood distillation yields principally methanol, acetic acid and acetone. A multitude 
of other material• is present in pyroligneous acid and tar, but in small proportions. 
Their recovery is of only minor importance. The tar yields Guaiacol, solvent 
oil and pitch. All these products are of considerable commercial importance, 
especially in chemicit! industries. Methanol is a good solvent for shellac, other 
gums and resins ; it is use<l as a denaturant for alcohol and as a raw material 
for the manufacture of formaldehyde. Acetic acid and acetic anhydride play 
a major role in the production of aeetate silk (rayon). 

Wood distillation plants were originally built to supply a large charcoal market. 
However, with the advent of coke for use in blast furnaces and devel<J ILent 
of superior domestic heating devices, the industry found that the charcoal market 
was shrinking rupiuly. Dwindling business meant dwindling profits and it 
became necessary to ma~e a more complete recovery of wood distillati<n prcducts. 
Aside from charcoal, methanol, methylacetone, lime acetate, and tar began toil 
be recovered by the distillers. The recovery of the by-products revi~ed the industry ' 
to a very large extent. These consid•rations apply more specially to highly 
technical countries like U. S. A. and Germany, but, as far as India is concerned, 
the production of charcoal will always find a ready market for along time to come. 
As such, instead of making charcoal by the old process, it would be profitable 
to resort to wood distillation .. 



Beginning with 1920, the industry has beset with another difficulty-the 
eompetition of synthetic chemicals. Chemical competition developed rapidly 
t.(, the point where synthetic chemical indust.ries were able to compete, particularly 
in the production of methanol and acetic acid and finally to the point of controlling 
the markets for these products. But more complete reeovcry of <li•t.illation products 
~fractionation of tars helped the indust.ry to survive. 

From the above it is clear that a certain permanent demand for charcoal plus 
•a continuous activity towards complete recovery of products seems to be the formula 
for future successful operations in the industry, 

This is the state of affairs with U.K., U.S.A., and other highly technically 
'advanced countries. In India the situation is quite different, We have no wood 

distillation industry in the Province, the requirements of charconl being met 
by the old method. 

75. Present Pro<luctir>n in the Pravince.-From the recent informat.ion received 
an attempt has been made by the Bombay Wood Distillation Co., Ltcl., to put. 
up a factory (capacity 8,000 tons per year) for wood di•t.illation. The operations 
are likely to start early. 

76. Factors relcttive to pro<luction-Results of Investiglttions regarding wood 
rlistil/ation in lndict.-A reference to the Forest Research lnst.itute, Debra Dun, 
regarding the possibilities of using Indian hardwood for distillat.ion has revealed 
t.hat., on the average, the following yields may be obtained:-

I>er cent. 

Charcoal 
Acetic acid 
Methyl alcohol 

Tar 

40 
3·6 
1·,1 

9 

[t, appears that t.he investigations at the :Forest Research Institute have not 
been complet.e to the extent of obtaining other fractions from the pyroligneous 
liquor. 

• The following results have been connuuJucated by the i\lysorc Iron and Steel 
Works Ltd., as actually obtained in t.heir hardwood rlistillution plant:-

A,wctge yield J>PI' ton of seasnned luml11Jood. 

I. Charcoal u-7 Cwts. 

~- Calcium acetate (grey) Not. measured. 

3. Non·condensible gases Not measured. 
4. Methyl n Icohol 2. gallons. 
5. Soluhle t.nr ,1 gallons. 
6. Pitch 25lbs. 
7. C. P. i\lenthol ·10 per cent. of cru,(e 

alcohol. 
8. Niethyl acetone 20 per cent. of crude 

alcohol. 

The Mysore Iron and l:lteel Works are not munuiacturing other products Auch 
"" methyl acetone, acetic acid, etc. 
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Regarding the wood distillation industry, H. Trotter of the Indian Forest 
:Service, opined that wood distillation was not a profitable proposition in India 
but since that time developments have taken place and he himself has added: 
"It is possible, however, that the recent development in the wood distillation 
industry, namely, the direct conversion of pyroligneous liquors into acetic acid 
without going through the intermediate stage of lime acetate may make a consid'lf'L~ 
able difference in the industry. This new process was discovered by Suida, ~n 
Austrian professor, and his process i~ now being worked by two small plants 1D , 

France and Yugoslavia, and an American plant is also trying it on a factory scale. 
If the process proves successful, it will greatly reduce the oost of manufacture 
of acetic acid, which is used in large quantities in Ceylon, Java and the Malay · 
State•, in the rubber industry. It is still possible, therefore, that India may 
find it profitable to manufacture acetic acid for those countries which are much 
nearer to her shores tban those of Europe and America ". 

Since Trotter wrote the above, conditions have improved so far as the economics 
of the industry are concerned :-

(1) All the charcoal produced can be l'eadily sold in Bombay and Dellii 
at a handsome price. This is not merely a war-time demand, as it is likely 
that charcoal will continue to be in demand and fetch a good price even after 
tbe war. A condition precedent, however, is that the existing indiscrinlinate 
manufacture of charcoal by all and sundry which goes on in the forests at 
present, should. be prohibited. Local demand will also increase, as a great 
deal of charcoal will be used in the Province itself in Producer Gas plants. 

(2) All the by-products can be fully utilised in the country in the industries 
that have been or are likely to be started in the post-war period. 

" Large quantities of acetic acid will be absorbed in the textile and rubber industries 
in the manufacture of cellulose lacquers, and in artificial silk industry- Wood 
alcohol will be required in varnish industries as formaldehyde. The latter in itself 
is a useful preservative and is also used for making a plastic glue for cementing 
peeled veneer in the plywood manufacture. Wood tar can be utilised for asp halting 
roads and as a preservative for the large number of poles that will be needed 
for transmitting power from the proposed thermal stations. 

Tbe only objection that remains to starting wood distillation will be that fire
wood is readily saleable as such, but it is forgotten that the local consumption 
of firewood is very small compared to the quantities burnt to make charcoal 
for c~n.sumption in towns and cities. In fact as will be shown later on, large 
quantities of charcoal are imported in Bombay proper and in the various districts 

·of B?mbay. fr~m outside. If, however, the Province has wood distillation plants 
of fauly b1g s1ze at two or tbree suitable places in the forest areas the industry 
would prove of considerable benefit. ' 

77 .. Market co11diti0'11s a!ld factms relative to off-take of products.-The main 
. products of wood distillation industry would be.;_ 

1. Charcoal. 
ll. Non-condensible gases. 
3. Methyl alcohol. 
4. Soluble tar. 
5. Ketones. 
6. Acetic acid. 
7. Creosote. 



Generally speaking, reasonably good prospects of the complete off-take of these 
. products in t be markets of the Province would be envisaged. The following 

are the figures of present production and consumption of charcoal in th<> 
Province:-

Production of clwrco<!l per yea,.. 

Tons. 

Thana Notth 27,000· 

Thana West 23,00(} 

Thana Eaot 23,300 

Kolaba 29,000 

Belgaum 8,000 

West Khandesh 1,00(} 

Panch Mahals 1,400 

Dbarampur 3,000 

----
Total ll5,70(} 

----
The actual con.suntplitm of charcoal in the Province per year is 

Bombay City 

Bombay Suburbs 

Poona 

Sumt 

Ahmedabad 

Sholapur 

Nasik 

Satara 

Total 

Tons. 
225,000 

50,000 

24,000 

25,000 

40,000 

3,000 

6,600 

2,00) 

375,6GO 

or roughly 400,000 

(The above figures are supplied by the Assistant Director, Civil Supplies.) 

. The gap between production and consumption of charcoal in the Province is 
~o large, that the installation of wood distillation factory at .uitable places 

. a.ud producing wood charcoal for the surrounding areas could be considered 
justified. 

The other produ~ts of wood distillation would be absorbed in the Fxovince. 
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78. A~~alysi, of Co11s1tmption.-The products of wood· distillation· industr,
. are expected to be r.onsumed as given in the following Table :-· 

(On basis of only one factory distilling about 45,000 tons of wood per year, 
i.e., I.'iO tons per day.) 

Name of the Product. 

·'Charcoal 

Non-Condensible gases 

Methanol 

Ketones 

Acetic Acid 

Tar 

Consuming Industr,r. 

Domestic purposes 

Estimated quantity 
oonsunwd. 

13,000 Tons. 

Will be used in tho factory. :!25,000,000 oft. 

As an industrial solvent for 660 tons. 
paints, nlrnishes, et.t~. 

Do. 6."i,OOO gallons. 

Various chemical industrins J,;iOO tons. 
nnd Inter on rayon. 

1,6:?0,000 gallons. 

146,000 gallons. 

g 
Remarks. 

Will meet~ 
just a frac
tion of th<·. 
total demand 
in tho Pro· 
Yince. 

19. Scope and Possibilities of Future ProdHctioii.-In view of the market for -
the products of wood distillation, the installation of at least one or two wood 
.distillation factories in the Province of Bombay is necessary. The raw materials 
namely, hard wood required for such a factory are available iu abundance in the 
forests of (i) Karwar and Belgaum 18. Division). Similarly (ii) in the Northern 
part of the Province, forests of Dang near Billimora would also provide suitable 
hard wood for the recovery of the important products from pyroligneous liquor. 
In connection with the suitability of hard wood available in this Province for 
wood distillation industry, the results of investigations by Sudborough and 
Watson, may be referred to in the Table given above. 

80. Recommendations.-The likely suitable location for wood distillation plant 
·depends upon factors such as nearness to the supply of wood, the cheapness of 
raw materials and the ultimate use of the products which are to be made. Wit!,, 
this regard, two possible locations could be indicated: {i) Forest in North KanarW 
(ii) Dang Forests in Gujarat. These locations can be approached from the sea, 
and they have also ample supply of water for industrial purposes. More detailed 
survey of planning for fixing up definite sites for the plants will have to be carried 
out either by the Government of Bombay or by party proposing. t.o put up a 
wood distillation factory. 
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· ( i) The most economic unit for the wood distillation industry would appear to 
be a factory distilling 100 to 150 tons of hard wood per day. 

(ii) The Provincial Government may undertake the complete industrial survey 
·of availability of hard wood with a view to establish the factory of the size 
mentioned above. 

(iii) An efficient system of forest conservation may be developed with a view 
to make the hard wood available to the factory continuously, as also with a view 
to conserve the forest resources. 

(iv) It is suggested that the industry be allowed to be put up by a private party 
subject to the supervision of the Provincial Government as regards the conserva
tion of forest resources. 

(v) The Provincial Government may exact from the party an assurance that the 
most efficient plant for the distillation of wood and pyroligneous liquor recovery 
will be installed by the prospective party. Arrangements may be made by the 
Government to assure the party of complete off-take of the charcoal produced 
.by the industry, in the Province at a fair price. 

(vi) The factory should provide facilities for training and absorb trained person
nel on reasonable salary basis. 

SECTION II. 

Coal Gas and Coal Tar Products. 

81. (jeneral Consideratims.-The coal gas and coal products industry exists only 
in one place in the Province at present. The carbonisation of coal is carried out by 
the Bombay Gas Co. Ltd., for supplying coal gas for domestic and industrial purposes 

.in the city of Bombay. In the process of producing coal gas, the following are 
.obtained as by-products :-

(a) Gas Coke. 
(b) Gas Coal Tar. 
(c) Distillate Oils. 
(d) Refined Naphthalene. 

These products bring extra revenue to the manufacturer of coal gas for town 
·supply. 

· 82. Prese;nt Producti<m and Factors Relative to Production.-The present production 
~pacity per annum of the Bombay factory is as follows:-

(i) Coal Gas (Cal. value of 450 B.T.U. per cubic feet). 966,266,000 c. ft. 

(ii) Gas Coke 32,698 tons. 

{iii) Coal Tar 2, 724 tons . 

. (iv) Distillate Oils .. . 113 tons. 

{v) Naphthalene Plates 6 tons. 

The present production in the city of Bombay supplies only a small fraction of the 
population and if all the needs for gas fuels for heating, lighting and industrial 
purposes are to be supplied by town gas, the capacity of the producing unit would 
have to be enlarged considerably. 
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83. Market ConditifJib and Factors RelaUve to Off-take of indigenous Products.
Coal gas being a convenie.nt fuel, with increase~ production, it would be possible to. 
utilise gas to a much larger extent for industrial operations. 

All the gas produced by the Bombay Gas Co. is at present used by only a part of 
the population. The by-products find easy markets in industry, for road making 
and for manufacture of disinfectants. The gas roal tar is at present disposed of as 
such, and not distilled to yield valuable by-products. r·· 

84. Recommendations regard,:ng Target of Future Produetion.-The Bombay Gas 
Co. has already in view plans for expansion of its factory, which would still be 
insufficient for serving the whole city. 

With the expansion of industries in the various towns of the Province and for the 
purpose of supplying convenient fuel for domestic and industrial purposes, it is 
suggested that the various large industrial plants for the production of coal gas · 
may be distributed as follows :-

Bombay 

Ahmedabad 

Snrat 

Poona 

Sholapur 

Name ofTowo. 

Total 

Estimated oa.pa.oity of Coa.t 
Ca.rbonisa.tion Plant 
(in million oubio feet 

pera.nnum). 

.3,000 

1,000 

400 

600 

30() 

5,20() 

The production capacity for the plants to be installed has been estimated 
according to the population of these towns. The consumption of bituminoua 
coal for these. units wi\1 be 300,000 tons per year, and the by-products produced 
per annum .wtll be as follows :- . 

Gas Coke ... 160,000 totlll, 

Coal Tar 14,000 
" 

Distillate Oils 600 
" 

Naphthalene Flackes 3() 
" 

The coke can find easy market as a domestic and industrial fuel. 
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The distillate oils are used in the manufactttre of disinfectants. 
" " " 

The coal-tar will be used for wood preservation and road making and' "the 
naphthalene for industrial purposes. Both these by-products may be utilised 
by the dyestuff industry which is discussed later. The large quantities of coal
tar on distillation would yield benzene, "toulene, nappthalene and anthracene all 
of which are important raw materials for dyestuff industry. The pitch obtained 

, on distillation could be employed in construction of roads. The distillation 
products will form only a fraction of the requirements of the dyestuff industry 
and other requirements of the .Province. "For" example, benzene will be entirely 
consumed in this Province in the manufacture of D. D. T. of which fairly large 
quantities are envisaged to be produced by the caustic soda-chlorine factories 
likely to be installed in Bombay. 

SECTION III. 

Dye5tuff Industry, 

85. General Cansiderations.-The manufacture of dyestuff forms one of the 
basic branches of chemical industries as it is one of the largel!t consumers of 
organic and inorganic chemicals. The development of the dyestuff imlustry 
brings in its wake all round indu•trialisation of the Province because of the variotLS 
industries such as the heavy chemical industry, the pharmaceutical industry 
and the coal distillation industry which are all connected with the manufacture 
of dyestuff. The Dyestuff Exploratory Committee set np by the Government of 
India on the recommendation of the Board of Scientific and Industrial Hes.earch 
have already collected valuable data regarding the possibility of manufacture of 
dyestuffs in India. 

86. Present Production and Factors Relative to Production . .:_ There has been 
no dyestuff manufacturing industry in this country mainly due to the following 
reasons :...;_ 

The heavy chemical industry in the country has not yet reached a stage when 
all the requirements of the dyestuff industry could be met by the indigenous 
production. Complete· uti isation of the available resources of coal-tar has not 
been undertaken to an extent which would be required for a dyestuff factory of 
a reasonable proportion. The monopolisation of the manufacture of important 

- dyestuffs by foreign firms and the imports of all the dyestuffs requirements of 
the textile industry from these few manufacturers- have created economioal condi
tions which were not conducive to the development of dyestuff industry in the 
country. However, we are now reaching a stag~ when our heavy chemical industry 
with its proposed expansion would be able to supply a considerable amount of the 
heavy chemicals, required for the establishment of this industry. At the· same 
time the coal-tar distillation industry may also be developed to supply the 
required quantities of organic chemicals for the same. - " " 

87. Market Conditions and Factors Relative to Off-take of Indi,qinous Products.
The market for the dyestuffs is provided by the large number of textile mills in 
'the country. With quality proi.luct produced locally at competitive rates the 
textile mills would utilise the indigenous products. To maintain a reasonable 
level of prices between the indigenous and imported materials during the infancy 
stage of the industry, it would be necessary :- · 

(i) to raise the tariffs on the imported materials for a fixed period, 
IIO .. UI bk Qo 10-4 , 
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(ii) to restrict the imports to a certain extent, . 
(iii) to compel the textile industry to use a certain percentage of indigenous 

dyes and 
(iv) to subsidise indigenous production, if necessary. 

88. Consumption.-

TABLE 8. 

Consumption of different groups of dyestuffs in India. 

Basic dyes 
Acidic dyes 
Chromes 
Other alizarines 
Alizarine paste 

Group of Dyes. 

Alizarine powder and lumps 
Direct dyes 
Sulphur dyes 
Indigo 
Vat paste 
Vat powder 
Brenthols 
Indigosols 
Special dyes ··• .. 

Total 

Annual consumption 
in lbs. 

516,400 
459,900 

44,200 
8,800 

1,800,900 

11,000 
2,344,900 
3,550,300 

675,600 
208,400 

4.63,900 
2,165,800 

46,800 
2,278,700 

14,575,600 

i.e. about 6,500 Tons. 

89. Scope and Possibilities of Production.-For the establishment of this industry 
the two main considerations are :-

(i) Availability of market and 
(ii) Possibility of production, 

(a} Availability o{ suitable raw material. 
(b) Other factors relative to production. 

In the establishment of this large industry, it would be necessary to 
proceed step by step since we have to start right from the beginning. The mann( 
facture of dyestuff-intermediates and about fifty important dyestuffs may 
be taken up as the first step. Later on, the establishment of the complete 
dyestuff industry which would include the manufacture of all the intermediates 
for the dyestuffs and a. number of heavy chemicals required in the manufacture 
of dyestuffs could be undertaken. 
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A large number of basic raw materials and a number of chemicals are 
•necessary for the dyestuff industry. The requirements per annum of the 
·various basic raw materials and heavy chemicals are given in Table No. 9 :-

.TABLE 9. 

Requirements of He(J;vy (fhemicals in the rnanuf(J;Cture of Dyestuffs. 

Haw Mnterinls antl Hcnvy Chemicals. 

l. Ammonia 

2. Bauxite (55 per cent. Al203) 

3. Bromine 
4. Chlorine 

5. Chrome ore (50 ·per cent. Cr003) 

•G. Copper 
7. Fluospar 
·s. Iodine 
9. Iron 

ao. Lead 

Jl. Limestone (75 per cent. CaC03) 

.12. MagnesiunYCarbonate 

.13. Mercury 

.14. Phosphorus 

.15. Potassium Chloride · 

16. Potassium Nitrate 

.17. Pyrolusite (80 per·eent.l\In02) 

18. Selenium .... 
'19. Sodium Chloride (including that used for chlorine). 

20. Sodium Sulphate 
21. Sulphur 
22. Zinc 

Quantity required 
annually 

(in tons). 

1,216 

546 

41 
2,132 

1,260 

114 
13 

50 lbs.. 

501 

77 

7,557 

167 
1 

14 
814 

100 
300 

5 
26,975 

2,032 
5,528 

77 

As can be seen some of the above materials are at present available and a large 
number of them is envisaged to be manufactured in the Province. In planning 
'the future development of the heavy chemicals industry in the Province the 
fequirements of the dyestuff industry have been considered. It would be necessary 
to import only a few materials such as copper, fluospar, lead, mercury, selenium, 
sulphur and zinc from outside. -

The basic raw materials required for the manufacture of dyestuffs are tabulated 
below with their annual consumption for the establishment of the dyestuff industry 
for the whole of India. 

llo·lll Bk Qo 10-4a 



Name <>f Heavy 
Chemical. 

Acid Chlorsulphonio 

Acid Hydrocblorio~ Ordinary 
tech. (sp. gr.l·lo). 

Aoid Hydrochloric, CoM. free 
from :~ulphurio acid. 

Acid Fusing 39 per cent. 

Acid Nitric, ofd. tech. 

Acid Sulphuric, cone. ord. tech. 
(I ·84). 

Acid Sulphuric monohydrated 
- (1~0 per oont. sulphuric a.cidj, 

A.ci l Su1phul"io fuming (oleum) 
u;.Js per cent. 

26 por cent. 

40 per cent. 

60 per cont. 

(IS per cent. 

·nase6. 

Liquot' Ammonia (.sp. gr. 0·9) .•. 

Litne (fre•h CaO) (60·65 per 
eent.). , 

Cha.Jk 'i o: per cont. 

Caustic Potash 

SodaAah·; 

, ,Cau's~o Soda ' 

; ~~~i~m 'Cub~nato· ' 
\Sodium BicafbOnatt:~ 

•' , r ! i I ~- t -~· 

li.U.. 

1 Atuluin'um oulphate drf' 

Annual 
fei)Ui~

ments 
in tons. 

60 

1,700 

250 

'6 

4,600 

10,000 

600 

80 

1,000 

300 

600 

20 

260 

000 

GSO 

600 

l1SOO 

4;000 

50 

10 

30 ofanby-
drous 

52 

TABLE 10 •. 

Pre!!.fmt 
produotion in 

Bombay 
Province 
in tons 
(IU44). 

981 

425 

0,120 

Deficiency, 

60 

1,019 

...... ' 

4,025. 

sso 

Sufficiant to meot the demand. 

Nil. 600 

Cannot be a.ccur# 
a.~ly a:tated. 

Do. 

60 

9annot bo · &.CCUt'"• 
ato;y atated. 

1,194 ' ........ 
• .• J•J·} ,-,,, 

(58·4 of 
hydrate~). 

Target of 
production ' 
for coming 

5 years 
{in tons}_. 

3,000' 

6,500' 

55,000' 

... \ .... 

1,500' 

60,f)()()o 

31,001}· 

Not fixed .. 

2,000. 

8,000. 
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TABLE 10-contd. 

Anuua.l Present Target of 

Na.me of Heavy require- production in 
Deficiency. pl'oduction 

m-1nts 
Bom~.1y for coming .Chemical. Pro\•Jnce in tons. in tons . 5 years 

(1"4!). 
(in tons). 

8alts-coutd. 

Aluminium chloride 500} Demands can be met, 
Ammonium chloride 20 

·Copper sulphate 400 371 29 l,OO<t 

·Cupric chloride 

J ·Cuprous chloride 
Demands can be met. 

Ferric chloride 

Fhosphorous chloride 

Phosphorous Oxychlorido ... 6 

Potassium nitrate 10C 

Potassium chloride 15 50 3,000 

Sodium acetate so 
)·;Sodium acetate (fused) 40 

Sodium buulpbite 20 60 600 

Sodium bromide 

Sodium borofiuoride 5 

Sodium chloride 10,00C 

Sodium chlorate 10 

Sodium dichromate 1,oco· 1,042 ..•... 2,500 

Sodium hydrosulphite 40 

Sodium hypochlorite soln. 30C 3,000 5,000 
(15 per cent..}. 

Sodium nitri~e 20C 

Sodium pyrosulphate 40 ...... 
f,)odium.sulpbide crys~ (OH,O}; . 2,50C 119 2,381 4,50C 

SOdium sulphate (!OH10) 200 
(Also2,000 

4,386 4,0CO 

for DlilD.u· 
facture of 
Na,.l;). 

Sodium sulpha to (a.nbyd.) 20C 

Sodium- thiosulpha.te 20 238 40C 
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TAJJLE 10-concld. 

Name of Heavy 
Chemical. 

Salts-concld. 

Sul!>huryl chloride 

Sulphur dichloride 

Zinc chloride 

Metals. 

Irons filing~; 

Zinc 

Non- metals. 

Bromine 

Chlorine gas (in cylinders) 

Iodine 

Sulphur 

Selenium 

Oa:ides. 

Annual 
require .. 
ments 
in tons. 

75 

60 

50 

500 

50 

40 

800 

GO lbs. 

750 

5 

Litharge (tl5 per cent. Pb01} 10 

lrlanganeso dioxide (SO per oent. 300 
pyrolusite). 

}lcrcuric oxides {yellow) 

Oases. 

Ammonia 

Pb.osgcne 

Sulphur dioxide 

Hydrogen 

5 
... (Also 1,047 

for nitric 
acill manu
facture.) 

150 

30 

25 

Present 
production iu 

Bombay 
Province 
in tons 
(19<14). 

150 

C•unot be sta. t(ld 
correctly. 

Deficiency. 

Target of 
production. 
for coming 

6 years 
(in tons). 

17,60():. 

j 

No definite dat·a is available regarding the pro
duction of these chemica.ls; but it may be 
assumed tbe.t no diftkulties would be encoun
tered in procuring them owing to the very 
small requirements of those in tho dyestuffs 
industry. 
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Next to be considered are the organic chemical raw materials which are grouped 
iuto the coal-tar products and the aliphatic raw materials. The following table 
gives the requirements of coal-tar chemicals required for the dyestuff industry. 

TABLE 11. 

Requ;ireme:nts of Coal Ta•· Organic Chemicals. 

Name of Chemical. 

Benzene puro 

1'olvenc pure 
Naphthalene puro 
Anthracene pun.~ 
Pyridine 
Carbazole 
Solvent naphtha 

Total 
requirements. 

400,000 gals. 

125,000 ., 
1,000 tons. 

500 
2,000 gals. 

15 
4,000 gals. 

, Total production 
(olllndio). 

2,417,000 gals. 
benzole tlO's. 

374,000 gak 
1,100 ton!S. 

120 
225 gals. 
Nil. 

288,500 gals. 

The purification of Benzene up to a quality required in the dyestuff industry is not 
being carried out by the distillers of coal-tar. All the available coal-tar is not being 
processed for the recovery of the distillation producta. With the development of 
the metallurgical coke industry, the progress of which is bound up with 
Development of the iron and steel industry, and proper recovery of coal-tar distillation 
products it would be possible to supply the needs of the dyestuff industry from 
,_indigenous sources. 

Following is the table indicating the quantities of aliphatic raw materials required 
in the manufacture of dyestuffs. 

TABLE 12. 

Requi,·ements of aliphatic organic chemicals. 

Name of Chemical. 

Alcohol ord. 
Alcohol absolute 
Methyl alcohol 
Acetic acid (40 P('l' cent.) 
Acetic acid glacial 
Acetic anhydride ... 
li'ormnldehydo 40 per cent. 
lilvcerine 
Ethyl chloride 
Tm·kcy Red Oil ... 

Total 
re(luirement~;. 

126 tons, 
36 tons. 
~-6 
50 

100 
160 
20 

125 
30 
5 

Total production 
(all India). 

2~,500 tons. 

420 

Nil. 
85 

1,850 

Mllnufactured, but. 'iunntity 
not known. 

Of the above chemicals, methyl alcohol and acetic acid will be available from the 
hardwood distillation industry proposed to be installed in the Province. Acetic 
anhydride and formaldehyde may be obtained from the acetic acid and methyl 
alcohol. 
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90. Location of Future Units of Production.,--It is necessary, from economic 
considerations, to undertake the manufacture of d ycstuffs on a large scale. · In 

. consideration of the present requirements of our country, it would be necessary to 
centralise the manufacture in only one centre. The raw materials required for the 
manufacture are the heavy chemicals and the organic coni-tar products. It is 
considered more advisable to transport the coal-tar products to the place of manu
facture instead of transp01·ting the huge quantities of heavy chemicals required 
for the processes. Another advantage of locating the industry in the neighbourhood 
of heavy chemicals industry is the fact that the transportation of chlorine, nitric 
acid, sulphuric acid and such other dangerous chemicals is avoided. Thus Bombay 
may le a suitable location lor the establishment of the dyestuff industry on a scale 
large enough to supply the all India requir<ments in view ol the proposals to develop 
heavy chemical industry. Another definite advantage in this location is the imme
diate neighbourhood of the consuming textile industry so that the dyestuffs have to 
be transported within limited distances and a close contact is maintained between 
the technical personnel of the manufacturing and the consuming industries. Tech
nical labour is required for the efficient working of these specialised processes in 
which resp<ct Bomlay is the most suitable place .. Other requirements such as 
power, water, etc., would Le easily available •. 

91. Recommendalions.-The Sub-Committee make the following recommenda
tions to the Government of Bombay with regard to the proposed dyestuff 
industry :- · . 

From the announcements in the papers we understancl that an Indian dyestuff 
industry is shortly to be established by the joint effort of Messrs. Tata Sons Ltd. 
and Messrs. Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. We feel that the neighbourhood 
of BomLay city will be a very suitable location for the dyestuff factory, and that 
the establishment of the dyestuff industry in the Boml.ay Province will be of material 
assistance in the development of the chemical industries as a whole. It is well 
known that the dyestuff industry is a large scale consumer of the heavy chemicals 
such as hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, nitric acid, caustic soda, soda ash and 
chlorine and the products and processes of the dyestuff industry are closely related 
to numerousorganic chemicalindustrics, such as fine chemical and pharmaceuticals, 
explosives, synthetic plastics and solvents. The dyestuff industry is in fact the basis 
on which a general organic chemical industry can be built and it will, therefore, be of 
the utmost advantage to the Province to have the new industry located in the 
Bomlay area We recommend that the Government of BomLay should offer all 
possible aid to the dye~tuff industry if it is \ccated in Bombay. Among the facilities 
which may attract the mdustry to Bombay may he mentioned:-

(i) Assistance in acquiring land with an adequate water supply. 

(ii) Supply of power. 

(iii) Modification of excise policy, which will encourage the growth of the 
dyestuff, pharmaceutical and fine chemical indlL!tries. 

(iv) Transport facilities. 

The ,immediate targe~ sho~ld be ~xed at 6,500 tons of dyestuffs to be produ~ed 
annual.y. The productton mtght he mcreased as the demand of the textile mills and . 
other consumer increases. 
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SECTION IV. 

Petroleum refming industry. 

92. General Considerations.-Except in the extreme north (Rawalpindi) and 
extreme north-east (Assam), India has no oil refineries, presumably because, so far, 
4lurma, which formed an integral part of the Indian Empire, supplied most of the 
needs of India. · 

Geographically, Bombay Province, situated on the west coast of India, is not 
blessed with mineral fuels, such as coal and oil. And, as we recently experienced 
during the last war, the inter-transport from Bengt~l and Bihar m:tke the import of 
coal in Bombay not only costly but difficult to transport. If one cau visualise, the 
whole of Europe being fed with coal from the Balkan countries, it would sum up the 
condition of India being supplied with coal from Beng:tl and Bihar-India a continent 
as big as Europe. Again, inuormal times, oil fllel is always cheap on the west coast 
and hence it is preferreLI to coal, apart from the other advantages such as freedom 
from smoke nuisance during its use, ease of control in its operation and handling and 
lack of ashes. All these factors are in favour of using oil fuel as against coal hauled 
from long distances. At present, three or four foreign firms are handling this business 
of supplying the industry with. the required fuel. A refinery installed on the 
West coast oflndia can refine the crude oil and separate the fractions such as aviation 
spirit, motor petrol, kerosene oil, lubricating oil, liquid paraffin, white oil, solid 
paraffin and asphalt, the use of which we need not describe here, as these are familiar 
substances in our daily life today. 

93. Case for installation of petrolewn refining industry in Bombay.-Immediately 
~e consider this industry of refining crude oil in Bombay, the natural question arises 
as to how to secure the crude. Excepting Rumania and Russia in Europe, none 
of the countries have supplies of crude oil, and yet, all the countries inclu,ling United 
Kingdom have got refineries, and, all of them have been securing their requirements 
of crude. India can follow the same example. India has got further advantage in 
that alongside the West coast of India are situated all the crude oil producing coun
tries, such as Persia, Bahrein, B•hrein Island, Abyssinia etc., where crude oil is 
produced and refined. A cursory glance at the refining capacities of the various 
oil companies producing crudes will convince anybo:iy that there is always a surplus 
of crude which the refineries on the spot cannot handle, and, there has been in the 
past a competitive selling of the crude to the refineries of Europe. Under the 
circumstances, no difficulty is visualised in securing crude oil for the refinery to be 
established in the Bombay Province. 

One may also ask why we should refine crude oil in India when we are getting all 
the ingredients at competitive rates from the various refineries, such as in Burma, 
Persia and in Bahrein Island. The answer is that, apart from the kerosene, petrol, 
lubricating oil and others described above, a number of useful products is available 
from the refinery ' waste ' which were wastes so far, but which are now av.tilable as 
raw materi!'ls for new industries for the future, such as plastics (thiokol, polyvinyl 
halides, methacrylates, glypatal resins and dozens more). The prm\ucts and their 

jl!lames mean little to most of us, but we are conscious of the tasks which we would 
like them to perform-to set us free from dependence on tropical products, hard to 
obtain in ·peace and lost to us in war ; to cut short the slow, natural, weather
dependent processes of growth and long cultivation ; the conquest of weight; the 
search for the unbreakable media with which to make crockery; cold-resistant and 
heat-resistant materials; new beauty in colour and surface for our homes and house· 
hold articles; new cleanliness and therefore new healthfulness; long life for articles 
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which once wore out too soon-all these possibilities are latent in the crude oil, but 
they are all lost to our industry, if they are left behind in America, in Persia, 
in Mexico or in Russia. 

No community proposing to play a part in the world of to-morrow can possibly 
afford to let others reline their crude oil for them: such a policy means depriving 
the future of its brightest industrial promise. 

1 
94. Scope of the Industry.-In the early stages of the industry, most of the crude 

oil was waste. The very petrol on which our civilisation now depends was once 
thought waste. All that could then be usefully employed of nature's original 
mixture was the part that would burn the lamps, and it was clearly wisest to distil 
the kerosene at the source of supply and export it to the ends of the earth in finished 
form. Those days are over. To-day, there is scarcely any part of nature's crude· 
oil which has not its industrial value. One of the most important pioneering achieve
ments of an oil refinery concerns the ' waste ' extracted during the purification 
of oil to produce white oil and liquid paraffin. From the sulphuric acid and hydro
carbons are formed compounds called Petroleum Sulphonates, which are extracted 
with alcoholic caustic soda. They are valuable as emulsifiers which form the base 
of soluble oils with good anti-corrosive qualities and as detergents. Fron1 the very 
process of relining oil for a given purpose, new prod)lcts with new uses are constantly 
arising-another reason why every fully developed industrial country must aim at 
doing its relining at home. 

From the point of view of transporting a minimum of waste, few cargoes can· 
now be regarded as more economic than crude oil. A far more important reason 
why an industrial country must import the raw material rather than the finished 
products is that in the crude oil are found raw materials for new industries. Though 
scientists, now-a-days, use most of the crude oil, we now know that hundreds or: 
new uses, even more important than the older ones, are going to be found. 

Without crude oil to distil here in India, India will be deprived of the basic 
raw materials for the new industries of the future. 

At present there are only two refineries in India, one at Rawalpindi and the
other at Attock. Most of our oil and petrol reaches us ready refined. Most of 
the wealth in the original crude oil is left behind to form the basis of industries. 
abroad. We are put in the position of having to buy abroad an increasing number 
of goods which we could very well make at home. 

An Indian Oil Refinery in the heart of the industrial area in Bombay would 
supply lubricating oil to make a million wheels to run smoothly and bring to th" 
ln<lian industry many of those parts of crude oil which were ' waste' yesterday, 
are valuable by-products of to-day, and, perhaps, to-morrow will be far mor" 
important wealth than even lubricating oil or petrol themselves. · 

The other countries have · become great industrial leaders because they 
produced goods through their coal and iron. In the chemical age they them
selves are beginning to ·t·ealise the necessity of distilling crude oil and distilling in 
the1r own countrws. Ind1a should follow the same example if we want to realise 
the plast.ic age that is coming. 

95. Recomwemlatiou•: (a) Tm:gel of future production in tlte Province.-< 
To begin ":ith a "•!':'pie re~n~ry ·:with an annual throughput of half million toll& 
of crude ml, compnsmg a d~st1llatwn plant, a combine<! reforming and cracking 
plant, the necessary chemwal treatment plant, a vacuum distillation unit to 
pro~uce. up . to. 50 t? 60,000 tons of asphalt and about 10,000 tons of cheap 
!ulmratmg mls mcludmg the necessary tankage, jetty etc., may be put up. 



Later on, an additional plant to manufacture 100 octane aviation spirit can be 
put on the same site with a small additional cost to produce 25,000 tons of 100 
octane aviation spirit. A plant can also be added for producing high class 
lubricating oils including vacuum fractionation plant, a solvent extraction and 
solv~nt dewaxing plant, acid and hot clay treatment plant and make India, or, at 
least, Bombay Province, independent of the supplies of high grade lubricants 

::,jn times of emergency. 
· (b). Location.-Such a refinery should be situated in the proximity of a deep 
water jetty where tankers up to 35 feet draft can berth safely. It does not matter 
if this jetty is a few miles away from the refinery, as the crude oil can be pumped 
quite easily from the tankers. It would be, of course, essential for the refinery 
to have road and railway connections. 

(c) Private enterprise, it is understood, is willing to 1mdertake such a project 
provided protection in the form of a small duty, of say about Rs. 15 per ton, on 
petrol and kerosene and about Rs. 10 per ton on fuel oil, can be given by the 
Government in the early stages of this venture, as, in the early period of such 
refinery, the teething troubles to put the plant in a continuous working order,. 
would, otherwise, stiflle the venture in its birth. 
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CHAPTER V. 

GLASS, Po:rrERY, CERAMICs AND REFRACTORIES. 

SECTION I. 

Glass Industry. 

96. General Cansideratial!s.-The "1\'orld 1\"ar I has first ·shown the need of 
science for applied industries, and if ~ur Province is to progress it can only do so by 
scientific development; and scientific development means more laboratones, more 
research work, and more glassware used. One of the greatest events in the entire 
history of glass was brought about by the intensive applieati?n of scientific methods 
to industrial production. Glass which was once only an artiCle of art1stte taste, has 
emeraed as a material of wide utility and strategic importance. Indeed glass besides 
ateelband mbber is largely responsibl~ for the progress of science and technology. 
Many scientific instruments and apparatus of the most complex kind depend 
on the glass industry. Glass, along with plastics, which is made from inexhaus
tible resources may be expected to replace metals in a variety of uses and thus 
help the conservation of metallic resources which have their limitations. Glass is 
now universally regarded as a "Key industry" or as it is sometimes called 
"PIVOTAL" industry. 

The Provincial and Central Governments should take increasing interest in 
. developing and fostering this" Key" Industry. Sir A. Chatterton has very forcibly 
recorded his opinion in the Indian Munitions Hand Book on this point. He writes : 
" The Glass Industry has come to stay but without aid from the State, it is likely 
to make very slow progress in the future ". 

An extract from the report of Lord Balfour ofBurleigh's Committee on commerciat' 
and industrial policy after the first Great War, will be very interesting at this moment 
in this connection. "We are satisfied that the continuance of commercial and 
scientific assistance and of detailed control on the lines already followed will be 
necessary for a considerable period. This necessity is, we believe, fully admitted 
by the manufacturers themselves, who recognise also that such assistance must have 
its object and conditions the attainment and maintenance of the highest standards 
of quality. It is clear, moreover, that in order that the industries may have time 
and opportunity to adapt their organisation to peace conditions and to train an 
adequate supply of skilled workers, very speedy measures of protection against 
foreign competition will be required at the outset in view of the great strength and 
reputation of the German firms". 

The Industrial Commission (1916) has also very forcibly and clearly stated that the 
State should take the lead, employ experts and place them in charge of practical 
works. Unfortunately in India no substantial help was rendered or any steps in 
the above direction were taken by the State whole-heartedly. 

97. Present Production.-The glass industry ofthe Bombay Province is divided 
into five trade sections under the following heads:-

(1) Hollow-ware including lamp-ware and table-ware. 
(2) Bottle-ware. 

(3) Pressed-ware and fancy goods. 
(4) Scientific-ware. · 

(5) Bangles. 
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Taking into account the production of glass articles in the Province during the· 
last ten years, the out-put of the glass industry to-day has greatly increased ; and 
in several lines, the present productive capacity of the existing glass factories, is 
sufficient to meet the total requirements of the Province, provided of course, that the 
glass manufacturers are assured of adequate transport facilit.ies and supplies of the 

. necessary raw materials, refractories, coal and oil, and the glass manufacturers oa 
'the other hand cor,wentrate their energies on improving the quality of production 
by resorting to the application of scientific methods in the industry. 

The majority of the factories that hava been started during the Second Great 
War had to struggle very hard against innumerable difficulties, due partly ta 
inexperienced control and lack of trained technical personnel in the works and partly 
to acute short supplies of raw materials, chemicals and good refractqries at very 
high rates. There are at the present moment over 30 concerns m1nufacturing 
bottles, hollow glass· ware, scientific wares ; out of these, about 19 glass factories in 
Bombay and Bombay suburbs are mainly concentrating on the munafacture of 
bottles and their monthly production is over 2000 tons. One glass factory (Industrial 
Engineering Apparatus Co.) in Bombay is wholly devoting her ~ergies to the manu 
facture of scientific ware of the pyrex ·type. There are also two or three other 
factories manufacturing scientific glas3-ware but on a small scale. The"' and other 
factories situat<d outside this Province were able to meet a considerable part of 
the countrys' requirements mainly due to the stoppage of imports. As more 
industries and research educational laboratories would come into existence during the 
next fiv~ years, the present demand wpuld increase several fold. The quality and 
precision of the articles produced need however considerable improvements and 
should be brought to the level of imported articles. 

Regarding the quality of bottles it must be said without any hesitation that in order 
to stand foreign competition and to maintain the present production capacity, tho 
quality of the bottles has to be improved considerably and labour saving blowing 
machines with the necessary type of furnaces shall have to be installed. When 
steps are taken in this direction, the bottle industry will be able to stand on its own 
legs without any fear of foreign competition. 1 

I amp-ware.-There are about six factories manufa,ctnring quality goods, 
The notable factories are (I) Vi jay Gla•s Works, Bombay, (2) The Bombay Glass 
Work Ltd., Bombay. (3) Crystal Glass Works Ltd., Sant Road, (4) Paisa Fund 
Glass at Talegaon and (5) Ogale Glass Works Ltd., Ogalewadi. · 

The following table gives the figures of production of various types of glass-ware 
in 1943-44 and the raw materials consumed by them:- · 

In Nos. In T.Jna. 

Bottles 800,000 gross } 35,COO Tumblers, JlfS ... 200,000 
" 

Specialised types of scientific 
apparatus, etc. 50,000 

" 
5,000 

Raw materials e<msumed. 

Sand 20,000 Tons. 

Soda ash 6,00() 
" 

Lime 4,000 
" 

Borax· 1,000 
" 

and above -
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· Most of the bottle factories in Bombay are using broken glass for remelting and 
blowing bottles. The furnaces are run on liquid fuel; the capacity of these furnaces 
for blowing bottles vary from three tons to ten tons per day but with the introduction 
of liquid fuel, the question of good refractories was overlooked resulting thereby in 
shortening the life of the furnace and also deteriorating the quality and enhancing 
the cost of manufacture. If the liquid fuel oil is to be used by the glass 
manufacturers, Government must come forward to render all possible help in respec( 

·of power, technical help, refractories and chemicals and so on. Half-hearted attempts 
will never help the manufacturers, if they are to march with the times and face 
foreign competition. 

98. Factors relative to Production.-As is widely known, the chief raw materials 
for this industry are silica, soda ash, lime, etc., and chemicals like borax, arsenic 

· salts, zinc oxide, barium carbonate, potassium nitrate, selenium, cobalt, mangan'O'!.e 
. dioxide, cadmium sulphide, are required for fining and colouring the glass and 
producing special. quality glass. 

' Most of the manufacturers of this Province import silica of sufficient purity, from 
Bargarh, and Logarh (U. P.) and some of them get their supplies of silica from 
Nizam's dominions or Sawai Madhaopur (Rajputana). Soda ash is of course 

. available from the importing agencies. Lime is available in Bombay Province. 

The bulk of production of these factories finds its way in the Provincial markets, 
·Owing to the restriction on railway line for booking and the non-availability of 
priority (Licensing) certificate to export goods to foreign countries, manufacturers.:. 
are handicapped in meeting with the demands of their overseas customers. During·. 
the war period, a major fraction of the production was supplied to the Government 

· to meet war demands ; in some cases entire production was utilised for military 
purposes. With more freedom of movement of raw materials, chemicals, etc., and 
rise in standard of living of the population, the consumption of glass articles would 

. show a marked increase in the years to come. 

99. Market Conditions aml Factors l'elative to the off·lake of l111ligenous Products.
Aa stated above, most of the production of factories in the Province is absorbed in 
local markets. During the Will' yea1·s, a major fraction of the production was 
supplied to the Government to meet war demands-in some cases, the entire 
production was utilised for military purposes. 

. In spite of the comparative rise in production, only a small quota came in for 
·civilian consumption. The main factor for this was the scarcity of raw materials 
and soda ash which were strictly rationed. 

With more freedom of movement of raw materials and the rise in standard of 
living of the population, the consumption of glass materials would show a marked { 
increase in the years to come. 

100. Present Consumption.-As already pointed out, most of the' producoion 
was designed to meet war orders. As such, the amount of consllJllption of glass

·ware for civilian purposes during the last few years would not serve as."' guide to 
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indicate the requirements of the Province. The following Table No. 13 of imports 
of glassware in the port of Bombay for years 1934-35 to 1938-39, will serve to 

. indicate the extent of consumption in the Province :-
TABLE 13. 

Commodity. Unit. Imports of glassware in Bombay. 

1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-37. 19:17-38. 1938-3!1. 

l. B~llgles Rs. ,_. 21,59,711 16,52,896 17,34,1!)!) 18,57,697 13,45,57:! 

Bead.! and Fal.se Pearls 5,69,310 6,47,tl38 3,81,657 7,42,873 5,00,270 

.JJcientijic Gkuswa re .. 27,724 25,071 64,570 95,257 90,l!Rl 

R/leet Gla.IM and Plate 8,31,927 8,52,330 7,23,271 9,09,318 8,64,885 

sq. feet .. 7,154,628 8,455,395 7,600,260 6,133,252 8,398,937 

. Bottles (Sodaumt.er) .. ... Rs. 2,43,797 2,35,233 2,08,148 2,06,566 2,02,704 

Gross 10,416 11,538 10,726 12,847 12,335 

.Oiket Bott/<8 .. Rs. 6,10,372 6,32,085 5,46,833 7,96,1G2 6,67,598 

Gross .. 2,95,166 3,01,753 2,10,077 3,72,100 2,71,27!1 

Taflleware Rs. 1,49,920 1,15,065 1,85,166 3,69,450 3,23,798 

Funnell~ etc. 2,33,678 2,44,105 2,51,525 3,33,733 2,51,724 

f)tf,cr Ol4saware .. 16,64,032 10,46,420 9,18,993 9,88,589 6,12,33.1 

Tokll Gla.ssware .. 58,90,471 54,5'0,898 5,04,216 62,99,645 48,59,04! 

HH. Scope and Possibilities of Expansion in Production.-
(!) Ban{}le Factories.-A glance at the table will convince any intelligent 

reader that Bombay port on an average imports glassware to the extent of 
Rs. 57,06,908, out of these, bangles figures top the list. Next to it other 
glassware, then bottles and then sheet and plate glass and so on. There are 
very few factories in this Province, manufacturing bangles. Their total sales 
will not exceed Rs. one lakh. These Province's needs are therefore met with 
by bangle manufacturers of Firozabad in the United Provinces which is a big 
eentre of glass industry. Though bangles are articles of civil consumption and 
not a war commodity, still the needs of the civil population have to be met with 
and here is a field for starting more bangle factories which in course of time 
produce bangles to the taste of women folks who are the consumers. 

(2) Beads and False Pearls.-Beads and false pearls is another line that has to 
be tackled during the post-war programme as there are no glass factories worth 
the name in the whole of India for making beads and false pearls. 

(3) Sheet Glass Plant.-There is also a scope for starting a sheet glass factory in 
view of the tremendous building activity which is envisaged to take place in 
the Province as also in view of the rapid industrialisation of the Province, as at 
present there is no factory in the Province producing sheet glass. 

A word of caution is however necessary. The manufacturing of sheet glass 
plant is highly technical and requires therefore a number of technical personnels. 
At the present moment these technicians are not available and so they shall have 
to be tr 1ined before any such venture undertakes to manufacture it. There are 
ehances of heavy losses in the beginning. It is therefore recommended that 
substantial help, both in kind of money and technical, may be given to private 
venture to install a factory producing at least a few hundred tons of sheet glass 
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of various grades and thicknesses per month. While selecting the site for such· 
a factory, all factors affecting smooth running of the concern should be carefully 
studied by body of expert•, industrialists ar.d Government technical advisers. 
102. Target of Prcduction.-The following statement of targets of 

production during the fir"t five years for the different trade sections of the glass 
industry is recommende<l ar:d trust it will serve the purpose of the Province. · 

Pre-war Pre-wal' Prc!lt"nt ,..._ 

Pre-war Prod,Iotion imp>rts total Target. pro .. h1ctioil 
JU3;-3J. 1H3.;-3J. COD3lltnptiOD OJ.p.l.:lity, 

R'. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

llanglca 20.000 ap}l1'oxima.tcly. 13,00,000 13,20.000 6 lnkhs I lakh. 

Beads o.nd Fo.lt~o Pearls .. ]~' ,[, 6,00,000 6,00,000 2 lakhs Nil, 

Scientific Glaaswa.ro Negligible ro,ooo 00,000 4 la.kbs 2 lakh•. 

Shoot. Glass Nil. 4.00,000 4,00,000 20 tons a Nil. 
including day. 

plate gla.~e. 

103. Recommendations.-(1) The first ard foremost aim should be to raise the 
ECalc of output to such a levelsrd attain such a quality that the total needs of the 
Province can be met wholly by local production. 

(2) In respect of art'cles which are not yet produced in this country, the aim 
should be to start production without delay. 

(3) Stress should be laid on imrroving the quality which would compare with 
similar articles from foreign countries. 

(4) Good sand requisite for the manufacture oflarge quantities of glass may b!>·
available on the North Kanara coast of the Province. From these deposits, sar!\t-f 
required by the industry in Bombay could be easily transported by coastal sea 
freight. ]'acilities for easy ar.d cheap transport be afforded to the manufacturers. 

(5) Soda Mh which is another 'mportant raw material should be permitted to
be tr"nspmted to Bcmbay by sea route from the centres of production ·such as 
'l'he Tuta Chemical Factory at Mithnpur (Okha Port). 

(G) In view of the tremenclous building activity which is envisaged to take place 
in the Province as also iu view of the rapid in<lustrialisation of the Province, it. is 
expected that lar!(e quantities of sheet glass will be consumed. At present, there is. 
no factory in the Province producing sheet glass. It is therefore recommended that 
help may he given to.private venture to .in1tall a factory producing at least 20 tons 
of sheet glass of varwus grades and thlC knesses per day. 

(7) A t>lace near about Bombay where coastal trrffic can reach with adequate· 
facility should be selected for the location of this factory. 

SECTION II. 

'Pottery, Clr&mics &nd Refractories Industries. 

104. Genera! Considemtions.-Pottery 
articles:-

(1) Building bricks, roofing tiles. 
(~) Drainage pipes. 
(:l) RefrootorieR. 
(4) Sanitary ware. 

industry consists of the followill!f ... 



(5) Crockery. 
(6) Porcelain iiL•ulators. 
(7) Chemical ware. 
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In foreign countries, this industry bas developed enormously in the last 30 years, 
and to-day all the important industries require articles made from clays in various 
forms and shapes. The imlustry in India is still in its infancy and there is good 
scope for further development in the Province. 

105. Present Production.-There are at present the following factories situated 
in the Province of Bombay, viz. Bombay Potteries and Tiles Ltd., Bombay, and 
Mesm. Navroji Vakil & Co., Ahmedabad, and two big-sized factories in States, viz. 
Parsuram Pottery Works, Than and Morvi Potteries Ltd. at Morvi. The factory in 
Bombay manufactures sanitary-ware, crockery, laboratory chemical ware, glozed 
tiles, refractories and acid-proof chemical-ware. The factory at Ahmedabad 
manufactures pickle jars, fire bricks, and salt-glazed sanitary-ware. The 
factory at D.rol in P~noh M th~l Di3trict is now closed. The factories 
situated in the States are mainly en;:nged in production of sanitary-ware and pickle 
jars. The following table gives the production of two of the representative 
factories :-

Classification. 

Sewage Dra.in Pipes 
Crockery ware 
Fire brick.a 

Unit. 

•• Tons. 
•. Dozens 
.. Nos. (in 

00.000) 
Tons. 

Production 
in 1930. 

3,1100 
600 

11 

Prorl11rtion 
in 1944. 

4.200 
14,000 

5 

Refraotory ware .. Tons 40 240 

The value of the tot~! pro:luction of all the f,tetories was a.pproxi nately Rs. 25 
lal<hs in 1944-45, out of which the factories ir. the States had a share of Rs. 20 lakhs. 

I 06. Factors relative to Production.-The chief rnw materials neceesary for 
the manufacture of pottery are fire clay, china clays, plastic clays, quartz, felspar, 
talc, bauxit.e, magnesite and other chemicals. From the information that is 
available we can say that in the Province there is abunlance of various kinds o£ 
raw materials used in pottery. 

107. Marlcet conditions and factors relative to ~ff-talce of lndi_qenous prorlucts.
During th• war yearB imports from foreign countries were on d<cline and in some 
cases like crockery and acid-proof porcelain had completely stopped; there was, 
thus, an impetus given to inligenous production which showed a. steep rise. An 

·idea of comumption in the Province can be formed from the fact that some of the 
factories doubled or even tripled their proluction during the war years. The 
following Table No. 14 gives the value of imports, of Pottery-ware in Bombay for 
the year• 1938-39 to 1939-40 :- · 

TAB!.E 14. 

Imports of Pottery-u-are in Bombay. 

Commodity. 

Sanitary ware 
Other kinds not classified 
Porcelain electrical 
Porcelain other than electrical 

ao-n Bk Qo 10-6 

Totll 

1938-39 
in Rs. 

4,22,289 
3,50,038 

39,469 
8,49,743 

16.61,539 

1939--40 
in R8. 

4,26,438 
2,85,434 

50,193 
8,27,10~ 

]5,89,170 
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It might be noted here that excepting th~ Bomb~y factory no _other .f~ctory 
manufactures goods of special types and quality reqmred for modern mdustnes. 

. To the growin~ household needs must be added the increased demands of new 
industries started in war time, which are important consUIUers of pottery ware. If 
the experience of war years serves as a guide, we can safely say that pottery ware 
is capable of being m~nufactured economically in t~e Province, though to. st~b!l~se 
the industry in post-war years some sort of protectwn would be necessary m Irutml 
stages. 

· 108. Analysis of consumption.-Due to the great variety of products 
manufactured and the large nurt.ober of industries utilising these products, it would 
be difficult to give detailed figures for the analysis of consumption. The figures 
given in the above paragraph can give an idea of the consumption of pottery ware 
as used in-

1. Building trade. 
2. Household requirements. 
3. As refractories in industries. 
4. Laboratory requirements. 

109. Scope and possibilities of expansion" of Ptoiluetirm.-As already pointed out, 
this industry is entitled to the claim of being called a basic industry as its products 
find use in practically all industries. With the industrialisation programme of the 
Province gathering momentUIU and the raising of standard of living of the people, 
there is a vast scope of development in post-war period. 

With improved forms of machinery and foreign trained technical assistance th.,.; 
· indigenous products won.ld be in the position to compete in quality with the foreign 

products. 

Most of the existing units are plaUl!ing to expand their production in· view of 
bright prospects of off-take by the consUIUers. The following estimates submitted 
by two of the factories under survey (same as concerned in Section I-B) serve to 
illustrate the rising trend in production:-

Stone ware pipes and fittings 

Crockery ware 

Refractories and bricks ... 

9,000 tons. 

60,000 dozens. 

8,000 tons. 

The total production might be double the production for the year 1944-45. 

llO. Location of fut~re proil~ng units.-The Sub-Committee are of the opinion 
that ~wo types of ceramrcs factorres. may be re~ommended to be put up in the 
Provmce. The first set would consrst of factorres situated in big cities, one each 
like Bombay, Baroda or Ahmedabad supplying most of the industrial requirements 
and a. part of th~ household demands. These must be large-scale plants involvin!0 
a caprtal expendrture of Rs. 25 lakhs or more. In addition to these smaller units • 
(requiri?~ .a capital of not ~ore than one lakh) may be put up in smalle~ towns where 
the fac•htres of raw materrals and power supply are available. The products of 
these latter factories may be absorbed by the local markets. 

Before recommending particular sites for larger factories it is necessary to have 
a complete Geological survey of the Province. 
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111. Target of ju.ture productio1~.-ln view of the likely increase in building 
activity and expansion in the markets for household pottery ware, the Sub-Committee 
recommend that the production of. the following products may be permitted 
to the extent mentioned against each product :-

l'roduots. 

1. Scmilat·y lVaJ'et~~ and FiUing~t-

Indian W. C •. Pans 18~, 20, "23," 25" and 27" 

~ P' traps 

.• S 'traps 

.- Wall and col'ller uriuale 

.Europe&n closets P and S typo 

Wash basins 

" 
comer 

Laboratory sinks 

Half Rood Channels 

Sta.nd for wash bnsins 

Foot reste 

'2. Pilea tnul Batf,.tiJom Fitti1lg&-

White gla~ed tiles (6" X 8" aUd 6"' X 3 per cent.) 

Wllito gU.zed channels 

Whit-e gl&zed cups 

Whito glazed cappings 

Nonpslip vitreous t.iJes white 

Blue tiJee 

.Co1~d glAzed til .. 

cmbosed 

Coloured cha.nnels 

Coloured glazed atrips 

:a. Hospital Equipment and 8UR«lt'iu
Feeding cups 

Bed pans 

~orta.r and Pestle No. 1, 2~ 3, 4, 5 and 8 

Porcelain pipes 6"', 9", 12"' and 15"' 

Dyeing ben.kera 

Porcelain pot Byes Dia. 4•, 41", 0"' o.nd 6"' 

Porcelain thren.d guides •• 

Laboratory chemical wares (crucible and evaporating dishes) 

()ther porcelain equipmt'n~ for indugtriea 
•o-n UJ, Qc 10-5a 

Quantity to be produced 
per l\Wllltn. 

Nos. 

.. 

.. 
" 

" 

Dozens 

" .. 
Br ... 

" 
Dozens 

" .. 
Dozens 

" .. 
.. 
.. 

Gross 

Tons 

6(),000 

60,000 

2,600 

4,000 

5,000 

1,000 

3,000 

4,000 

1,000 

8,000 

800,000 

20,000 

10,000 

5,000 

200 

20 

' 100,000 

20,000 

10,000 

10,000 

1~500 

100 

1,000 

2,000 

100 

500 

2,000 

1,000 

100 



4. lnsulatortJ-

Insulators 

5. R~Jraclory goods

Fire bricks 

Fuel cov~rs 

Boiler setting blocks 

Arch bricks 

Special refradories 

Burnt clay powder 

Boiler floats 

Products. 
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Quantity to b' produced 
par annum. 

Nos. 1,500,000 

Tons. 

Dozens 

800,000 

2,000 

2,000 

200,000 

1,000 

500 

50 

112. Recommendations.-To stabilise the industry and facilitate its growth, 
the Sub-Committee make the following tecommendations :-

(1) Geological survey of raw materials. 
(2) Cheap power supply. 
(3) Acquisition of land for putting up factodes. 
(4) Facility to import machinery from U. S. A. and Germany. 
(fi) A."8istance of technical personnel from abroad to put up tunnel furnaces 

and erection of automatic machinery. ' 
(6) Cheap transport for raw materials. 
(7) Establishment of a central research centre by the Department of Industries. 

113. Brick.s.-The case of bricks in the group of pottery-ware specially calls for 
attention as these would he required in large quantities for the vatious construction 
schemes undertaken by the Government and private enterprise. Most of the present 
production is centred in Kalyan in Thana District which supplies the needs oC 
building trade in Bombay. Quality of these bricks is such that they cannot be 
used without being plastered. If better qualities of clays are supplied for bricks, 
more durable types of bricks can be manufactured and there would be a proportionate 
saving in the cost of building. It is, therefore, advisable to put up plants with modern 
equipment producing about I crore of bricks per annum as there would be no 
difficulty in findinl< ready markets for these. This recommendation is strengthened 
by the fact that the region round about Bombay alone supplies about lO crores 
cf bricks per year. , 



UHAPTER VI. 

CEMENT AND CEMENT PRODUCTS. 

114. General Cansiderat ions.-The following are considered under this 
eection :-

l. Portland Cement. 

2. Cement Flooring Tiles. 

3. Asbestos Cement Products. 

4. Rllllle Pipe Manufacture. 

The history of cement production in India makes an interesting study laying bare 
as it does the major economic forces governing a large scale industry. An industry 
of comparatively recent origin, it reached a critical stage threatening its very 
existence, due to the cut-throat competition between the two producing groups. -
The Tariff Board in its report on cement industry in 1925 recommended certain 
grants for protection to the industry and it was only when the merger comprising 
the Associated Cement Companies was effected that things returned to normal. 
Since then the demand for cement has been continuously increasing and the war 
time needs of the Government have given an impetus towards raising the production · 
capacities of various cement factories in India. 

Of the industries consuming cement, the Cement Flooring Tiles Industry has 
developed in our country during the last 15 years. Formerly, practically all 
flooring tiles and articles of marble were imported from Italy. This rising industry 
was faced with the situations created by conditions of war at 'an early stage. It 
suffered due to shortage of cement issued for civilian use, the drop in construction of 
residential houses and general stoppage of building activity in the Province. 
Difficulties of transport of raw materials and finished goods also contributed to the 
woes of the industry. The restricted imports of flooring tiles from abroad was the 
-only relieving feature in favour of this industry. 

The other industry consuming cement is the manufacture of asbestos cement 
products such as sheets, roofing materials, pipes, etc. There is only one large 
concern manufacturing asbestos cement goods in the Bombay Province viz., 
Messrs. Braithwait Asbestos Cement Co. Ltd., at Mulund. 

115. Present P•·oduction in the Province.-There is' at present no cement factory 
within the British territory of the Province. Both the factories producing cement 
are situated within limits, of Indian States, one at Dwarka and the other at 
Porbunder. 

The following Table No. 15 gives an approximate idea about the production of 
cement and the conslllllption of cement for products manufactured from it in 1943. 
These may be viewed in the light of the figures. of all India production of cement 
which attained the level of two million tons in 1943. 
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TAllLE 15. 

Name of Product. 

Figures for annual production 
of cement products and 

consumption of cement in the 
consuming industrie-S (in tons) 

in the Province of Bombay. 

1. Portland Cement (consumption in the Bombay 204,362: 
Province). 

2. Cement Flooring Tiles (Production) 

3. Asbestos Cement Products (Production) 

4. Hume Pipes (Production) 

25,000 

48,750 

5,000 

The production of cement tiles has fluctuated to a large extent during the wa1• 
years. Some of the manufacturers had to stop production due to various difficulties 
amongst which were the scarcity of cement and the difficulties of transport. The 
annual production of asbestos cement products as such has remained practically 
steady during the period 1940-43, the average being about 70,000 tons 
of asbestos cement products. 

ll6. Factors Relative to Pl"oduction.-
Portland Cement.-As is widely known the chief raw materials required in the 

manufacture of high-grade Portland cement are limestone, clay and gypsum. 
The absence of a complete geological survey of the Province proves a handicap 
in pronouncing accurate opinion regarding the possibilities of obtaining raw 
materials in particular locations. From the information available to the 
Sub-Committee there are definite indications that limestone and clay of good 

. quality suitable for cement manufacture are available at some places in the 
Province, particularly at Sevalia in Kaira District, North Gujarat, to the extent 
that the present resources may last at least for 60 years on the basis of 200,000 
tons of cement produced per annum. 

Gyl'sum is not available in large quantities; and it shall have to be imported 
in the Province (recent investigations have proved workable deposits in the 
.funagadh State in Kathiawar and in Cut<Jh). Rajputana is likely to fulfill the 
gypsum requirements of the industry. 

The power requirements for the new cement factories to be established in the 
Province in Kaira District could be supplied by the Electric Grid System envisaged 
to be imtalled short.ly by the Government of Bombay between Ahmedabad and 
Baroda. It is em~saged that High Tension Cable System of 22,000 KV will be 
~xtended between the two terminal station•. The irmtallation \Yill be <>f tlte 
magnitude of 30,000 KW. · This project would snve the prospective party the cost 
of installinf( a power plant of their own. 

- Cement Flooriug Tiles.-The main difficulty that this new industry had to face 
was the scarcity of cement during recent years. With the plans to expand th 
cement industry in India and to install new factories in the Bombay Province thie 
shortage will no more he a limitinl( factor. ~arble chips. marble powder an 
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pigments were imported from abroad. During the war-period local marble has 
been utilised for the manufacture, but better survey work and selection of marble 
of fine quality will go a long way in improving the quality of the flooring tiles 
manufactured from indigenous marble chips and powder. 

Asbestcs Genumt Products.-Cement required by the factm·y situated in Bombay 
is at present brought from Central Provinces. If cement factories are established 
in the Province it may be possible to utilise a portion of the production for the 
manufacture of asbestos cement products. Asbestos fibres are imported from 
abroad at present. It may be possible to utilise indigenous asbestos if a survey i.s 
made to obtain asbestos of good quality (long fibres) requisite for this purpose. 

1!7. lJ1arket Gond£tions and Factors Relative to Off-tal'e of Indigenous Prorlucts.-
Tbe cement requirements of Ahmedabad and Gujarat markets are principally 
supplied by the Lakheri Works of The A. C. C. ; and Bombay is supplied 
with cement from the Shahbad Works as also by the Okha and Porbunder Cement 
Works. The market for cement is likely to expand due to the increase in 
construction of buildings, grand trunks roads, town communication road, etc., and 
due to its larger use in the manufacture of cement flooring tiles, asbestos cement 
and Hume pipes. · 

liS. Anal.lfsis of Consumption.-The following table gives an approximate idea 
of the allocation of consumption ·of cement in different industries :-

. TABLE 16. 

Gonsumpticm of Cement. 

Ceme-nt consumed in Hl43 a.s 
Name of Indu.stij'. per figures supplied by the 

manufacturers (in tons). 

1. Construction of buildings, roads, etc. 228,ti07 

2. Cement Flooring Tiles 25,000 

a. Asbestos Cement Prorlucts 48,750 

4. Htune Pipes 5,000 

Total 307,35 7 

ll9.- Scope ana Possibilities of Exp11!Sion in Production.-The war-time demands 
were respomible for an increase in production in India frGm about 1,500,000 tons at 

"-the b~gin1in~ of war to about 2,000,000 tom at the peak period. Inspite of this 
· dem1nd having ceased the requirements for construction of buildings, roads, brirlges, 

hydro-electric and irrigation work are likely to increase the consumption of cement 
considerably. This general increase in consumption of cement in the country would 
also affect this Province; henoo it would be necessary to increase production of 
cement to cope with this demand. 
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The A.C.C. under their expansion programme intend to put up a rem~nt 
factory at Sevalia with an annual capacity of 100,000 tons which they hope 
to enhance by another 100 per cent. at the completion of the· first stage. 
They have received the sanction of Government of India to put up 
a factory of 100,000 tons capacity at Porbunder. A new cement factory of an 
equivalent capacity is being constructed in Jamnagar State; and further a licence 
has been granted to the A. C. C. for a factory to be installed at P01t Veraval in 
Junagadh State. 

With the increased construotior. of buildings the consumption of cement flooring 
tiles will have t.o be stopped np thus utilising large qua11tities of cement in this 
industry. A similar increase in the consumption of cement in the asbestos cement 
proiucts and Hume pipes manufacture is also envisaged in the coming years. 

The annual consumption of cement in different constructional activities in the 
coming five years is estimated to be as follows:-

I. Construction of buildings, roads, bridges, hydro-electric 
and irrigations works. 

2. Cement flooring tiles 

3. Asbestos Cement Products ... 

4. Hume Pipes Manufacture 

Total ... 

Tone. 
400,000 

50,000 

100,000 

10,000 

5,60,000 

' 120. Locrdion of Future Uni~' of Production.-Even if the Province is called 
upon to produce 400,000 tons of cement out of the total estimated requirements of 
about 600,000 tons, there is still room for two more factories in the Province. As to 
the location of the proposed factories for the manufacture of cement several places 
have already been selected by the manufacturers. In doing so they have examined 
the quality of avaihble raw materials, availability of power or possibility 
of producing their own power and transportation facilities. Most suitable 
locations appear to be: Porbunder, Port Veraval in Junagadh State, 
Jamnagar State and Sevalia in Kaira District. Generally each factory may produce 
100,000 tons of cement per annum. 

121. Tarqet of future procluction.-The target of production of cement and 
cement products (in terms of consumption of cement) for the coming five years may 
be_fixed at about 600,000 tons per year as shown in the paragraph 119. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

INEDIBLE OILS, SoAPS, PAINTS AND VARNISHEs. 

122. General.-The vegetable oil industry in India generally and in the Province 
particuk rly, would form a very important section of the general industrial pattern 
that. is going to take shape in the immediate future. It will be correct to describe 
the vegetable oil industry as one of the basic industries in the country and its 
importa~:ce is perhaps as great as either the textile industry, or the heavy chemicals 
industry that are r·oing to develop here. This is in view of the fact that vegetable 
oil industry would be the starting point for many other important industries that 
are going to be developed in the future. Although it would have been in the fitness 
of things to have considered the entire vegetable oil industry-both edible and 
inedible oils-, in this Chapter the committee have considered only the inedible 
oils and their various derivatives. 

The sections considered in this Chapter are as follows :
Section I.-Inedible Oils. 
Section 2.-Soap Industry. 
Section 3.-Paints, Varnishes, etc. 

The opinion of this committee is that in the future planning the vegetable oil 
industry should be considered on the basis of a basic industry and should be treated 
as a large scale industry. 

SECTION I. 

Inedible Oils. 

123. General Considerations.-The comparatively higher percentage of acreage 
)Jlllder cultivation for oilseeds, the varied requirements of oils for industrial purposes 
and the better facilities of internal transport and export of oilseeds make the oil
seeds crushing an important industry in the Province. The crushing of seeds for 
the extraction of oil is done by methods ranging from the most primitive to 
highly efficient mechanical processes. Only a small percentage of seeds is crushed 
by ghanis. A major part is crushed by expellers. There is also an oil-extraction 
plant installed in the Province. Various types of seeds such as groundnut, linseed, 
rape and mustard, sesamum and safflower are used for crushing purposes ; but in 
this report attention is concentrated on the non-edible oilseeds most important of 
which are castor seed, mowra seed and karanja seed. The production of oil from 
edtble seeds is discussed only in cases where these are also utilised for industrial 
purposes. 

12i. Present Production.-The following table No. 17 gives the quantity of 
non-edible oilseeds milled annually in the Province. The figures represent the 
etatistics supplied by the Agriculture Department, Government of Bombay. 

Seed. 

Castor seed 
. ~owraseed 
Linseed 
Karanja seed 

TABLE 17. 

Total 

Quantity milled per year. 
'l'ons. 

22,300 
7,500 
6,000 

500 

36,300 



Taking the percentage of oii extraction as 40, about 14,000 tons of oil from non• 
edible oilseeds are nonnally produced every year. This quantity is entirely utilised 
for nou·edible and industrial purposes. It is important to note that oils derived 
from many edible oilseeds and cocoanut are also utilised for industrial purposes. 
Thus the total amount utilised for non-edible and uulustrial purposes, is more than 
indicated above. 

There is also an additional souroe of oil for inedible ptll"poses in the form of " soap 
stock" produced in the neutralisation and refining of oils at" Vanaspati" factories.• 
The present availability and the estimated availability are shown in the following 
table. The figures are arrived at on the basis of average 2 per cent. of " Free Fatty 
Acids " present in the groundnut oil treated for _refining. 

Area. 

BOUlbay 

East K.handesh 

Barodo State 

Katlriawnr 

Gujarftt 

Totnl .. 

Pt-e§eJlt 
avAilability. 

TollS. 
2,250 

U5 

313 

150 

Nil . 
• 

2,898 

Estim~ted 
availability. 

Tons. 
2,750 

2R1 

313 

563 

126. 

4,032 

The following oil-bearing materials in addition to those mentioned above need 
consideration :-

OoUon-sced.-This seed has been long neglected, at least in this Province, in spite 
of its abundance (380,000 tons annual production). The seed gives besides the oil, 
valuable by-products as lint, hulls and protein-rich cake. The practice of feeding 
whole cake is very wasteful and must be stopped. Cotton-seed oil technology has 
been highly developed in the U.S.A. and there should be no difficulty in applying 
it here with suitable modifications. Refined cotton ·seed oil is a good edible oil and 
will also give & better hydrogenated product. In case it does not find use &s an 
edible product, it can be used for soap-making with considerable advantage. 

Kardi (Sa.fflower).-This gives a good drying oil which will supplement 
linseed oil. · 

Ifape and 111ustard.-Recovery of oil from these varieties should be encouraged 
as 1t can be suitably blended and modifie<l to produce a lubricating oil from it. 

Tallow and Bm1~-grease.-If slaughter houses are going to exist in the Province, 
efforts should be made to recover the fat from the animal matter and residues as 
well as from bones that are collected at various places in the Province. Tallow 
an.d bone grease ar~ good soap-making fats. They may be also split to give fatty• 
nr-1ds. 

Miscellatwousfats.-There are some valuable fats obtained from seeds which are 
either not systematically collected or are not av&ilable in plenty, but which could 
be cultivated. Only two instances aro cit(:d here. 
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Pisa.--A for~st product containing 90 per cent. lauric acid which ia a ''aluable 
raw material for synthetic textile auxiliaries. 

]{okllm b!lttei'.-A major source of stearic acid and for edible purposes. 

125. · Factcns Relatit•e to Production.-As pointed out in the opening paragraph, 
the pressing of oil from oilseeds is being done to a small extent by small ghanis put 
MP in villages near the centres of production. Very large quantities of seeds are, 
iu~wever, crushed in big mills situated in tuwns and cities where the oilseeds are 
transported. As the oil from non-edible seeds is ut-ilised mostly for industrial 
purposes, the extraction of oil by big mills situated in towns or cities where there is 
a ready market for the oils has a distinct advantage :-

(1) Production of oil by the village ghani is disadvantageous from the view
point of industrial economic considerations inasmuch as about more than 12 to 15 
per cent. of the avaHable oil will be left unexpelled. The mechanical expellers, 
however, would leave only 7 to 8 per cent. of oil. 

(2) Most of the oilcake will be utilised for agricultural purposes. As such it 
will be very uneconomic to leave a very high percentage of oil in the oilcake residue. 
This is in view of the fact that t.be residual oil (besides being wasted) is definitely 
harmful to the soil if allowed to be retained by the oilcake. 

(3) If the industry has to flourish, installation of oil extmction plants at 
suitable centres should be considered. By this process, it would be possible to 
treat either inedible oilseeds or even the oilcake for extraction treatment. It must 
be mentioned, however, that.oil to be used for edible purposes should be produced 
either by ghanis or by expellers in view of the fact that there are prejudices against 
the use of edible oil produced by extraction process. Oils for inedible purposes 

o)may be advantageously obtained by extraction. Generally, oilcakes may be 
'" handled by extraction to remove the oil retained in them. The oil left behind by 

this process in the cake is from O· 5 per cent. to 1· 0 per cent. Such a cake would 
be eminently suitable for purposes of developing mixed fertilizers. Tbe fact that 
oil obtained by this method will have to be refined before it is used for edible 
purposes is not lost sight of. 
126. Present Cons11mption.-The following table 18 would indicate the extent 

of usage of oils derived from edible oilseeds for industrial purposes in 1942-43:-

TABLE 18. 

Seeds. 

I. Rape an Mus ard 

2. Sesamum 
.. .J; .. Linseed 

4. Groundnu 

Production of 
Oil~t 

(in tons). 

Negligible 

6,500 

2,000 

120.000 

Requirements for 
industl'iul purposes. 

Negligible. 

2,700 

10,000 (for soap). 

To this must be added the supply of uon-erlible oils which is entirely utilised for 
industrial purposes. 
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The consumption of oils in the two major ind~tries viz., soap and paints and 
varnishes, At their present stage of development 1s roughly 30,000 tons and 10,000 
tons respectively. 

127. Factors Relative to Off-toke of Indigenous Products.-Some inedible veg;etable 
oile rroduced here will form important starting materials for and _will be ut_ili&ed to 
a very wide extent in some of the important industries ofthe Provtnce, such as:-

Soap industry. 
Paints and Varnish industry. 
Polymerised oils industry. 
Lubricants industry. 
Textile auxiliaries industry. 
Leather industry. 

It is, therefore, necessary that large amount of inedible oils should be produced. 
It is estimated that the oils will be consumed as follows :-

Name of tho Oil. 

l. C..Wr Oil 

a. MowraOil 

3. Linaoed Oil 

'· Karanja Oil 

Estim.&te of consumption in industries during the 
coming 6 yeara. 

TedUe Auxiliariea euoh aa '1'urkey 
Red Oil, oto. 10,000 tons. 

Blended lubrloenta 6,000 

Modiclnal and Miecellaneouo 1,000 " -
Total 16,000 

" 
Soeplnduaky ... 10.000 '. 

(On t.he boaia of produoins 
about 60,000 toDa or aoa.p.) 

D. B. Liuaoed Oil for Paints and 
Varniaboa ••• .20,000 tona. 

Lino~eum production and products of 
Polymeriaed Lineeed Oil •.• 10,000 

Total 30,000 

Not important. 

128. Recommend&ioM a:nJ/. Target of Future Production-Other New InJ/.us!ries.
The use of fats for soap, paints, varnishes, etc. is now quite common and mus' 
increase. Tbe technical processes are, however, changing very rapidly so as to give·· 
not only a better soap or a better varnish but also some newer types of products. 
This rapid progress has been due to a clear understanding of the composition of 
various fats and of the application of new techniques in methods of processing . 

. Some of the new processes on which new industries can be based are the following :-
(1) Splitting of faJ.B and distillat.ion of falty acids.-There is always a marketl 

for stearic, oleic and similar acids of technical and chemica.! qualities. The salts 
of fatty acids and other derivatives are used as driers, germicide agents and 
~omponeuts of lubricating greases, water-proofing agents, cosmetic preparations, 
"'arnishes and paints. 



(2) High Pres•ure Hydrogf'rlati0'1l.-Prepm·ation of surface active and textile 
auxiliary agents. 

(3) DeTiyrlralion ancl isomerization of oilB.-Drying oils from castor oil. A IJett.ft 
drying oil from linoeed oil. · 

( 4) Soh-e11t fractim~alion of oils.-

(5) Low temperalllre fractionation of oii1.-Both these enable an oil to be 
&efatated into an edible, a soap-making and a drying fraction. 

As reg .. rda the location of future producirg units vej!etsble oil fc.ctorie$ havir~t the 
moat modern equi_pment. for. the ':xtr&otion of. oil_ •~oul~ be corn'dered ua likely 
centres of production of medible Oils. No specialn:dication for the location of oil 
extraction plant is necell~~ary to be made. 

As already stated large amounts of inedible oils would be required to implemenb 
the ooheme of industri,.lir.ation in tl:e P10virce, It in,tberefore, uce.-.~t.ry to mt.ke 
the Province a• self-•dlicient a• po•qibJe in t-his re<pect. Tte Committee, tl:erefore 
recommer.d that improved methode of cultivation of oilre<d<: must l:e introduced~ 
ensure the higher production per acre. It is oko tl:e opinion of the Sub..Commilt,e, 
that kee{>ing in mind the tr.rget ·of planned productiot. aa mtggeated by the Com• 
mittee, exporting of oil,.ed• or oils, to foreign countries would be an unwise 
policy, 

· Further with the gradual kdustrirlimtion of hilrerto beckwerd areas of t'he 
Province the oil crushir,g ir.duntry or.n be •pre~:d over tl:e arers of cultivation of oil 
seeds and thu$ escape tl:.e draw-bsck~ of concentration in ft w areas. 

Oil extre.ction unih utilioirg oolvents may be encouraged to be put up by the 
existing oil factories in Bombay. 

More useful studies in oil technology with a view to develop the linoiP.um (oil cloth) 
industry ahould be undert..ken. 

1~9. New l'rocerSI's.-The progree~ of oil industry is not only in the direction of 
manufacturh·g new pro~uctn, but in tl:e lnodification of a complete change of tbe 
elristirg plant and m11<h inery. Tl:ere ia a dintinct trerd low1 rds tl:e uee of conti· 
11Uoua methods. Thus •olvent extraction of oil r.et~n. rdinirg ar d J,ydrogene. tion or 

· oils, toop manufacture, distiiJation of fatty aci<!s, etc. are ~dually changirg nom 
batch into continuous operati;one. 

130. Guuermnent'r Part in Promoting the 0.1117!dustry.-The above description ia 
enough to indicate the very high level at which. the oil industry abroad is 

• working. To achieve that le>el capital and techniciau mu•t bt forthcoming in 
larj;e numbers. Capital will be retdily available if the procer.a and plant caa be 
demoratratfd under workir g cordition•. Sircc miniature ard pilot plants are 
av&il&hle without much d:fficulty, tl:e first thir;g GoYemrr.ent reed to do is to 
e1tabli•h e. pilot plant laborp.toryrnd keep tl:e plant~ running over extended periods 
with the help of a technically traiLed peroonrel. Not orly ill'mer.ae data of j!re&t 

practical value will be available, but tle iLdur.trit.li~ts will not need anyiLOre 
con•ir.oing proof &Ld inducementa to start new industries. 
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SECTION II. 

Soap Industry. 
131. General Consideratiuns.-The production of soap ha.< been carried out 01 

,. fairly large scale in the Province. Some of t.he most well-known factories of Indi, 
producing •oap, like the Lever Bros., Ltd., Tata Oil Mills Co., Godrej Oil aud Soaf 
Co., and Swastik Oill\lills Ltd., are located in Bombay. The production of soa} 
in the Province has been an outcome of plurality of products in recent years 
Jl'irstly the concentration of 'Vanaspati ' industry has taken place in the Province 
and the manufacture of ~oap has mostly -progre,ged as an adjunct of these oil mill;. 
This ststement, however, does not preclude the fact that •orne soap fuctorie> have 
grown independently in the Province. 

Up to now the raw materials exrept oils, required for the manufacture of soa11 
were mostly imported h .. to the Province .. The high figure of the import; of caustie 
soda and soda ash can be accounted for by this fact. 

132. Present Production.-The available figures for toilet and laundry >oap 
production in the Province have been shown separately in the two tables giHn 
below:-

Laundry Soap.-

Annual production between 

0 

1,000 

3,000 

Above 

1,000 toni 

3,000 

6,000 

6,000 

.. 

'I'Am.E 19. 

Totul 

No. of 
factories. 

2 

2 

2 

7 

Actual annual 
production 
(in tons). 

325 

3,700 

9,800 

10,000 

23,915 

In _addition to the above fac.tories there are "null scale factories mo,tly in Gujarat 
and m Belgaum rnanufacturmg soap by crude method. 1'hus the approximate 
productior.. of laundry soap in the Province may be estimated at 40,000 tons per 
year. 

TABLE 20. 
Production of Toilet Soap.-

Annual production between No. of Actual nnnun) 

factories. production 
(in tons). 

0 6()0 ton<:o 2 9!i0 
600 ),200 2 2,100 

1,200 3,000 I :?,900 
Abovo 3,000 I 3,000 

Tota.l 6 R,fl50 

The p!Cut:ction of totlet soap thus is to the extent of 9,000 tons per year. 
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On the basis of the figures of release of caustic soda for the production o soap in 
Bombay Province as supplied by the Chemicals Directorate, Governmet.t of India, 
the total production of soap may be estimated between 45,000 tons to 50,000. 
This is on the assumption that t.he 3,600 tons of caustic soda relea.sed for this 
purpose would give twelve times the production of soap. It is further to be 
borne in. mind that the distribution of caustic soda was strictly rationed and was 
roughly on the basis of 75 per cent. of the normal requirements of the soap 
manufacturers. 

133. Factors Relatit-e to P-roduction.-Tbe soap industry in the Province could 
be said to have a considerable development judged by normal standard. This 
-can also· be seen from the fact that the location factor of soap industry in the 
Province is as high as 8 · 2. This, however, should not be taken to mean that 
there is no scope of development of this indl18try, in the Province. In fact more 
recent developments in the technology of soap, more of up-to-date equipment 
of manufacture and more rigoro\18 control of the production line would have to 
be the features of soap industry t.hat would grow in the Province. 

134. Market Conditio11s and Factors Relative to Off-take of Soap.-The following 
table gives the conswnption of soap per head of the population in various countries 
in normal years :-

U.S.A. 

Holland •. , 

Denmark 

Great Britain 

Canada 

TABLE 21. 

Poland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria each 

Lbs. 

23 

22 

20 

18 

17 

4 

Considering the present market conditions and the trend for patronising indigeno1111 
production it would appear that the consumption of soap in the Province in the 
coming five years could be taken as 6 lbs. per annum, per capita. On population 
basis this works out in round figures to about 56,000 tons of annual soap production 
in the Province. 

The production of soap by improved methods could be so cheap as to make the 
finished product available at 3 as. per lb: while the present cost is about 8 annas 
per lb. 

135. Figures and Approximate A110.Tysis of Consumption.-The production of 
~ap in the Province has to cater for the following three consumers :-

(1) Domestic use. 

(2) Laundry establishments. 

(3) Textile industry. 
The production of soap will have to flow these channels of consumption. 
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136. Scope and Possibilitie& of EX]J4'118io" i1~ ProductiM.-lu view of tho fact 
that the oil industry in the Province has reached a high degree of OO:loentr.~otioo. 
large amount of soap stock would be available for the industry. A• such the 
• Vanaspati' factories located in the Province can be made the centres of soap· 
industry. Again caustic soda factories are also being envisaged to be put up a~
suitable places such as Bombay city, Ahmedabad and places in Kathiawar. 
These will act as feeder-centres supplying caustic soda to the neighbouring oil 
mills. Both of these considerations present good possibilities of expansion of 
this industry in the Province. 

137. Location of Fmure Producing Units.-As stated above the ~il mills in the 
Province would also be the centres of production of soap. Keepin~ this in mind 
the following are suggested as suitable locations for the industry. 

(a) Bombay 

(b) Khandesh (Pachore.) 

(c) Baroda 

(d) J amnagar 

(e) Porbunder. 

138. Targel of Fmure Production and Recommendatioll8.-The target of productioD'
of soap in the Province during the coming live yeom could be reco.nmended 
as follows:-

lnitialstaget. Later etage& 

1. Toilet &O!lp 10,000 tone. 15,000 IODI, 

2. La.umdryao•p 50,001) " 80,000 u 

These 6gurea include only domeatic oonaumption. 

In indicating these ligures, reference has been made to the actual 
proportion of consumption of toilet and laundry soap which works out to be 
roughly 1 : 6. · 

The mo•t economic unit of production of soap would be ·•. 15-'on, per d ·.y r Ie.nt 
bJt it w>ald appear th1.t e~c,pt for the b:gger concerns, other oil f;..ctoriea nuld 
prefer lO·tona per day unit. .iJ . 

131. Glycerin,,-The prod·oction of glycerine is Rutr.cient to zr.eet 1hr peorn~ 
demands of the Province and when necessary it would be expr.rdrd, u ,, c;ti11d, &t 
the important soap producing units. It is important to note that this Province cs.n 
export glycerine if necessary, 
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SECTION III. 

Paints and Varnishes. 
l·W. General Oo;~t~ideratim~s.-The production of paints and pigment; in this 

Province has been carried out by factories such as Goodlass W111l Ltd., Holmes & Co. 
They have been engaged in producing p:~ints, chiefly wet paints by mixing pi; menta 
wit-h media such as boiled linseed oil and other oils. Some of these me also produc
ing varnishes. It n1ust be pointed out 1 however, thn.t in this Province no serious 
attempts have been made uptill no.w to estt>blish a full-fledged paints nnd pi) ments 
industry, althouf.!h there is quite a devclored marl-:et and im.[JOih•nt mw mutcri: Is 
are available in the country. The following paints are rec01nmended to 1w prcrluccd 
in this Province :- · 

(i) Dry colour.< ami pignumts inclurling ochres and barytes. 
(ii) Paste paints. 

(iii) Mixed paints. 
(iv) Eimmel paints. 
(v) Distempers. 

(vi) Solvents ~nd other plaeticizers. 

141. Prese11t Productio11.-From the figures available regarding the production 
of paints :>nd :>llieJ products, it is evident that the production is far behind the times. 
Table No. 22 below• gives the information regarding production by important 
ftlctorics in the Province :-

TABLE 32. 

Production in 1930 Production in 19·13 
(Owt•.). (Uwt,.), 

Paste Jlldnts 50,000 52,000 

Mixed paints :W,OOO !00,000 

Ent\mel~> ;)00 :!00 

Varnishes 8,000 00,000 

Dry colnurR Negligible-. Negligible. 

142. Factors relatit-e to Pro<lucti011.-While consider_ing t-he prcduct.ion of 
nmterinls related to paints and pigments, it ca.n be stated that this Province is favour
ably situatetl as regards raw materials whic.h enter into production of tho following 
types of mineral pigments :-

1. White pigments. 
2. Yellow and orange pigments. 
3. Green pigments. 
4. Black pigments. 
5. Lead pigments. 

Again the existing paint factories in the Province can be considered as suitable 
centres of prO<luction of paints, in view of the fact that some of them are well equipped 

>IO·l Bk Qo 10--<1 



for the production of double boiled linseed oil. It is significant to note that amongst 
thefactoriesproducingpaints in this province, there is no Indian concern. The 
present factories are all owned by foreign manufacturers. It will be correct to 
state that these factories are not real production centres of paint inasmuch a8 they 
import the necessa:ry starting materials such as colours, pigments from their other 
oonc~ms in Europe and carry out mixing operations. It will be necessary to put 
up a full-Hedged p1ints industry in this Province. In order to bring about this the 
common pigments will have to be manufactured by the factories producing paints. 

From technical considerations, Bombsy and places near about Bombay are well 
situated as far as the availability of technical personnel and skilled labour to work in 
the factories are concerned. 

143. Market OonditioM atl<l FIJCWrs Relatil.lll to Off-take of lndige'IIOU8 l'roduc
titm.-The oft-take of various classes of paints in this Province has been quite 
considerable and if this Province had well developed paints and pigments industry, 
it would be able to cope with the daily increasing demands of these materiala. To 
give an idea of the ext.ent of increase of these products a reference might be made to 
the attached Table No. 23 which shows the imports of various kinds of paints in 
British India during the years 1935·40. 

Although the figures of paints and pigments shown in the table under reference are 
relative to All-India imports, it can be suggested that Bombay, in view of its position 
and technical advantages, can produce not only for its own consumption but can also 
export a part of this production to other Provinces not so favourably situated. 

144. .A.ntJlysis of Oonsump!ion.-It is needless to point out the various ways in 
which these products would be utilised in the immediate future as fa_ra.s this Province·-·· 
is concerned. These products would find use in the following :-

1. Internal and external decorations of modern buildings. 

2. Engineering structures and in constructions of public utility, 

3. Industrial equipment. 

The housing problem at present is very acute in the Province and a huge building 
programme would be necessary to solve this problem satisfactorily. To meet the 
requirements of this programme not only the existing factories would have to expand 
their production, but new units would also have to be installed at suitable place in 
the Province. 

145. Target of Production and Recomtnendations.,-The Sub-Committee consider 
the expansion of the following types of paints and pigments as justified in view of 
the possibilities •of increased consumption in future :-

White pigments.-These are at present manufactured at only one place in India, 
in Calcutta ares and the output is not sufficient to meet the requirements of the 
country. Hence, any proposal to produce these pigments in Bombay should be 
given every possible assistance by the Government. 

Cl.rrm~e pigmenls.-The production at present of this type of pigments is to the 
extent of 700 tons per month. Th~ industry in the Province is at present handi
capped by the fact that many substitutes of chemicals have to be ut11ised in place 
of basic chemicals. Facilities, therefore, should be given for the manufacture of the 
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basic chemicals entering into production. The following ~are -reoommended}or 
immediate expansion :-

1. Lemon yellow chrome. 
2. Middle yellow chrome. 
3. Orange chrome. 

Pigment colours.-The chief raw material in the production of these pigments is 
potassium ferro-cyanide which will have to be imported in the initial stages. The 
advantage in this expansion of this industry lies in the fact that with the importa
tion of this only material and a few others in small quantities, the requirements 
<>f paints and ink in the Province can be sufficiently met. 

Distempers.-Almost all the raw materials required for this industry are available 
in areas near Bombay and manufacture of a high quality product is possible in the 
Province. The industry at present suffers from keen competition· of imported 
products, which are manufactured by big financial combines abroad and which are 
in a position to supply these products at comparatively cheap rates. Government 
protection is, therefore, necessary to put this industry on a sound footing. Suitable 
varieties of this product can be utilised not on! y in plastering walls but also oa 
asbestos sheets, metal wood, etc. Special varieties can also be prepared in the form 
<>f dry powders soluble in water, which can kill bugs and insects, and thus would be 
very useful in the post-war reconstruction programme. 

Nitro-Cellulose paints.-These types of paints are useful for motor industry, in 
railway departments, etc. ; but their manufacture requires a number of sol vents 
which are not at present available in India. If facilities could be offered in 
making these solvents available to the manufacturing units, this industry could 
flourish well in the post-war period. For the products reviewed herein no targets 
conld he suggested in view of the fact that a correct picture of consumption is not 
available. 



TABLE 23. 

TA.BLE OF IMPORTS Of' PAO."TS AND PIGMENTS. 

Quantity in Cwts: Value in Rupees. 

~ame. 

1935-36. 1936-37. 1937-38. 1938-39. 1939-tO. .1!:135--36. 1936-37. 1937-38. 1938-39. 193!)-40. 

1. Barytes 13,4()8 7,-IU 9,3H '·""' 2,U9 36,62.J. 24,123 38,.U5 3ri,i0[i 7,426 

2. Paris blue 18,206 15,041 17,705 15,114, 14,113 802,696 632,476 715,559 638,134 622,816 

3. GZ.n.pbtte 10,627 10,569 11,094 8,383 10,504 135,084 131,436 155,722 113,902 122,641 

.. Genuine dry red lead 36,761 15,573 7,544 7,016 8,523 .SI2,H9 254,269 169,980 134,6SS 182,007 

•• Reduced dry red lead 3,4-l.S 1,846 2,712 347 '" 34,144 20,880 46,3-U 8,101 1,100 

•• Genuine wWto lead 12,665 13,589 s,zgg -7,164 5,509 255,402 213,179 203,-181 1()8,806 144,54U 
00 

7. Reduced dry white lead. 911 •• 9 12 • H-,387 700 637 310 152 ~ 

8. Genuine molat white lead •• 3,084 2,732 1,694 649 2,575 66,3·18 65,178 54,6:!0 19,805 83,712 

.. Reduced molst white lead .• 1,117 1,371 1,353 1,248 769 26,274 34.,09:! 35,539 31,813 20,871 

10. Dry lithophone .• 23,318 29,661 37,045 31,286 40,248 227,964 266,186 345,U3 . :!87,527 :)30,311 

11. White moist paiuta 4,842 758 181 300 3il0 86,8;1,2 12,975 3,197 6,583 8,061J.. 

12. Genuine dry Zinc white 1,375 1,788 1,448 10,384 31,901 . 27,137 36,H-1 31,4U 151,987 521,906 

13. Reduced dry Zinc white 1,300 532 1,208 040 631 15,6-13 • 6,262 13,iJ5 7,761 6,604 

14. Gcnuiue moist Zinc white •. 35,140 32,69f> 16,507 17,889 15,988 763,756 746,257 436,02(; ·Hl2,i2G 426,183 

15. Reduced moist Zinc white •. 976 874 587 827 376 .15,824 12,263 8,7'21 l-1,105 7,583 

10. Other sorts 204,275 237,88~ 161,72-1 14-2,818 154-,.205 5,034, 75"!. 5,137, 9110 S,211,810 4,54\),907 5,365,887 

Total 371,498 sn,425 278,51! 253)12 2[;;13,933 s,cias,Oz5 · 7,654,770 7,475,515 6,651,{)50 8,051,810 . 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

ELECTRO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES. 

SECTION I. 

General. 
146. P<JWer Oosts.-The electro-chemical processes have been adopted on a 

fairly large basis in the United States of America and many countries of Europe. 
In this present survey the possibilities of exploiting electro-chemical procesBes· 
in the Province of Bombay have been examined. In so doing all the factors touching 
the production of chemicals by the electro-chemical processes have been investigated 
taking into considerations the local conditions. 

In the group of industries that are dealt with in this section the electrical 
energy must be looked upon as a raw material or commodity capable of promoting 
certain types of reaction. In the economic analysis of any project envisaged to 
be adopted in this Province, this energy will have to be treated like any other 
item of raw material. If the energy consumption is relatively large in proportion 
to the total cost of production, the industry will have to be located at centres of 
eheap and plentiful power. 

If the electrical. consumption is relatively small in comparison to total cost,' 
then other factors will detenuine location. It is a well known fact that in other 
countries where electro-chemical processes have been fully exploited the centres 
of production are located near hydro-electric projects. A well known example 
is of the Niagara Project where the easy availability of large quantities of cheap 
power attracted a wide variety of electro-chemical industries. Thus, plants for 
production of calcium carbide, ferro alloys, abrasives, chlorine, and caustiq_ 
soda are all situated near the Niagam Project. In the present ~urvey, the Committee 
have been concerned to find if it was possible to put such industries in or near. 
Bombay. In the post-war period the Bombay Government Grid Scheme is envisaged 
to be installed and it is also expected that with this Government Grid Scheme 
and the Tata Hydro-Electrical J>roject it would be convenient to establish electro
chemical industries taking power from either of these sources in places such as 
Kalyan, or Bhandardbara in the Nasik District, or Koyna near the Chiplun 
Port. 
, Wit.h the completion of these progmmmes regarding the electriO.·, projects 
't may be possible to make power available to chemical industries at as low rates 
as 0 ·15 a1mas per kwh. which would suit the establishment of electro-chemical 
industries in the Province. As against the policy of buying electric power for the 
~lectro-chcm.ical industry may also be considered the l>ossibility of generating power 
by the industry itself by using coal or fuel oil. By the installation of steam turbines 
for producing such power and utilising low pressure steam tor chemi~ul proces.ses 
it would be possible to divide the cost of raising steam between the generatwn 
of power and the generation of processed steam. 
. 147. Allailability of Raw Materials.-Witu regard to the electro-chemical 
industries recommended by tuis survey to be inst.ullecl in Bombay Province it may 
be generally stated that all the necessary raw materials of the requisite quality 
and in required quantity will be easily made available at tue respective places 
of the various industries considered here. This factor of raw materials, therefore, 
would appear to be quite favourable and in the interest of the industries considered 
here-below. 
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148. Markets.-The products of the various chemical industries recommended 
in this Provincial suryey will lind an easy market both in the Province, in 
the neighbouring States and in other Provinces of the country. Bombay being 
the centre of a rail road system as also a system of sea freight it would be quite 
possible to find easy and suitable outlets for the various products envisaged 
to be manufactured by the electro-chemical industries. 

149. The Industries specially reemnmendedfor B~Imbay Provinces.-The following 
industries are specially mentioned for the immediate consideration of the Govern
ment of Bombay so that the installations may be encouraged in the post-war period 
in this Province. The Committee have considered the possibilities of putting 
up calcium carbide industry in the Province. At the present stage, factors 
regarding powers, raw materials, location, etc., are not favourable to this industry. 

SECTION II. 

Aluminium Industry. 

150. General Considerations.-The Province of Bombay has excellent deposits 
of bauxite particularly situated near Belgaum, ss well as in Thana District and in 
Kaira District. These deposits can be exploited for the production of alumiuium 
in the Province. 

The trend in the world production of alumiuium can be best expressed by the 
following table :-

TABLE 24. 

Year. Quantity produced. 

1935 250,000 tons. 

1938 600,000 tons. 

Remarks. 

GeneraUy supp1ied 75 per cent. of 
the total productions. 

The production has incrt-a.sed conside
rably since 1938 on account of the 
impetus given to this industry by 
war. 

Regarding the above it is significant to note that to-day Canada leads the production 
·of aluminium (after the fall of Germany) in spite of the fact that that country 
has no workable deposits of bauxite and geta its ores from South America. 

151. Figures of Present Production.-The present production of alumiuium 
in India is summarised in the following table :-

TADLE 25. 

Name of the Company. Estimated capacity A t 1 d t"on.. 
of production. 0 ua pro uo 1 

---------------------------------------------------------"~ 

The Indian Aluminium Co. Ltd. (1937) 2,500 tons. 1, 700 tons in the 
year 1943. 

The Aluminium Corp. oflndia. (Factory at Asa.nsol) 3,000 tons. 1,000 tons. 
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152. Facturs ~dated to Prod'IJ.elion of Aluminium.-The Province of Bombay 
has the advantage of having hydro-electrical power which would be available 
at cheap rates for the production of aluminium. The availability of good quality 
of bauxite in the same region as that served by the hydro-electrical system acids 
considerably to the advantage of locating the industry in the Province. 

153. Market conditions and Factors relative to Off-toke of Products.-The following 
Table No. 26 shows the consumption of aluminium in India as revealed by its imports 
into the country :-

TABLE 26. 

Year. Quantity in tons. Value in lo.khs of 
R~ 

1926-27 4,861 95•09 

1927-28 6,74.4. 118•51 

1928-29 6,330 107•75 

1929-30 8,551 142•35 

1930-31 6,417 100·63 

1931-32 1,971 29•6ti. 

1932-33 1,218 2:!•18 

1933-34 1,974 32•59 

1934-35 2,623 38•22 

1935-36 3,175 45•11 

The maximum consumption shown by the tables has reached a level of almost 
9,000 tons per year in 1930. Thereafter the drop shown by the table could be 
attributed to the decline in the prices of copper and brass vessels which flooded 
the markets outelassing the use of aluminium cooking utensils. 

In the days to come, this metal is going to play an important role in the manu
facture of alloys used in the aircraft industry as well as in the manu lad ure of parts 
for railway rolling stock and other mechanical parts. In view of the•e the den:t.nd 
for aluminium in India is likely to ri•e, and it is rea.sor:o:.blc to fix liP the target of 
producing 20,000 tons of aluminium for the whole of India. Bombay Province 
ean look forward to putting up a factory producing and marketing at least 3,000 
tons of aluminium per year. 

164. Analysis of Consumftion.-Amongst the variety of aluminium gocds 
manufactured from semies domestic aluminium utensils are the most important. 
During the war due to the restricted imports furnaces were installed to melt and 
refine the scrap and the metal produced was processed into sheets and circles in 
rolling mills. The production of domestic utensils also got an impetu• during the 
war years. As a result of this the industries consuming aluminium are well 
established both as regards the rolling of sheets and circles and the manufacture 
of aluminium utensils. A number of these concerns are located in the Bombay 
Province, and would be able to consume the aluminium proposed to be produced 
in the Province. 
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155. ·Scope and Possibilities of future Production.-Keeping this projeQt for 
the Province of Bombay in view, the Committee would recommend to vut up 
a "Plant for the manuf~cture of 10 tons of metallic aluminium per working 
day. In making this suggestion tbe Committee btwe considered the factors 
concerning :-

(i) Availability of raw materials. 

(ii) Availability of processing chemicals. 

(iii) Electrical energy in post-war period. 

(iv) Suitable site. 

(v) Marketing possibilities. 

(vi) The general "Prospects and prosperity of the industry. 

Tl1e Raw .Materials.-The important raw materials necessary fm· the production 
of metallic aluminium are :-

Baulcite. 

Coke. 

Coal-tar pitch. 

Cryolite. 

Caustic soda. 

The Committee are of the opinion that all these materials except cryolite will 
be available in plenty at or nearabout Bombay. The possibilities of getting cheap 
raw materials of the requisite quality have been examined ·here-below :-

(1) Bauxite.-If the Government of Boinbay decide to permit the instalh1tion 
of aluminium factory in the Provil10e, there is admirably suited source of raw 
material for this industry. It is situated in the Thana District on the Tungar Hill 
about 30 miles from t.he city of Bombay. This would provide all the requisite 
bauxite for the aluminium factory to be placed noarabout. It has been estimated 
that this hill has about 140 acres of bauxite, and the estimates show that about 
750,000 tons of bauxite suitable for aluminium production will be available. At 
the rate of 12,000 tons of bauxite requisite for producing 3,000 tons of aluminium 
this source of bl\uxite would last at least for GO years. This would reveal that on· 
this basis a suitable site near Bombay, would be the ideal situation for putting up 
the factor.r proper. The quality of bauxite available has been found snitable and 
after purification of alumina obtained from representative samples, this bamdte 
showed 99 · 34 per cent. AJ,03 content. 

Ovet• and above, the other advantages stwh as availability oi hydro-electl'ical 
. power, shipping facilities and the availability of large quantity of water, Bombay 

Province has the further advantage of having bauxite deposit located in the same 
. region. B!\ulcite deposits in Belgaum District and near Koyna, where hydro•. 

electrical power is proposed to develop will also form suitable raw material. 
. A thorough prospecting of these deposits will have to be undertaken before a final 
decision is made for the location of a plant. · 
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. (2) Fuel.-This industry will require lat·ge quantities of fuel. In this particular 
ll11ggestion regarding putting up the factory to utilise Tungar Bauxite, the Bayer 
Process for the production of alumina will have to be used. Bombay being 
a port, as also a site suggested for- this industry being easily approached by country· 
crafts, coal would be available for the industry. Similarly, coke and furnace oil 
for drying bauxite could be conveniently reached to the factory. It has been 
~stimated that per l ton of aluminium produced, 4·5 tons of coal, o·s ton of coke 
and o·5 ton of furnace oil will be required. · The normal prices for these mat<~riala 
are such that their price will not materially affect the cost of prodttCtion. From 
this view point also the situation of a factot-y near about Bombay or near Chiplun 
would be a very convenient factor. 

. {3) Coke and Coal-ta·J" pitch.-Coke and coal-tar pitch will be required for the 
production of electrode requisites in the aluminium industry. All these materials 
will be easily available from the Burma Oil Co., Ltd., now that normal conditiom 
.,.. slowly returning. The total cost of all these materials as delivered at tb.e 
factory will not exceed Rs. 30 per ton. This figure compares quite favourably 
with the price obtaining in foreign countries where aluminium has been 
manufactured. Coal-tar pitch suitable for electrodes will be available in the 
Province itself when a suitable wood distillation plant as envisaged in this survey 
is installed at a place like Billimora or in North Kanara quite near Bombay. 

(4) Cryolite.-Cryo!ite which is the chief constituent of the electrolyte for 
dissolving alumina is the only material which must be imported from countries 
like Greenland. The imported price of refined cryolite will be quite fn vourable 
if the Government of India would a.llow the imports of this material ft-ec of duty . 

. , The Provincial Government will have to approach the Cent-ral Government for such 
~on cessions in the interest of the industry. 

(5) Caustic soda.-This country bad been importing caustic soda. Ever since 
1943, however, India has gone into production of this chemical and this Province 
itself, as 'envisaged by the present survey will have factories pro<lucing caustic 
soda. If as suggested in Chapter II the caustic soda factory for the Province of 
Bombay is installed in Bombay, it is reasonable to suggest that caustic soda will 
be available at a fairly low price for this industry. The concentration of heavy 
~hemicals industry, and the electro-chemical industries near about Kalyan is 
calculated to bring about not only easy distribution of chemicals to consuming 
industries, but such distribution \\·ill be to the mutual advantage of these industries 
as far as cost and convenience are concerned. 

Considerations regardi·ng Electrical En.,,.gy.-Electrical energy will be consumed 
to a very large extent. Estimates show that 18,000 to 21,000 kw. per ton of 
aluminium will be consumed. Electrical energy, therefore, forms a very important 
single item contt•olling tb.e cost of production of aluminium. It is, therefore, very 
necessary that plenty of cheap electrical power should be made available 
continually to the plant producing metallic aluminiwn. 'fhis will be at,bieved if 
the Koyna scheme comes into existence at an early date. It ltas been r.nvisaged 
in the scheme that it will start with an initial instnllation for producing 40,000 kw. 
r.fhis installation will meet the requirements of the aluminium industry in 
Bombay. 

', · Further with regard to the above it can be stated that in the programme' 
\)f expansion, the Tata Hydro-Electrical Powet· Scheme would be in a l'""ition to. 
~upply electrical energy at quite reasonable rates. The cost or such power should, 
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be about 0·10 to 0·15 as. per kw. The power may be bought from the Tat& 
Hydro-Electrical Power Supply Co., Ltd., or from the Bombay Government 
Grid. If it is to be bought from Tatas it may be recommended that the Government 
of Bombay may approach the Tata. Hydro-Electrical Power Supply Co., Ltd., 
with the proposal so that it may be possible in good time to complete the 
arrangements for the supply of electrical power. {' 

Alternatively the Grid System as envisaged by the Government of Bombay for'"" 
the supply of electrical energy may also contemplate measures which would 
facilitate the supply of electrical energy as discussed above. The installation of 
such a factory should be taken into consideration by the authorities while making 
provisions for the project. 

156. Locatirm of tlte Factory.-In suggesting the site for the aluminium 
factory which may be put up in the Province of Bombay, factors regarding raw 
materials, continuous supply of freEh water, transport facilities, cheap labour, easy 
availability of power and all relevant factors have been considered. In view of 
this the most suitable site which can be suggested is near Kalyan on the River 
Ulhas. This site has the following advantages:-

1. Large amount of bauxite near about. 
2. Fresh water in the Ulhas River. 
3. The rail road and water transport facilities. 
4. Availability of processing chemicals such as caustic soda. 

Although in many aluminium producing countries the general practice is to 
locate the alumina producing and reducing plants at separate suitable places, in 
the present case it can be suggested that both the units, viz. alumina producing and 
metal producing sections may be placed pari pasu. This suggestion is, howevel)\j 
to be examined from all view points when the detailed scheme is prepared for the 
installation of an aluminium factory in Bombay Province. 

157. Target of Procluction and Recommendatians.-In view of what has 
preceded above it is suggested that if a factory producing 10 tons of metallic 
aluminium per working day be established in Bombay bright prospects could be 
held out reasonably to the prospective financiers. It is, therefore, suggested that 
the plans for the intallation of an aluminium factory be taken up by the Government 
<>f Bombay, on the following lines:-

(i) To provide for 10,000 kw. at 0·10 to 0•15 as. per kw. 
(ii) To make available facilities which may be required by the manufactw:er in 

establishing the industry. 

SECTION m. 
Other Chemicals Depending upon. Electro-Chemical applications. 

In this section the production of hydrogen peroxide is considered. 

158. General Consiclerations.-Hydrogen peroxide is manufactured by th~ 
electroc-hemical process by electrolysing a solution of dilute sulphuric acid and 
distilling the resulting solution of per sulphuric acid under vacuum. The process 
does not require any special raw materials except small quantities of sulphuric acid. 
The main requirement is the electrical power. It is considered ·suitable to put 
up a plant for hydrogen peroxide in conjunction with other electro-chemical 
~- _, _..___ -
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159. Present ProductiO'II and Factors relating to Production.-No hydrogen. 
peroxide is being manufactured in the Province by the electro-chemical process. 

If hydrogen peroxide is produced electrolytically at a centre where electrio 
power is cheaply available, it might be possible to produce it at a cheap rate so as. 
to be able to find markets for it. 
l 160. Consumption of llydroge:n Peroxide.-The present consumption or 
hydrogen peroxide is very low as it is not being manufactured to any considerable 
extent, but with larger productions at economical rates, the material can find itS" 
own market as is shown by its import during normal times for bleaching of cloth 
and for special bleaching processes. 

161. Future Poss,:bility of Production.-It is envisaged that it would be 
possible to find a market for about 500 tons of hydrogen peroxide per year during 
the coming 5 years. The target for manufacture of hydrogen peroxide is, therefore, 
fixed at 500 tons of 120 volume hydrogen peroxide per year .. This would require 
a daily consumption of about 27,000 K.W.H. of electrical energy. Thus, it will be 
conveniently located at a site where. cheap electrical power is available and where 
there is already an arrangement for converting A.C. power to direct current • 

. These conditions would be satisfied at an industrial concern which is already 
manufacturing electro-chemicals. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

PLAsTICs INnus·rav. 

162. Gene•·al Gonsiderati0/1$.-The following are considered in this section:-

1. Phenol-formaldehyde plastics. 
2. Amiuo·formaldehyde plastics. _ 
3. Cellulose Acetate and Nitrate. 
4. Nattiral plastics-Casein, Shellac. 

- Plastics have come to be used in every day life in the form of utility articles 
as well as mechanical and electric parts. They are also used in various industries 
1inch as radio, automobile and aircraft industries. These various types of plastics 
enumerated above have different utility according to their properties. Phenol
formaldehyde type has been· replaced to a considerable extent by the amino- · 
formaldehyde plastics and the cellulose plastics in the manufacture of transparent 
and delicate articles. However, the use of phenol-formaldehyde will continue 
because of its cheapness in the manufacture of utility goods as well as- mechanical 
and electric parts. Cellulose acetate and nitrate plastics find a large use in t-he 
manufacture of photographic and motion films and to a lesser extent in cellulose• 
ware and injection moulded cellulose acetate articles. These plastics also find 
a use in the manufacture of paint basis, sheets of the cellophane type and in the 
synthetic fibre industry. 

Natural plastic shellac finds an important use in the manufacture of gramophone 
records. · "' 

163. Pre/lent Production.--Ouly a very small quantity of the syntheti&\' 
moulding powder is being made in the Province. This is of the phenol-formaldehyde 
type and the manufacture consists of mixing imported phenol and formaldehyde 
with indigenous wood flour. The present mixing capacity is 100 tons per year. 
The installed capacity is for a production of 600 tons of moulding powder 
annually. 

Regarding the natlll'al plastic~ the casein is manufactured locally in the 
Province whereas shellac is being imported from outside the Province. The total 
figures of production of casein in the Province are not available but a rough estimate 
may be made from the quantity of casein transported from the largest casein 
producing centre Anand. For the year 1943 this quantity was 3,062 tons. · 

164. Fadors relative to Production.~The industry of moulding plastic wares 
from imported moulding powders has developed recently in India. Bombay is 
the largest centre for this moulding industry. The manufacture of moulding 
powde1-s has not yet developed in our country because of the recent in~tallation 
of the moulding industry as well as the immature state of our chemical industry 
which supplies the raw materials used in the ma11nfacture of moulding powders. 
The prese11t requirements of moulding powder are being met by imports from 
U.K. and U, S. A. but with the expansion of our chemical industries and the 
consequent availability of cheap raw materials it should be possible at au earlyi 
stage t.o manufacture all the required moulding powders locally. 

Of the '!latural plastics, casein is manufactured locally mostly by the acid 
jll'Ocess and not by the remtet process from skimmed milk obtained from dairies 
manufacturing butter. According to the consumers the quality of this casein is 
unsuitable because of its lack of uniformity. 
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165. i~larket Conditions and Fa<Jtors Relative to O.ff-taA·e of Indigen&U~< 
Products.-The moulding industry is at present in an early stage of development and 
it is envi•aged that the mitahle increase in the consumption of moulding powders 
will occur in the coming years. Practically all the present requirements are met 
by imported moulding powders and hence it would be possible to find an easy 
market for the indigenous products, provided it is manufactured at competitive 
rates and of the required quality. 

The rxiRting film industry consumes an amount of raw films Sllffici('tJt enough 
to justify the establishment of the Cellulose-nitrate indu•try, The industries 
consuming Cellulose-acetate for films, fibres, lr.cquer ha>e an<l. plastic goocl.s arc ytt. 
in a state of development and arc likely to be co~sumers of a large amount of this 
tnaterio.l. 

166. Figures of Consumption.-The following table giv<'s tb' figures of 
consumption of n1onlding powders at presrnt and the estimated consnmpt.ion 
according to the data supplied by the moulders of pl•stic goods:-

I. 

"'2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Name of Piasti<" 
material, 

Phenol Formaldf.'hydc 

Amino Formaldehyde 

Cellulose nitrate and a<'etate 

Cas(' in 

SbeHao 

.. 

TABLE 27. 

Present aJmual <'on. 
sumption( in tons). 

360 

100 

Small quantity 

50 

213 

Estimatfd a1Jnt1nl 
<'Onsumption for 1046-47 

arcordir.l! 1oth data 
from numufaduren. 

000 

300 

100 

100 

26 

The above figures represent the estimates made by the present manufacturers 
for 1946-47 on the basis of the moulding machinery installed by them and available 
immediately in view of the imports ordered out. The consumption of moulding 
powders for coming five years accor<ling to the envisaged development of plastic 
industries with its consuming industries would be much higher than that estimakd 
by the manufacturers. 

167. Scope and Possibilities of Expansion in Production.-
(i) Phenol Fotmaulehyde.-The production consists of the manufacture of the 

raw materials phenol fomtalclehyde and the manufacture of moulding pow1lcr 
by mixing the chemicals with filler material such as wood flour or soyabean 
meal an<! other chemicals. The production of phenol in the province is alrea<\y 
being contemplated by manufacturers of electrolytic oaustic soda and chlorine 
. by chlorobenzene method. 

Formaldehyde fomts a raw material for plastic• of the phenol founaldehy<!e 
type, the amino-formaldehyde type as well as the casein type. It also finds other 
·use in the. fonn of methyl alcohol obtained as one of the prmlucts of tho hard 
wood •Jistillation industry or by the direct synthesis. 



(ii) Aminojrmna!Mhyde.-The raw materials required are urea or tbioure1 
and fonnaHebyde. Urea may be produced from ammonia by fixation of nitroge1 

· wbir.h is already recommended as one of the industries that may be developed iJ 
the Province. Wood. pulp or wood flour of uniform consistency or minera 
materials may be utilised as filler materials. . 

(iii) Cellulose acetate.-The raw materials required are cotton linters, aceti• 
.acid, acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid. Acetic acid and anhydride will bt 
available at cheaperrateswhen the manufactureof these llll\terials is undertake! 
on a large scale. The other raw materials are available locally. . 

(iv) CeUulose nitrate.-Ail the raw materials required in the production art 
available locally and are likely to be available at more economical prices wit! 
the contemplated reorganisation and expa11Bion of the provinci:.l industries. 

On the assumption of about 75 full length feature films and 150 short films pe' 
year produced in the area in which raw films could be supplied by the Provine• 
-of Bombay with an average of 20 copies for el\Ch of the full length features an( 
liO copies for the shorts, the requirements of raw films would be nearly 50,000,00< 
feet per year. The photographic fihns may be included in this consumption as theJ 
form a minor percentage compared to motion films. The consumption of cellulo!H 
nitrate on the above assumption in this industry would be about 100 tons pe1 
year. 

· (v) Casein and skellac.-Large quantities of these raw mat<>rials are availabl1 
from the natural resources ou hand and the utilisation of this plastic raw materia 
requires the manufacture of .both these products on an economical scale and tc 
a standard of quality which would suit the manufacturers of plastic goods. 
168. Location of Future Units of Procludion.-The manufacture of mauldin~ 

powders may suitably be undertaken in the city of Bombay or suburbs as the ehieJ 
requirements for this industry are heavy chemicals which are .manufactured tc 
a large extent in Bombay. The existing moulding industry already establishef 
in Bombay could be supplied easily with the required moulding powders if they ar• 
manufactured locally. 

Tho availability of trained labour and other industrial and busines• 
iacilitics would be a<\dition.tl arl.v•.ntng<'s available in Bombay. 

169. Target of Procludion.-Tha following table gives the target oJ 
production of plastic moulding powders for the coming five years in consideratior 
of the expected expansion in the consuming industries. Column 3 inclicates th• 
requirements of raw materials for each of the moulding powders. 

TABLE 28. 

Na.me of the Pla.stic 

Annual rcquirelnents ofrolV materials 
Target of for the proposed target 

a.nnual production ------::----=--.::__ __ .:_ ___ _ 
(in tons} Na.mo of raw Quantity 

material (in tons) 

l. Phenol·forma.Idehyde . . 1,500 Phenol 627 . 

Formaldehyde 406 

Wood Flour 780 

Sulphuric Acid 2 

Hexa.methyl Tetrarnine 
• 0 68 

Pigment 19 

Calcium Stearate .. 10 
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Annual rcqHirements of rflw matcrill- s 
for the proposed target 

Name of the Plastic 
Target of 

a.nnua.l production 
(in tons) 

2. Amino·formaldehyde 00 600 

3. Cellulose acetate 300 

4. Cellulosenitra.te 300 

Jl. Casein 

~. Shellac 

Ure• 

Name of raw 
material 

Formaldellyde 

Wood pulp or wood .flour 

Curing agents dye-Iubri<'ant 

Cotton Linters 

Acetic anhydride 

Acetic Acid 

Sulphuric Acid 

Cotton Linters 

Nitric Acid (100%) 

Sulphuric Acid (100%) 

Casein 

Formaldehyde 

Caustic Soda 

Sodium Sulphide 

Shellac 

Carbon black 
clay and copal. 

Quantity 
{in tons) 

262 

262 

240 

II 

210 

600 

976 

30 

180 

300 

160 

Figures not } . . available, 

.. ) 
~Figures not .. J available. 

170. Recommendations.-The following recommendations are made for the 
.ostablishment of this new industry in the Province :-

(i) All help required by the manufacturers in establishing the industry may 
be made available by the Government. 

(ii) Facilities must he made available for the import of manufacturing 
mnchinery for the development of the industries manufacturing the raw 
materials as well as the moulding powder industry. 

(iii) In the earlier stages it may be necc,sary to protect the new industry 
by restricting the imports from abroad or by the introduction of T~rifi duties 
<>n imported material. 



No. of 
fa.cWriea 

Plastio &a.w using 
Material the raw 

mate-
rial 

1. Celluloid 2 

2. Shellac 1 

-TABLE 29. 

Information ~egardivg manufacture of Plasii08. 

Consumptio~ in tons 
per year Source 

ofra.w 
mate-
riul 

1946 19464:7 estimated 

Nil 12 tollS tubing • u. K. 

SheUa.c .26 tons. Shellac 26 tons. Local 
Clay 34 'tons. Clay 34 tons, 

Econo-
Price mically 

of ra.w allowable 
ma- price 

t.eri- of raw 
a! material 

5-10 shillings 5 sb. 
per lb. 

V&rietiee of a:rti-
cles manufActured, 

Baugles~soap boxes, 
uzubrella hand
les, etc. 

Shellac Rs. So/90 Re.IS/20 Gramophone 
record•. per bag. per bag. 

Remarks. 

No manufa,cture during 1945-
46 because of la.ck of raw 
materials. As yet no im
ports of celluloid sheets or 

· tubing have been possible. 
The' manufacturers are in
terested in expansion of 
the industry by importing 
ma.cllinery for thermoplas
tic moulding powders. 

Prices of raw materials roee 
gradually and the quality 
deteriorated. The filler 
material was originally im~ 
ported from Japan under 
the n-ame of Stone Powder. 
Due to stoppage of import 
of this material. clays 
and powdered. sea-shells 
were locally proOured. The 
imported ma.~erial w&s 
DJOre suitrLble because of 
its chea.pneu·: .a.nd low 
density, .. 



:; 
I 
~ 

4. C'a.Stlin Glue 

"· Phenol Formal-
deJqcde Urea 
Foriualdeh y de 
Cellulose Ace-

7 

24 tons .. 48tons 

Glue 1 ton. 
Lac I ton. 
Timber 130 tons. 

448t.ons 1,136 tons 

• • Local 

Local 

U. K., 
u.s. A., 
&loool. 

•. ~Rrs.l,000-2,000 f 
per bag. 

Imported Re. 1/ 
lb. 

Looal Re. 1/14 
toRs.2/lb. 

Sas. to 
lO as. 

Buttons, Sheets, 
tubes, rods. 

Frames and other 
moulding. 

Radio knobs, tele
phone blocks tele
phone fuse panels, 
toilet articles, do
mestic articles, 
bottle caps, 
~tationery arti
cles, 

Raw material obtained 
locally is mostly prepared 
by the Acid process and 
the quality is not uniform. 
The prices have been in
creasing gradually during 
recent months. In Febru
ary 1946 the price was 
Rs. 1,015/ton, whereas in 
April 1946 it was 
Rs. 2, 035/ton. 

Raw material mainly used is 
phenol-formaldehyde and 
to a. lesser extent urea. 
formaldehyde. The con
sumption of cellulose ace- S 
tate is very low as yet. 
There is only one concern 
dealing in the manufacture 
of Moulding Powder. The 
phenol-formaldehyde moul
ding mixture is pre
pared from imported phe
nol-formaldehyde and in
digenous wood flour. The 
manufacture of Moulding 
Powder from basic raw 
materials has not yet been 
undertaken by any manu
facturer. 
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CHAPTER X. 

GENERAL RE('OMMENDATIONS AND SUAIMARY OF THE REPORT 

SECTION I 

General Recommendations. 

The following grneml recommendations are made by the Committee for the 
considemt.ion of the Provincial Government. 

(1) It is recommended that the Geological survey and forest survey of the resources 
entering into the chemical industry should be undertaken by the Government. 

This recommendation has been made in view of the fact t!illt the chemical 
industry of the Province should develop according to a fixed progmmtne. It will 
be, therefore, essential and important to find out how far chemical indust.t-y in the 
Province can utilise the mineral resources and the raw materials available here. 
In order to ascert.~in such sources fnirly accurately, not only a grological survey 
will have to be undertaken but it will be necessary to carry out extensive 
:prosp~ctin_g of the mineral resources. This prospecting would include the following 
I.Uve&tigations :- . 

(a) Location of mineral resources; pa~ticularly the. following:

(1) Bauxite. 

(2) Gypswn. 

(3) Barytes. 

(4) Lead, zinc, copper and tin o;es. 

(5) Ochres and coloured earths. 

(6) Silica deposits suitable for glass industry. 

(7) Cla.y deposits snitable for pottery industry. 

(8) Asbestos. 

(9) Mien. 

(10) Felspar. 

(11) Kayanit~. 

(b) The extent of mineral u<>posits both in ar~a m1d depth. 
(c) Total quantities of each mineral available if used in certain 

quantities per year. 

(d) Quality anc\ suitability of mineral resources for particular chemical 
inc\ustries. . 

So far no sue~ J?l'Ospecting has hoen mulertakm.' either by the Central Govem
ment or the Provwmal Government as far as the mweral resources of the Province 
are concerned. Absence of any authoritative information on the lines mentioned 
above was a serious handicap in the work of the present Committee in t.he matter 
of p1'0viding accm1tte figures of available rnw materials. 
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A similar prospecting of forest resources entering into chenlfoal induat.ry should 
also be undertaken. Absence of authoritative information regarding tho forest 

, resources has seriously handicapped the Committee in the matter of making any 
definite remarks regarding the availability of hard wood and bamboo resources of 
the forests of the Province which are raw materials for industries such as paper, 
~rayon etc. Repeated inquiries from the Committee to the Forest Depart
ment Officers remained unfruitful. It would appear the Department had no 
information required by the Committee. It is, therefOI'll, absolutely necessary that 
the Forest Department maintain useful records which could be pressed into service 
of the public. This could be only done if there was a proper su.rvey of the forest 
resources made and records maintained with the particular object in mind. 
Such records should be easily availnble to the prospective industrialists. This 
suggestion has been made in view of the fnct that even a Committee appointed by 
the Government of Bombay found it difficult to get the information wanted. 
(2) It is recommended that mora intimate contacts between the chemical Research 

Laboratories of the Province and the industrialists should be established in the 
interests of progress of the industry in the Province. 

The Committee have founcl during their investigations that most of the existing 
factories producing chemicals and chemical prodncts lack proper technical guidance. 
They have been following methods of production which have been found inefficient 
and uneconomic. ' In chemical industry, more than in any other industry, the 
element of obsolescence plays an important part. On account of daily progress 
being made in the field of chemical engineering, processes and equipment become 
obsolete overnight. For example, an electrolytic cell which may have been quite 
efficient might get inefficient overnight when viewed in comparison with a newer 

'1Pe of cell. It is on account of this factor that the producers have to be wide awake 
to the up-to-date researches and discoveries ; such a desirable condition would not 
ensue unless a more intimate contact existed between the research institntions 
and industrialists. It is, therefore, recommended that such a contact be established 
by publishing facts and figures regarding chemical industry and inviting 
industrialists to get interested in the latest advances in the field of chemical industry. 
This activity cnn perhaps be undertaken by the research institutions of the 
Province and preferably by the Inclustrial Research Laborato1·ies of the Department 
of Industries of the Government of Bombay. To find out the ways and means of 
achieving this object will be within the scope of a special committee which may 
be appointed by the Government of Bombay. 
{3) It is recommended that a " Permanent Provincial Advisory Committee for 

Chemical Industries "be appointed by the Government of Bombay. 
From whet has preceded in the previous pages wherein an extel18ive programme 

of industrialisation of the Province has been indicated, it would appear that the 
installation of chemical industries in the Province would necessitate a day-to-day 
examination of the problems and factors t-elative to chemical industry. The 
handling of such factors, problt•ms ancl investigations may be profitably loft to the 
Provincial Advisory Committee recommended above. Similar committees exist 
.,countries where c.hemical imlnstries huve dovelopecl on a planned besis. The 
views of the present Committee regarding such a body are outlined as follows:-

(a) Scope.-The permnuent Provincial Advisory Committee for chemical 
industry should have the following scope :-

(i) To lay down the general pclioy of chemical industries in the light 
of the present report. 

11 Ilk Qo l0-7a 
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(ii) To plan in detail for the various chemical industries in tho 
Province and to advise the Government that such a plan shall be 
implemented in the best interests of the industrial patteru of the Province. · 

(iii) To examine proposals and projects submitted by various. 
industrialists to put up factories or centres of production in the Province 
and to advise the Government if such and such a project would work in 
the best interests of the industrial economy of the Province. 

(iv) To co-opt from time to time technical experts subject to the 
approval of the Government to help the Committee in deciding the merits 
of the projects 8ubmitted to it by the Government. 

{v) To find ways and means to establish contact between the technical 
and science institutions and industrialists so as to bring about efficiency 
and· economy in chemical production throughout the Province. 

(vi) To establish representation in the all-India bodies, such as the 
National Planning Committee, concerned with the planning of industry 

· in the country and to coordinate the activities of the chemical indust.ry 
in the Province with a view to bring about a common basis of planning for 
industry. 

(b) Composition of tile Oommittee.-Keeping in view the •cope outlined 
above, and its importance relative to the process of industrialisation in the 
Province, the composition (of the. Committee is suggested on the following 
lines:- -

(i) Okairma11r-An. unofficial pel'SOll having an extensive experience
of economics and management of chemical industry of the Province. 

(ii) Unofficial nominee of the Minister-in-Charge of industries from. 
amongst the members of the Provincial Legislatnre. 
. (iii) Representative of the Bombay Province Chemical Manufacturer• 
Association. 

(iv) The Director of Industries of the Government of Bombay. 
(v) A technical expert havin~ varied experience of planning fnr ' 

chemical industry and erection of plants producing heavy chemicals. 
(vi) Director of the Bombay University Department of Technology. 
(vii) Representative of glass and ceramics industry. 
(viii) A' representative of Royal Institute of Science, Bombay. 
(ix) Secretary-Industrial Chemist with the Department of Industries, 

Gov•mment of Bombay. 

SECTION II 

Summary of Report. 

I. Sulphutic Acid. and. its Derivati'""'· 

.<i) ll?W M~~ls.-Raw .sulphur will have to be imported. MethO<I• for tlu• 
utths~t1on of 1nd1genous pyr1~es and sulphnr bearing ore <'onld hP devcloprd. 
Baux1te and other raw mater1als for sulphates are available. 
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(ii) Target of Production : . ..,-
Name of -the !sta.terial. Target. 

Tons. 
1. Sulphuric Acid 112,500 

2. Nitri~ Add 6,500 

3. Hydrochloric Acid 3,000 

4. Acetic Acid 1,925 

5. Oxalic Acid 100 

6. Ferric Alum 3,000 

7. Aluminium Sulphate 5,000 

8. Potash Alum 1,100 

9. Epsom Salt• 1,500 

10. Ferrous Sulphate 1,500 

11. Copper Sulphate .. 1,000 

12. Sodium Sulphate 6,000 

13. Zinc CIJori<le "} 1,000 
14. Zinc Sulphate .. 
Hi. Superphosphate• 25,000 

(iii) Ol'ganisation of the Irulustry.-The industry should be organised by 
private capital. Government should support it by providing facilities and help 
whenever necessary. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations.-The Committee recommend:-
Ia) That expansion of the industry and new plants of sulphuric acid may 

be permitted to be installed on the n1ost efficient and modern basiR of 
equipment. Contnct process acid plants producing 2u tons per day of sulphuric 
acid, should be considered economic units of production ae fur as new 
installations arc concerned. 

(b) That the Lead Chmuber Plants in operation in the Province be 
scrapped and their production be substituted by contact acid manufacture, 
wherever economioolly possible. 

(e) That in view of the proximity of consuming industries, places near 
Bombay and Ahmedabad arc suitable locatious for tho furtl,er exp::~nsion of 
the industry. 

(d) That the rayon and dyestuffs industries, if and when installed in tle 
ProviMe, should. mnnuf,,cturc their own requirements of this acid at their 
sites. 

(e) Thnt the latest mcthorl of utilising gypsum for tl1e manufacture of 
the acid, thus making tho industry in<lep•ndent of imported sulphur, be 
adopted if economical as and when the ro•ults of the working of this process 
are made available by tho experimental plant suggested to be put up by th9 
Government of India. 
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II. Alk4li cwd Clilorine Produds. 

(i} Raw Materi'lls.-Brine is the starting material for. el_ectrolytic caus~io soda. 
The ot.her important factor is elect.rieal energy, as it IS consumed In large 
quantities. 

(ii} Targp,t of Production:-

Name of the Chemical. 

' 
1. Soda AJ!h 

2. Sodium Bicarbonate 

3. Caustic Soda 

4. Chlorine (liquid compressed) 

&. Bleaching Powder 

Target. 

Tons. 

. 41,000 

2,000 

31,000 
(20,000 by electrolytic process 
and ll1000 by causticisation.} 

17,500 

6,000 

6. Calcium and Sodium Hypochlorites .. 5,000 
(in tenns of 30 per cent. 

chlorine.) 

7. Smlium Chlorate 1,500 

8. Potassium Chlorate 2,000 

9. Cnu•tic Pot-ash 1,500 

10. Pota&sium Carbonate 6,500 
(2,000 for Caustic Potash.) 

(iii) Organisation of the Inclusliy.-The industry should be allowed to be 
developed by private capital. Its claims to Government protection should be 
favourably considered. 

(iv} Speciftc Recc>mmendations :-

(a} The Province must be made self-sufficient witl1 regard to these 
chemicals. 

(b) Bombay and suburbs are suitable locations for this indu•try in view 
of very favourable conditions in respect of cheap electricity, availability of 
salt and market. 

(o) Common salt s~ould be provided at a duty-free rate. Manufacture_~ 
of salt of purity required by these industries should be encouraged. ..... 

III. Othm· Hea'l)!j Olwmica/$. 

(i) Raw Matel'icds.-:All the raw materials for t.he products in tbis section are 
available in the Province. 
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(ii) Target of Production :-

Name of CbomicaJa, 

1. Sodium Bichromate 

2. Potassium Bichromate 

3. Sodium Silicate 

4. Sodium Sulphide 

5. PotaB&ium Chloride 

6. Magnesium Chloride 

7. Calcium Chloride 

8. Ammonia (Liquor) 

9. Ammonia Anhydrous 

10. Sodium Hydrosulphite 

11. Sodium Sulphite 

12. Sodium Bisulphite 

13. Sodium Thiosulphate 

(iii) Organisation of the IflilustryJ.-To be organised by private capital. 

(iv) S~fic Rewmmemlatiom.-

Target, 

Tons. 
2,000 

60 

8,000 

4,000 

3,000 

8,000 

3,000 

100 

4,350 

1,500 

150 

600 

600 

(a) Complete stoppage of imports of bichromates, chromate& chrome 
products and sodium silicate is recommended. . 

(b) Encouragement should be given for the production of sodium sulphide 
from sodium sulphate. 

IV. ltulustrial Gase$. 

{i) Raw Materials.-The gases hydrogen and oxygen can be produced by the 
eleetrolysis of water. Oxygen is also obtained as a by-product at hydrogenation· 
of-oil plants. 

(ii) Target of Production.-No recommendations can be made at tb.is stage. 

(ill) Organisatioo of ltulustry.-By private entsrprise. 

(iv) Specific RecommendatioM.-Nil. 

V. Inorganio.J'·ine Ohemioals. 

Most of the recommendations are covered in the first four sections. 

VI. Organio Fine Olwmioals. 

(i) Raw Materials.-Ethyl alcohol is mostly produced by the . fermentation 
process and should be available in good quant.ities. 



(ii) Target of Production :-

Name of Chemir.al. 

Acetic Acid 

Ethyl Alcohol 

Methyl Alcohol 

Ether 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

104 

(ill) Organisation of lndustry:-By private industrialists. 

(iv) Specific Recomm£ndalions :-

·rarget. 

500 tons. 

1,000,000 gallons 

200,000 
" 

600,000 lbs. 

1,000 tons. 

(a) Bombay, Baroda and Ahmedabad are recommended as suitable places 
for plants producing organic fine chemicals. 

(b) Alcohol manufacture should be carried out in the vicinity of centres 
of molasses and mowhra flower production in the Province. 

VII. Drugs aruJ, PhM1YIIlCeUticals. 

(i) Ra.w Materials.-For liver products the raw materials are fresh liver and 
glands which are obtainable from the slaughter house at Bombay. As regards 
drugs, obtainable from vegetable sources, the Province is not favourably situated.,.~ 
Starting material for the production of sulpha and allied drugs would be easily 
available when the dyestuffs industry, recommended to be put up at Bombay, is 
installed. 

(ii) Target of Producti<m :-

Name of Drug. Target·. 

Sulpha Druge 200,000 lbs. 

Synthetic Antimalarials 75,000 ,. 

Penicilin 250,000 million units. 

Arsenicals 25,000 lbs. 

D. D. T. 5,000 tons. (To be 
doubled later). 

Nicotinic Acid 15,000 lbs. 

(iii) Organisation of the Industry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Recomm£ndations :-

(a) Modernisation of slaughter houses is considered essential for putting 
the liver products manufacture on a sound basis. 

· (b} The shark liver oil industry should be given every assistance to 
apand. 
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VIII. Photographic Cllefl>icals. 

(i) Raw Material.t.-Most of the organic and inorganic fine chemicals form 
the starting materials for the manufacture of this group of chemicals. 

(ii) Target of Planned Productitm.-The targets of important chemicals used 
for photography are given in chapter on fine chemicals. 

(iii) Organisation of tT.e Industry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Recommerulatiom.-A nucleus for the production of these chemicals already 
exists in Bombay. This factory should be encouraged to manufacture all the 
chemicals required for use in the Province. 

IX. Textile Chemica~,. 

(i) Raw Materials.-Most of the heavy inorganic chemicals are already 
diecussed in a previous section. Starch is generally processed from maize obtainable 
in tha Province. 

(ii) Target of Pla?med Production.-No specific targets are fixed. 

(iii) Organisation of lrulustry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Recommerulations :-

(a) Cultivation of maize from best quality seed should be undertaken and 
encouraged by the Department of Agriculture for the manufacture of starch, 
to enable the industry to compete with import.ed products. 

(b) Extensive research should be undertaken to develop other source• 
of starting materials for the production of starcl1. 

X. Coal Gas arul Coal Tar Products. 

(i) Raw Matenals.-Coal which forms the stal.ting material for all the products 
is imported in the Province from other Provinces. 

(ii) Target of Production :-

Name of Product Target·. 

Co&l Gas 5,200 million o.ft. 

Gas Coke 160,000 tons. 

Coal Tar 14,000 , 

Distillate Oils 500 .. 
(iii) Organisation of the Irulustry.-Public Limited Companies. 

(iv) Specific Recomtnendations.-Bombay, Ahmedabad, Surat, Poona and 
Sholapilr are suggested as suitable sites for location of coal gas plants in view of 
their consuming capacities. 

X I. ~str u<Jtive Distillation of Wood. 

(i) Raw Material.t.-Hardwood, which is available from the forests of the 
Province. 
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(ii) Target of Produc!·ion.-In the initial stages a factory distilling 100 to 
150 tons per day is suggested to be installed. 

(iii) Organisaiion of tlui Imlu8try.-By private capital, subject to Government 
supervision as regards the conservation of forests. 

(iv) Specific Recommeml4tion8.-Two possible locations are indicated for this 
industry, one which can be supplied by wood from forests of N. Kanara ; the other 
near Billimora in Gujarat. 

XII. l>tjesluffs lml·ustry. 

(i) Raw Materials.-A number of inorganic chemicals is required in the 
manufactme of this industry. Many of these with the exception of sulphur 
would be available in the Province when the suggested programme of development 
of chemical industry comes into operation. Of the necessary organic chemicals 
methyl alcohol, acetic acid, benzene and some of their derivatives would be 
available in the Province. The rest of the organic chemicals would have to be 
imported from outside. 

(ii) Target of Production.-The immediate target is fixed at 6,500 ton.s of 
dyestuffs to he produced annually. 

(iii) Organisation of the lml'U8try.-By private capital, subject to neces!lary 
supervision in respect of quality.· 

(iv) Specific Recm,.mendatiom.-Bombay is suggested as a suitable site for 
this industry. 

XIII. Peiroleum Refining lml'U8try. 

(i) Raw Materials.-Tho crude oil to be refined can be obtained from countries 
along side the West coast of India such as Persia, Bahrein, etc. 

(ii) Target of Production.-About ! million tons of crude oil might be distilled 
annually in the beginning. 

(iii) Organisation of the Imlustry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Reoommendations.-Nil. 

XIV. Gl&s lrldustry. 

(i) Raw ~aterials.-Of the ne<:essary raw materials, ~ime is avail~ble in plenty 
in the Provlitce and soda ash IS marketed through Imported agencies. Silica 
of the requisite quality not being available has to be imported from the U.P. or 
Nizam's Dominions. 

(ii) Target of Productio>l.-Thc target indicated for sheet glass plant is 6,000 tons 
per year. 

(iii) OrganisatiOn of tlte lmlU8tf"'!J.-The ~ndustry should b.e.o_rganised by private 
enterprise and the Government. should provide necessary faclhties to transport and 
import machinery. 
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(iv) Specific Recammendations :-

(a) The Committee recommend that the production of bangles should be 
increased so as to make t.he Province self-sufficient. 

(b) Soda ash should be permitted to be transported to Bombay by 
sea-route from the inlanrl centres of production. 

(c) Tho Committee recommend th•.t a factory handling about. 20 tons of 
sheet glass per day should be put up in the Province to meet the demands of 
the tremendous building activity. Bombay is consi1ered a ·suitable location 
for the proposed factory. 

XV. Potteries, Cemmics, and Rifractories lndust·ry. 

(i) Raw Materials.-From the information that is available there is an abundance 
in the Province of various kinds of raw materials used in pottery. 

{ii) Target of Production.-Kindly refer to paras. Hl-P. 67 and 113-P. 68. 

(iii) O•·ganisation of the lnd1tstry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations:-

(a) Geological survey of raw materials. 

(b) Cheap power supply. 

(c) Cheap transport for raw materials. 

(rl) Establishment of a Central Research Centre. 

XV I. Cement and Cement Products. 

(i) Raw Materir~ls.-Limc stone and clay are available in some places in the 
Province while gypsum will have to be importee] from neighbouring Provinces. 

(ii) Target of P,.o&uction.-Portland Cement-560,000 tons. 

(iii) Otgr~nisation of the Industry.-By sound financial concern. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations.-Nil. 

XVII. Inedible Oils. 

(i) Raw Mrtterials.-Some of the inedible oilseeds are available in plenty. 

(ii) Target of P..od1t0tion.-Nil. 

(iii) Organisation of the lndustry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations:-

(a) Modem processes on which new industries can be ~tartcd should be 
encouraged to be 1mdertaken in the existing factories. 

(b) The Government should put up a pilot plant laboratory to keep the 
industry informed of the latest methods in oil technology. 
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XVIII . . Soap lndmtry. 

(i) Raw illaterials.-~lost of the raw materials excepting oil were up to now 
imported in the Province. 

(ii) Tl!rget of Production:-

(a) Toilet soap 

(b) Latmdry soap 

Initial Stages 

Tons. 

10,000 

50,000 

Later stages 

Tons. 

15,000 

80,000 

(iii) Organisation of the lndustry.-The existing factories are sufficiently well 
organised to undertake expansion in production. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations.--Nil. 

XIX. Paints and Varnishes. 

(i) Raw Materials.-The requirements of this industry are so . varied that 
it would be difficult. to give a list of the raw materials required. 

· (ii) Target of Production.-The expansion of the following types of paints and 
pigments is just.ified in view of the possibilities of increased consumption :-

(a) White pigment. 

(b) Chrome pigment. 

(c) Pigment colours. 

(d) Distempers. 

(e) Nitro-cellulose paints. 

(iii) Orga;nisatiml o{ the lndusflry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Recomme>ulations.-Nil. 

XX. Aluminium lndmtry. 

(i) Raw Mate>ials.-Bauxite is the starting material for the production of 
aluminium. Electrical energy is used in such a big quantity that it can be classified 
as a necessarrraw material. Cryolite will have to be imported from abroad. 

(ii) Target of Production.-3,000 tons per year. 

(iii) Organisation of the Industry.-By private enterprise. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations :-

(a) The Committee are of the opinion that a site near Kalyan affords great 
facilities for putting up a factory producing metallic aluminium. 

(b) The Committee recom;nend that the Governme~t of Bombay should 
provide for 10,000 kw. electrwal power at 0·10 to 0·15 as. per kw. 
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XXI. JJhnm· Electro-Ohemical8. 

(i) Raw Matmials.-The raw materia!t; for hydrogen peroxide are a solution of 
diluted· sulphuric acid. Electrical energy plays an iruportnnt pnrt in the process. 

(ii) Target of Pl'oduction.-500 tons of hydrogen peroxi•l• per year. 
(iii) Organisatitm of tll.e b1du~ll'y.-By private capitnl. 

(iv) Specific Recomrnetulations.- The hydrogen peroxid'e plants should he put 
np side by side with other electro chemical industriPs. 

XXII. Pla<tios bulustry. 

(i) Raw JJtaterials.-Of the natural plastics, casein is manufactured in the 
Province by the acid process. Phenol and .formaldehyde which form the haaio 
materials for other types of plastics are imported from abroad. 

(ii) Target of P.roducti<m :-

(a) Phenol formaldehyde 

(b) Amino formaldehy<le 
(c) CellUlose acetate 

(d) Cellulose nitrate 
(e) Casein-No definite target can be given. 

(iii) Oi'!Janisation of tile bulustry.-By private capital. 

(iv) Specific Recommendations :-

1,500 
600 
300 

300 

(a) Facilities for the imports of machinery should be made available to the 
industries. 

(b) Protection should be granted . to the moulding powder manufacture by 
reAt.ricting imports or by introduction of Tariff duties, 

CONCLUSION. 

In submitting the Report of the Chemical Indu•tries Sub-Committ,ee as 
embodied in the foregoing pages, the Committee hope that iu the interest of the 
Chemical Industries of the Province, the Government would plen•e implement the 
most important suggestions made herein. Special attention is drawn to the general 
recommendations included in the last chaptrr. The Committee arc convinced that 
the chemical industries and industries dependent upon the app'icat'on of chemical 
science hold out a bright future in this Province. In preparing t.his report, the 
Committee have kept this conviction before them. 

Bombay, dated the 27th August 1946. 
C. S. PATEL, 

R. K. TRIVEDI, 
Secretary. 

Romhay, 27th August 1946. 

Chairman. 
MATA PRASAD } 
L. A. BHATT· M b 
C. p, SHAH em era. 
1\l. R. MANDLEKAR 



APPENDIX A. 

Summarised Supplementary Questionnaire Prepared by the Sub-OcnnmiUee. 

Name of Factory:-

-
! 

Production (in Cwts.) Cost per unit of production 
Estimated . Analysis 

Name of Chemicals (ProdUcts) ' {>roduction 

I 
of market 

lD 1946-47 

I-

consumption• 
In 1939 In 1943 1939 1943 1946(estiill&te) 

_I 

I 
! 
! ' 
i 
I 
I 
' 

' 

--~ I ! ' I 
*Plea.seenterit a-s (1) Good, (2) Fair or (3) None. 



.APPENDIX B. 

I nformal:ion Card for I ndividuaJ, Product. 

Remarks on reverse 

Production (in Tons} Consumption( in Tons) Analysis of consumption 

---:1 ' ' ' 
~ame of Factory 

Estimated Estimated 
1944 annual annual CGnsuming 

average 1939 1944 . average Industries Quantity in tons. % of Total 
during during 
1945-50 1945-50 

I 

I 
I 

I I 

I 

I I 
I 

i 
Total .. 100 

I 

I I 

I I l 
I l_j I I 

r 
I 

I 
I 

Total 
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REMARKS 

(1) The present location of existing factories:-

(2) Ideal location suitable for the Provine(\:-

(3) Cost per unit of pl'oduction :

(a) In 1939 

(b) Average of 1939-44 

(r) EstimatEd average for 1945-i 

(4) Target of production:-

(5) Recommet1da.tions :-
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APPENDIX. C. 

List of Faci!Yties which answered the questionnaire. 

I. HEAVY CHEMICALS 

1. Th(' Dharamai l!orarji Chemical Compr.y, L:n.i1t cl, Aml:etnath. 

2. The E.tstern Chemical Company (India). 

3. The Golden Chemical£ Ltd.,Jogcshwari. 

4:. Hald)"ll Chemicals, Bombay. 

lS. Hinduatan Colour Chemicah: and l\Ia.nufach.:rirg C'o., Ltd., Katl.wada. 

6. The Indian Oxygen and Acetylene Co. 1 Ltd., Bombay. 

7, The Indian Chemical£ Conipany. 

8. The Indenters' Syndicate. 

9. The Indo A:rican Dyeing 'Works, Bomtay. 

10. I:,tel'national Chemical Company, BomLay. 

ll. Kaloid Chemical£ Co., Boml-ay. 

J2. The Kes~rSngurWorks,Ltd.,Ooregaon. 

J3. The Mayurdhwaj MagneRia Works, Ltd, 

}4. i\Ieta.ohcm Limit('d,Bombay. 

J5. Mira Chemical Works, Bombay. 

I d. The Morvi Chemical & )fetallurgical Works, Ltd.,l\forvi, Katbiflwe;r, 

17. Nanava.ti Oil & <Jhemical Industries, Ltd., Bomba,v. 

J8, Natioun.l lndUiltl·iefl Company, Bombay. 

IY. The Premier Chromate & Chemical Work~:~, Ltd. 

20. The Pioneer Ch1•omate Works, Ltd., Bombay. 

:H. Tbe Pioneer Magnesia \Vorks,Ltd.,Dombay. 

22. The Phoenix Chemical Works, Bomba,·. 

23. &a.mco Chemical Works,Ahmedabad. 

24. )lessrs. Sta.rChemica.ls, Bomhy. 

25. Sona.walla. Industries, Ll~., Bombay, 

!I. FINE CHEii!ICAL~ 

1. The Anil Starch Products Ltd., Abmedaha.rl. 

'i. Ar-Ex Laborat~ries, Bomba~·· 
" Bk Qo 10-8 
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APPENDIX C-oontd. 

1):, Arcies Laboratories, Ltd., Bombay, 

4. Bengal Chemical & Pharmaceutical Works, Ltd., Boml:oy. 

ts. Bombay.Sewrte Chemicalf Mandacttril:g Co., Eomlay. 

6. Gco:.1rey MannerE & Co., Ltd., Bombay. 

7. a~cmo-Phuma La.boratorits~Limitrd, Eoml:ay. 

8. Ahura. C.J.emtcal Products, Bombay. 

9. Tb.e K.t.tamalCAemicallndustrics, Ltd., Bombay. 

10. M·;asrs, MlneklalAuxiliary Products, Boml:ay, 

U, Star Paint & Oil Industries, Bomlay. 

J2. SJ.i-deaa.i Brothers, Ltd,, Bilimora. 

l3. Shri DJ.ootpa!Jeshwar, Pan vel, Ltd., Pan vel. 

l4, Standard Chemical & Pharm_aceutical Co., Boml::ay, 

l5. Syntetic (India}, Ltd., BombB.y. 

l6. Taddington Chemical Factory, Ltd., Bombay, 

l7. U.1lchem Laboratories, Bombay. 

f8. The Zandu Pharmaceutical Works, Ltd., Bombay. 

l!I. COAL CARBONISATION AND CllAL PRODUCTS 

l. The Bombay Gas Company, Ltd., Bombay, 

~~ Poona Coal Briquette Factory, Poona. 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS 

J. Bake-0-Brasa,Ltd., Bombay. 

~. The Bestolite Moulding Co. of India, Ltd., Andheri. 

3. The Chemical Moulding Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Bombay. 

4. Hinduatan Plastics Industriefi. 

5. The Ford Ink, Co., Bombay. 

6. J. W. F. Ohemioal Works, Gh&tkol"'•· 

1. Iwacom, Limited & Art :&ng!ee, Ltd. 

8. L. K. Plaotioo, 

9. The Na.tiona.l Gramophone Record Manufacturing Co., Ltrl . 

. 10, The Na.tional:Mant.Je Manufa.oturing Co., Bombay. 
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APPENDIX C-contd. 

d. Na.rbudda Valley Chemica.IIndustri(l', .HAjpirln. 

12. The Panchal Steel & Bakelite lnduat.ries, Ltd. 

13. Ruba.ko Industries. 

14. Star Bakelite Manufacturing Co. 

15. Sangha. vi & Co., Bombay. 

16. Shree Krishna Industrial Works, :Pomt fl). 

17. The Standard Products Mam1facturing Co., Kur\Ct. 

V. GLASS, CERAMICS, BRICKS & REFRACTORIE~ 

L The AU-India Bottle Supplying Co. 

2, Acme Tiles Factory, 

3. Agarwal Glass Works, Bombay. 

4. AU-India Glass Worka,Kurla. 

5. BOmbay Potteries & Tiles, Ltd., Bombay. 

6. Bombay Glass W01·ks,Ltd., Bombay. 

7, Messrs. Bhara.t Tiles & l\larble1:1, Ltd. 

8. Ba.lhhim Kesbav Chawan's Brick Kiln, Poona., 

!}. The Crystal Glass W()rks, Pancbmabals. 

10. Forward Engineering Co., Bombay. 

11. Ka.jgarCo-operative Industrial Association, Ltd., Belgat:lJl1 

12. The 1\Iahala.kshmiGlass WorkH, Ltd., :Bombay. 

13. Ma.ha.deo GeuujiShinde, Brick Kiln, Foona. 

14, The Modern THea Co., Bombay. 

15. Messrs. Nowroji N. Vakil & Co., Ahmedabad· 

16. OJa.le Glass Works, Ltd., Sa tara, 

17. Patel Tiles Company, Bombay. 

18. Paisa. Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 

19. Pa.isa Fund Pottery Works, Talcgaon. 

20. :&. Rr. Sb.irke's Brick Kiln, Poona. 

21. The United Glasa Works, Andheri. 

:12. Vijay Glass Works, Bombay. 
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APPENDIX C-concld. 

VI. SOAPS AND OILS 

1. Bombay Soap Facto•y, Bombay. 

2. Balloon Soap Factory. 

3. The Ba.saein Paint & Varnish Co., :Bombay. 

~. Goodlaoa Wall Limited, Bombay. 

5. Godrej Oil & Soap Company, Bombay. 

6. Godrej Soaps Ltd., Bombay. 

7. Gujara.t Oil Mill& & Ma.nufncturin(' Co., Ltd., Ahmedabad. 

8. Hardcastle, Wa.ud t. Co.,Ltd.,Bomb~t.y. 

9. Holme& & Co., Ltd., Bombay. 

10. Indian Vegeta.ble Products Ltd., :Bombay. 

11. The Jagdiah Industries Ltd., Po•·bund~r. 

12, Ka.ma.la. Soa.p & C.hemical Works, Bombay. 

13. R&lli Brothera Ltd., Oil 1\IU!a. 

14. Tho Sw .. tlk Oill\IU!o Ltd., Bomhy. 

16. }Ietiars. Star P&int & Oil Induetfin. 

16, Tho &tara Oil Millo, &tara. 

11. 'l'ho Satum Re6nery, S11rat. 

18. Shreo Krishna Oil Mil!< Co., Abn<c!ahd. 

19. 'l'ho Tata Oil Millo Company, Ltd., Eomhy. 

20. Tbakor1&1 Bhailalbb&i II; Co., Oil Mill, West Khand<oh. 

21, Zenith Va.rnieh Work•, Bombay. 
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APPENDIX D. 

S~ shrnoing the quantiJy and value of imports of chM~icals into 
. the PrO!Jince of Bombay from foreign cou~uries. 

Quantity (in cwts.) ·value(in Rupees) 

N&me of chemical 

1943-44 194i-46 1943-44 1944-46 

I. Acids-

(a) Acetic(pyro1igneooe) 8,489 lll,992 732,699 8H7,1H2 

(b) Carbolic ... 1,069 2,580 109,837 2G0,720 

(c) Citric - 1,040 [1,647 Ui3,375 237,702 

(tl} Hydrochloric 26 138 2,3U 

(e) Nitric 8 1,323 

(/) Oxali< 257 848 22,086 21,896 

(g) Sulphuric 23 l•o• 1),092 

(h) Tartaric 653 464 168,161 129,010 

(i) Otheroort• 9,383 13,487 766,468 !,084,336 

2. Alum 2,450 3,385 45,706 46,416 

3. .Aluminous sulphate •• 8,516 35,646 60,690 267,944 

4, Ammonia and the salts t.he1•eof-

(ca) Anhydrous ammonia 29 4,966 

(b) (1 ~t"bO'l&~e a.nd bicarbonate or 2,679 10,058 112,946 397,510 
a.mmor..ia-. 

(e) Muriate of a~monia 6,360 '13,1i44 

(d) Others 4,342 3,076 

a. Arsenic and its oxides 18 uo 

e. Bleaching m 1.tetials-

(a) Bleaching powder, Cal. hypo· 40,996 47,302 
chlorate chlodde of lime. 

(b) Othersorta 

'· 0&\oium compounds-

(a) C>lcium carbide 3,060 31,113 

(b) Calcium chloride 208 103 13,36 
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APPENDIX D--cotitd. 

Quantity (in cwts,) Value (in Rupees) 

Name of ohemloal 

19,3-44 l~-4U 1043-« 10«·45 

8. Chlorine, liquid 

9. Copperaa(lerroua aulph&te)- .. 31 29 2,4« ~.234 . 

IU. Copper sulphate !0,353 !1,612 532,339 489,341 

!1. Disinfectants-

(a) Napthalene 698 2,808 24,618 148,083 

(b) Others 5,122 10,349 281,970 475,526 

12. Glycerine 5 22 643 2,481 

13. Lead eompounde-

(a) Acetate 1U 2,243 5,33U 92,018 

(b) Litharge 65 2,002 7 

(<) Othero 13 223 1,620 12,087 

14. Ma.gneeium compOUDde-

(a) Chloride 2 2 162 164 

(b) Sulphate 263 247 13,518 10,508 

(c) Other• .. 2,748 4,514 83,101 177,442 

15. Phoaphoroua all kindti 953 615 164,455 08,074 

1.~- , Pot.s.seium oom.pounds-
' 
. 

· T:t~ ~--mat-e ,,,, 
~·· - ··-

,7'"_ te ·-... ~ 81 200 11,670 18,811 ,. 
rnide of potaesium 336 327 37,219 33,750 

ter sort& .. 4,319 3,767 1,130,718 837,539 
1 

')mpoundo-

_ oarbona.te 36,795 28,52? 363,124 298,081 

19,936 23,25( 561,535 728,944 

arboute ~2,583 640,085 2,873,061 5,446,764 

nide 472 550 26,991 32,958 

401,190 308,846 6,155,202 4,912,508 
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APPENDIX E. 

Statement showing the existir<g and Estimated P,.oductioo of Vegetable Ghee in the 
Pr<>vince of Bombay including ad}acent States. 

(i) In Production-

(ii) Under Constructiou 

(iii) Being a~9istrd under 
Ex:;ansion Schome. 

Total .. 

No, of 
Factories Total 

of 
------ (I) & (2) 

(I) 
Bombay 
Province 

; 

2 

9 

(2) 
Adjacent 

Stat€ a 

2 

·~ 

7 

u 

!l. 

16 

. E-<isting AU-India Product.ion _ = 128,£00 tons 1 

Production Capacity 
(in tor...s) 

(3) (4) 
Bomlay Adj~:crnt 
F1oviL(e kt&t(S 

92,C50 12,000 

6,000 

10,500 19,C00 

1,03,100 37,500 

b(UIBA1' 1 i'Bl~l:SD 41' TBI 80V&IlliMUT OU'l&Alo r&B81• 

. .. 
Total 

of • 
(3) & (4) 

104,€60 

6,COO 

30,WO 

140,650 


